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8:09PM 10/10/12 
 
$250,000 
 
Sandwiches stuffed in a newly pressed, black 
suit 
 
 
 
 
 



11:48AM 10/11/12 
 

B 
 
Old man old as old is old  
Young as the stones he etches  
His name into 
He paid for his name to be seen 
 
He smells foul but words don't smell 
They look and 
They look foul and  
They look foul today underneath  
My feet and my leaves and mine 

Mine mine mine mine mine mine mine



11:58AM 10/11/12 
 
C 
 
Slouched 
Hunched  
Growing up 
Logarithmic plateau 
Mothers hands have been still 
 
For too long 
I've been still 
Years stretch thin twisting 
Red coat over blue shirt and yellow hands 
Hands hands hands they need like us they are 

us and nothing else  
 
Almost complete 
Almost comfortable and round but ill always 
have an opening to let the world in 
I can't shut myself out no matter how hard I try 
Cunts come in  
Staring decapitated from spread thighs 
Words and teachers and men and light and the 

brown world the purple world the orange 
world the doors every door the locks 
locked not hungry but starving for 
understanding 

 
I'll try to pinch my wounds together  
Hold  m y eyes shut tight 
And my ears sewn up and my hands cut off 
I'll reach like death  inside myself until I go blind 
And then maybe I will be able to see 



12:00PM 10/11/12 
 
D 
 
A tree does not need to go there 
It stays where it is 
It knows that there is here and here is there 
 
As long as you can get a piece of the sun 

You will be alright



7:08PM 10/22/12 
 
Tunkhannock, PA 
 
Borderline alcoholics 
Language screen relationships 
Half hour self doubt 
Twenty minute highs 
Smoking cigarettes for cancer 
Glorious 27 
Revolve revolve revolve precious words 
Andy Warhol mountains 
Crumbling cliff side potential 
Energy draining 
Cough periods externalize thoughts  
Back to half hour bouts of iron grip memories 
Golden claw joints 
Desire black abandonment 
Visualize how these sentences look on a scroll 

a circle endless colors and ginsberg 
twenty dollar ecstasy  

Structurally giving up 
Balding love 
Profile picture expectations 
Disappointmentand Shakespearian 
350 year immortality 
2.5 hour drive home to think 
To think 
 



12:04PM 11/5/12 
 

E 
 
Where did you come from? 
I don't remember being born, do you? 
I don't remember being dead, either.  
Infinitely small control 

On the six phases of the cube.



1:46AM 11/14/12 
 
Pale for weariness 
Of climbing heaven and gazing on the likes of 
us. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1:54AM 11/16/12 
 
As always as as always as always always as 
always as as always as always as always as 
always always as as always as as always 
always as as always as as always as as always 
always as always as always always as as 
always as always as always as always as 
always as always as as always as always as 
always as always as always always as as 
always aS. 



1:57AM 11/16/12 
 
Sas yawla. Sas yawla sas yawla sas yawla sas 
sas yawla yawla sas yawla yawla sas sas yawla 
yawla sas yawla yawla sas yawla yawla sas 
yawla sas yawla sas yawla yawla sas yawla 
yawla sas yawla sas yawla sas yawla sas sas 
yawla sas sas yawla sas yawla sas yawla yawla 
sas yawla yawla sas sas yawla yawla sas   



8:56PM 11/16/12 
 
One verse writes one  
verse writes one verse  
writes one verse writes 
One verse written by one verse written by one 
verse 
One verse written by one 
Verse written by verse 
Made of verse made of written of 
Verse written by one verse 



2:36PM 11/21/12 
 
This engorged animal, both male and female, 
consuming the assuring beat and routine of life, 
finds a comfortable return to the womb in her 
songs which tell her what to think about, her 
food which is her master and her sculptor, 
glossy pages show her how she should look 
and act. Her egocentrism becomes the base 
flow of life, an ingratiating salute and reverie of 
the curve, of the flesh and our place inside it 
and around it 



2:09AM 11/23/12 
 
Sculpture made of dried paint called painting 



11:45AM 11/23/12 
 
James dean had hands 
Deep into lives 
I have a woman's hands 
And I have to think because and this sprite 
tastes like work 
 
We are the turquoise of the first world 
 
Living off the detritus color heaps 
 
Always getting the impression that we exist 
 
 
Masterpieces 
Lies 
 
Death is a melting away 
It's dreaming of the natural flow 
Of eleven stones not trying to leave behind a 
message  
But rapturously falling falling into the abyss of 
honesty 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are the turquoise of the first world 
 
 



11:21PM 11/26/12 
 
The individual is the seat of a constant process 
of decantation, decantation from the vessel 
containing the fluid of future time, sluggish, pale 
and monochrome, to the vessel containing the 
fluid of past time, agitated and multicolored by 
the phenomena of its hours.  
 
The permanent reality if any of the personality 
can only be apprehended as a retrospective 
hypothesis 
 
Hegel-Kojeve: History begins with a fight to the 
death and perseveres in the dialectic relation 
between those who would risk their life for 
prestige and recognition and those who would 
not, aristocratic masters and bondsmen/slaves 
 
The poetic monologue must be an attempt to 
reconstruct from nothing 
 
JJ he is associated with all those big words 
which make us so unhappy. 



12:50AM 11/27/12 
 
You are an animal and possess nothing. Ideas 
rebound across nervic plains. Adamic 
Wilderness loosed through language. Vowel 
tender communication.  
 
Is it 
Is it entrenched  
is it entrenched in you 
That the only thing that can make you happy is 
the curve 
Is it the curve 
Is it the curve that is entrenched in you 
Entrenched in you 
Entrenched in you the curve 
You the curve 
Are you entrenched in you 
Are you 
Are you in you 
Are you entrenched in you 
Entrenched in you 
The curve 
Are you entrenched you adjective 
Are you you adjective 
Are you you adjective you lecture hall you curve  
Are you you curve you curve  



12:50AM 11/27/12 
 
expressions lost boys 
Grey expression boys 
Polemic touching 
my own red on the page 
 
We are only allowed to play on the landfill 
 
Improve. If your writing is better today than it 
was yesterday. That isn't bad. That is a triumph 
over the rhythms and patterns of the consumers 
you live with. You know. Stay in tonight. Don't 
go out. read. Learn. Improve. Art. Happiness. 
Not fidgeting with these addictions. Your 
addictions. Partying drinking smoking girls girls 
girls and their legs. Please break Dane. Make 
money so you can live with improvement. 



5:30PM 11/27/12 
 

Intention is not history.  
Orta dance poem show Erin. 



7:44PM 11/30/12 
 
The sun and other light 
 
To be to be is just 
To be to be is just me 
To be to be is just the me 
To be to be is just the just me 
To be to be is just the just the me 
 
To be to be is just the sun 
To be to be is just the sun and me 
To be to be is just the sub of me 
To be to be is just the sum of me 
To be to be is just the sub of sum 
To be to be is just the sub of sun 
To be to be is just the sum of sun 
 
To be to be is just the zero sum 
To be to be is just the zero sun 
To be to be is just the zero the zero 
To be to be is just the sons sun  
To be to be is just the light 
To be to be is just the suns light 
To be to be is just the others 
To be to be is just the sun and others 
To be to be is just the zero light  
To be to be is just the sun and other me 
To be to be is just the other light 
To be to be is just the sun and other light 



12:15PM 12/15/12 
 
trying to define corners of smoke 
 
since all inspiration is inorganic 
 
knowing without knowing 
 
voice is a shaky shanty all loose 
nails and fleshy joints  
 
father, the last unvirtual man 
unvirtuous 
 
The price of a name is 
Contrivation trivialization civilization 
refrigeration  
 
pizza 
tacos 
 
yardstrings and the  
pointing and the  
signing and the  
letters 
 
cheeseburgers 
 
a child named if 
a child named of 
we speak about these  
things After love 
 
Our own world of dreams 
and walking into orange  



fishes, Buddhist monks 
Teaching indifference 
 
So much beauty 
no much youth  
Too much way 
Do your thing 
Hew the ring 
Dew is king 
In your morning 
 
Mute 
 
Plants weren't so green 
Swaying wasn't so grey 
In the moment 
Into moment  
m   o    m    e    n    t 
 
Against standing bones 
dark emerald vascillations 
thought expungement 
turn on the tv 
For me  
 
Winter tears, summer shadows.  
Poetry is patterned thought in search of 
unpatterned mind.  



10:36AM 12/20/12 
 
But I'm jus following these lines following 
following the repetition the equity the beauty th 
latter the patterns the chaos in the stringing 
together. Of it all is implied because I can't 
control how I feel you can't relax or not move in 
society. Dishing the fish grateful for it all and for 
not it all an I need to record my thoughts so 
people remember me I dont want to sit at a 
computer and not do all these things I dont 
understand how my mind knows to press the 
space bar after every word I'm not even 
conscious of it but low   Knit but i know. now I 
wanna say something profound from a super 
ego perspective and not sort through this mess 
of a mind. 
 



2:18PM 12/20/12 
 
He can so very easily assume 
Himself so he can very easily amuse himself 



12:55AM 1/2/13 
 
Some bodies make a body feel Like fire 
perfected 
The ringlets of water drawn skin 
Chained to the boundaries of this expanse 
An upturned palm 
A breath of ice 
 
And some of them speak 
Low lit voices deep into the night 
Rippling craters into the ear 
 
The flow of the shadows are sudden like the 
dawn 
And we are drawn into our silence 
 
dark blue thoughts recoil inward, 
Boneyard moon calendar, 
A path of light leading to the warmth Flickering 
inside 



3:39PM 1/3/13 
 
View of Auvers-sur-Oise 
 
Steps to blue 
 
Daunting the task of creation inside him 
Too easy the fall into the sun 
Too simple the swirl of the clouds 



10:33PM 1/3/13 
 
In the winter your life is in the ice 
The trees are more bare  
You can see farther into the forest 
Driving by on highways 
Into the tangle 
Thorns bared  
No artful pigment, nor life 
 
I look frantically for the orange half moon 
behind the tops of the trees  
I'm in the passenger seat of a Nissan maxima 
which was made in 1998 and I was made in 
1992 and it is now 2013. It was just 2012.  
 
New England Winter and im alive and it is cold 
And my family will hold me until I'm cold 
Thorns bared 



5:29PM 1/4/13 
 
The lines of this new song are nothing 
But a tune making the nothing full 
Stone like become more hard than silent 
The tunes image holding in the line 

- ZUKOFSKY 



1:04PM 1/5/13 
 
I'm alive I can change perspectives 
perspections there are Christmas lights beyond 
the pond nearby my childhood home a low 
glowing hovering clovering over the water im 
alive i can sit in the backseat of my friends car 
drive twenty minutes for fast food my brothers 
coat still hangs around mine on the rack I base 
serious opinions off website fonts I'm alive I can 
lay in bed late type words onto my screen call it 
writing nod my head when people speak to me 
admire a loyal man sleep into the afternoon talk 
to the one at the party I'm alive I walk feel good 
about being myself sometimes do twenty push-
ups in my room I'm aware that the apostrophe-
m is less serious than the space-a-m trying to 
write seventy five lines a day im alive spent 
filling up the margins watching movies on my 
laptop focusing on my breathing holding a stone 
in an empty room filling unfilling unfilling filling 
filing dialing exorcising not exercising I'm alive 
girls come over I make love I know that 
seahorses are beautiful I need to rest 
sometimes people wake themselves up all the 
time I have always had open eyes abnormally 
absorbing im alive papers can shine words 
unnecessary for luminance outshine the others 
we're all others to others only me to me that 
French bastard would appreciate my tolerance 
of people im alive openness with drugs 
abhorrence of alcohol policing thoughts which 
are the present rustling the only language you 
truly know in your ear changing prepositions 
naming prepositions im alive in previous 



positions previous hand holdings previous star 
markings previous pots of boiled water previous 
hundred million breaths my body hasn't gotten 
tired of breathing yet living for repetition I'm 
alive 



8:09PM 1/5/13 
 
Story of the Opposite of writers block 
 
Twice trip to the risd museum. Toe pains. One 
with a young girl I barely know. One with 
mother 
 
Writ(h)ing 
The story of an attractive twenty something 
heterosexual white male who has thoughts too. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2:10PM 1/6/13 
 
Fairies 
Dancing 
Seahorses 
Ballet 
Mint stuff 
Reading 
Napping 
Art? 
 
Medicine 
Cognitive science 
Neurology 
Cross country Running 
Cooking 
Drinking 
Reading 
 
Dancing 
Surfing 
Fashion 
Israel 
Business 
Lingerie 
Tv 
Romantic comedies 
 
Hiking 
Medicine 
Dartmouth 
Skiing 
Family 
Reading 
Soccer 



Singing



10:56AM 1/10/13 
 
A Limbic brain smells Ancient rain water 
Groping trails of mashing bodies , bondies and 
fires  
Lavender born Myoclonic twitchings 
The asymmetry of the wound 
Obsessed with beauty creation 
All Our dreams  
smell the same 
And happiness is a warm toilet seat 
 
 
A Quiet Poem 
 
When music is far enough away 
the eyelid does not often move 
 
and objects are still as lavender 
without breath or distant rejoinder. 
 
The cloud is then so subtly dragged 
away by the silver flying machine 
 
that the thought of it alone echoes 
unbelievably; the sound of the motor falls 
 
like a coin toward the ocean's floor 
and the eye does not flicker 
 
as it does when in the loud sun a coin 
rises and nicks the near air. Now, 
 
slowly, the heart breathes to music 
while the coins lie in wet yellow sand. 



12:30AM 1/14/13 
 

Mortuary emails 
Write Jail bird prophecies 
Of talent 



12:10AM 1/21/13 
 
fuck happened before. Moon fuck. 



10:35PM 1/22/13 
 

Some words I knew that I wrote down next to 
each other 



5:36PM 1/23/13 
 
Milton Avery 
Chirico 
Afro 
Modigliani 
Pinto 
Alo altripp 
 
Mask- beautiful woman with a skull face. Red 
and bone and flesh background 



2:40PM 1/24/13 
 

She hates me  
Big boi kid cudi 
 
Quality control 
Jurassic 5 
 
Stay or leave 
Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds 
 
Live in dreams 
Wild nothing 



1:03PM 1/31/13 
 
Flame frame flame frane 
Mallarme poems left unfinished 
For stupid girls with sorry flat  
 
 
 
Between eternities 
 
Plasmic mutterings 
Intemerate spirit 
 
20th and chestnut 



5:53PM 2/1/13 
 

Monarch hardware 45th walnut 
iPhone paintings 
 
Print Lascaux, iPhones, Buddhist web page 



6:34PM 2/5/13 
 
Boustrophedon  
What is my goal: to Discharge deceptive 
dreams  
Phreal pharther phathers. Hamlet.  
 
Solve 
Salve 
Vesol 
Vessel 
Simultaneous 
Simoltaneous 
Molten 



6:35PM 2/5/13 
 

Peace pickers 
Disgusting bald spots 
Garbageless varietal dimensions 
Plainly stressful to delimit youth 
To the desireless confines bereft of multiplicity 
A staunch coordinate systematic routine 
brunette 
It always comes bak to the orgasm release of 
adolescent sublime 



7:49PM 2/6/13 
 
Is my 
Most purified source that of my mind bereft of 
sense? That being , my mind as it would exist 
without the five sense which keep this mobile 
carcass intact and warm? My sense will vanish 
when I perish, but what of this perturbed mind, 
this distracted fellow who is incessantly pricked 
by nerve endings and desires? What 
formlessness will that nonentity, stripped of 
touch, sight, sound, smell, taste, take? Or am I 
but these five senses, and have in invented 
such a basic mind?  
After I died there was only a shuffling. I don't 
know how else to describe it. As if I was an 
anonymous card rippling amongst others, 
spread out like a deck on the table. Amorphous,  
no longer emulous or desirous but just. I could 
even feel bits being coughed up, and I feel 
myself everywhere, spinning and sneezing from 
the smallest kicks of spirit. 



1:08PM 2/7/13 
 

Painting/sculpture  
Consisting of every thing you would normally 
have thrown away on that given day 



2:35PM 2/13/13 
 
Shakespeare Notes 
To be or not to be - the ghost in hamlet both is 
and is not 
Visible, has an expressive voice, yet is ethereal, 
immaterial, magical (in its floating, vanishing ie 
unheeded by natural physical laws) 
For the audience of such a drama, Nietzsche 
claimed, this tragedy allows us to sense an 
underlying essence, what he called the 
"Primordial Unity", which revives our Dionysian 
nature - which is almost indescribably 
pleasurable 



3:19PM 2/13/13 
 

Seeing a beautiful girl pass 
On the dead page of a city sidewalk 
like reading a perfect poem by someone else, 
one you never had a chance to write 
 
I get it - why work when you can have money 
work for you 
 
Nietzsche had been dead 92 years before Dad 
muddled his intentions and unearthed another 
Dionysian slab,  
presented blueberry smear  through a plastic 
sun.  
Another star is a sit in away. Tweeting 
punctured vignettes. 
This is how things are here 
I read western philosophy via Wikipedia via my 
IPhone via my eyes  
I have the end of this poem to look forward to 
Primordial pain/unity 



 
3:31AM 2/19/13 
 
This idea of unity 
Is unfounded 
Everything is divisible  
Even our mind absorbs things, loses chunks of 
time and love 
And is never one.  
 
This infinity being an instantaneously endless 
succession of summations of this amorphous 
one is ill founded 
 
This means in every thing there is either a zero, 
a no thing, or a something, an infinity. The more 
I meditate on this I realize that our minds are 
infinite faculties, warehouses of ideation and 
sensory heaps 



 
11:07AM 2/19/13 

 
Science  
Scilence 
Silence 
 



 
11:48AM 2/19/13 
 
Split screen of calm teenager drinking coffee 
and reading with boys dying in war etc 



2:37PM 2/19/13 
 

General solution 
Gee EE enn ee ar el 
Es oh el you tee I oh enn 
 



11:50AM 2/20/13 
 
Polar bear chasing you in the swamp dream 
 



12:48PM 2/21/13 
 
It's gotten so bad 
I can't even watch tv anymore 
Espn, The blue collar comedy tour, golden 
girls? 
It all tastes like rotten fruit.  
I'm not allowed to talk into the microphone.  
They took away that privilege once I stopped 
checking the weekly scores online.  
And gambling? Shopping? Forget it I'm a floater 
choosing words for free.  
Scratching desires on the mountains bathtub  
 
It's gotten so bad 
I can't even talk to that pretty dumb girl at the 
party 
The one who knows everyone and has a really 
great ass 
To her and to me I'm a red squiggle 
I've taken the tranquilizer 
There's no going back 
 
It's gotten so bad  
I don't know when to stop 
Or who to stop next to 
Have I always been this natural undying bruise 
A lazy coral welp of settled sandwiches? 
I guess I'll have the cucumbers on it.  
 
It's gotten so bad 
Hemingway is beginning to read like a child 
Pound seems a barbecue away 
And I can't tell if my contempt for women is 
increasing 



I know I love her but I don't know the next word 
I'm going to say 
 
Lauded 
Lauded is good 
 



2:34PM 2/21/13 
 
1624255 
 



6:21PM 2/21/13 
 
Achilles warcock rainstraight e-words 
 
Fuck you  
You fucking asshole 
Go fuck yourself 
 
Suck my dick 
You dick sucker 
Go lick my dick 
 
You faggot ass pussy 
You're such a faggot 
Go suck a dick 
 
That's so gay 
You're so gay 
Gayyeeeee 
 



1:10PM 2/23/13 
 
For Duchamp  
 
Phonesis Walls of Thought 
Eggs pressing the bag round 
Of this din  
 
In turn all eyes 
We are shadows of the 
The fourth demented son 
And have always been these Wedges of 
newspapers 
I'm trying to read but these retrospectacles 
keep sliding 
Off my feet 
 



1:15PM 2/24/13 
 

Remembering passwords 
The four cats jumped over star 
Or something like that 
 
Unfocus the lense on my diligence  
Wanderlust now equates to Internet vagrancy 
Homework purportedly rationed 
 but put off for Wikipedia pages  
Rape in the Bosnian war 
The leopard slug mating ritual 
Premature ejaculation 
Miles Davis albums 
 



2:39PM 2/24/13 
 
Rimbaud vowels colors made of canVas, floppy 
when hung. synastheasia splatter color on them 
) hanging letters existing in three dimensional 
space  
Hanging paintings all spatially distorted in three 
dimensions 
 
Strips of painting collage (visceral forms of 
curves 
 
Medium 
Meaty yum 
Media hum 
Medea um 
 
Et cetera 
 



2:24PM 2/24/13 
 
Lost Poem 
If found, return to Dane Mainella. 
 



5:10PM 2/24/13 
 

Found Poem 
By side of road. Torn at edges but readable. 
 



7:45PM 2/24/13 
 
Story about a heaven filled with only people 
who killed themselves. Everyone else went to 
hell 
 



2:49AM 2/25/13 
 
 
Passion is something that only you understand  
Passion is saying okay, I'll be vision in these 
instances.  
If everyone were like you, would we live in 
utopia ? 
We could either all be philistine artists and 
poets and there would be competition with no 
war, love with no marriage, selflessness with no 
incentive or we could all be possessive warriors 
of our own estate, unable to fully tolerate the 
flinching inspiration of our own expansivity. 
 



8:37AM 2/26/13 
 
Paragraphs 
 
I'm  
 
interested  
 
In honesty 
If only in order to maximize reflection 
 
These shards of thought 
splinter away from me as I step out of the water 
 
 
And the sun 
Which needs to come in lines, is included in the 
deadpan steel and twilight grasping 
 
My mother is Wiping grape juice from my face 
In order to tell me apart from the others 
 
I am invaded by the past 
Why 
This 
Are words which preoccupy a child's index 
finger 
 
Then  
Because 
are also words dying fathers teach their sons 
 
Who are just as interested in honesty as I am 
And dreams you can't remember if everyone 
appeared or no one did 



 
5:49PM 2/28/13 

 
Swollen conundrums on this stolen grass 
 



3:23AM 3/1/13 
 
The dehiscence of car accidents beer cans fists  
The dehiscence of college girls majoring in 
presenting themselves to bachelors 
Mastering upholding the social barriers and 
balancing cigarettes daintily between painted 
fingers 
The dehiscence of affairs spurred before and 
after supermarket aisles, irresolute glasses of 
red wine 
The dehiscence of Jerking duplexes of 
expression, flottements beckoning inward  
The dehiscence of Low carb ointment and 
oneiric zits  
the dehiscence of the aberration of toothless 
sockets  
the dehiscence of waking up patalyzed 
 



3:26AM 3/1/13 
 

Finite Spirits ( Thinking Problems ) 
In olden times, we artists 
We philistines of dust 
We're the harbingers of rags 
 
Prestige but a circle to the eye and never drawn 
to perfection.  
acceptance of place in the chains of the 
unprovable aesthetic plane 
 
Wanderlust 
beauty only in variance 
Everything becomes a star because life is 
fleeting 
Not just the orgasm farcical hierarchies of homo 
sapien 
But the opening of a hand onto a table or the 
moving of air around a closing fist takes on 
meaning and a satisfactory distraction, an 
amazement 
 



3:30AM 3/1/13 
 
Where to begin a poem? 
In a cafe? On a walk home? 
Asleep? Awake?  
With a broken heart? With an erect penis? 
Life is hard, I'm not trying to be facetious 
If you want to breathe as much as you want to 
succeed, you will breathe 
So Take if you will your shirt off and wash it to 
my credence  
Develop a theory or a sentence to unravel to a 
passing friend 
Every now and then I have no ideas so I look 
up 
And i think of three words 
I'm smoothing stones 
And a video of stones crackles behind my eyes 
Which fall Asleep in their own technicolor 
nausea 
The predictable nightmare of mirrors flickering 
by 
 
Vanity is a metathor(n) in my side 
Rebounding reality into fire to be squeezed into 
the spaces between my skin 
A skull is a flimsy pocket  
For such vaulting blood 
 



12:47PM 3/1/13 
 

Abceptions 
Abc epitome 
Perstractions 
Structure of meditations 
 



11:37AM 3/2/13 
 
Time Dilations 
 
 
Primate screen man 
Picking up story's 
Of our secret past 
 
Lies and others truths taped to the doorOf the 
gate  
Eating gross shit because why not 
Please be Kind to the flowers and 
Speak for last night because it was  
and we were Brooding in competition 
 
While outside the trees are still in the winter 
shade 
And passing by the monoliths of our 
embitterment,  
ragged mutation of nature leaves class for a 
cigarette 
Getting distracted for ten thousand years or 
more 
 
Do you ever Look out the window of that car or 
bus driving home finally down the cold New 
England snowspine and see all that road and 
land and space passing underfoot and think of 
us in our replete happiness unperturbed within 
the limits of our arms 
 



11:39AM 3/2/13 
 

Course  
by course  
by delicious course 
Punctuated by An ephemeral remorse  
for all the lemmings 
Amongst whom Im unsure of my joys 
 
The thought melts cheesily into the of a shadow 
choice 
Because I still hope for a home outside these 
words 
the soft yellow in my ears smells like the 
roundness of a coffee bean under my tongue 
 



12:50PM 3/2/13 
 
A lesbian I'm sitting next to on the bus is having 
phone sex with her girlfriend 
Hahahah giving it up super easy! Lemme send 
some pics via email. Pretty sexy tho If I 
remember correctly 
The lesbian. 'Scissor me shimbers!' 
 



3:13PM 3/2/13 
 

An unliked Facebook status 
Riding this month is all were taught 
Man 
Horse 
Gold 
Violet 
Apple 
Whoever should hear a cat or a parrot 
discourse reason and philosophize 
The cat a dull irrational man, the parrot a very 
intelligent rational man 
The sleeping lesbian is crooning and breathes 
apart from New York City, where her lover buys 
a pack of cigarettes at the drug store across 
from their apartment, and proceeds to walk with 
a green scarf around her neck across the 
concrete, stepping over broken puddles and 
electronics 
 



9:38PM 3/3/13 
 
 
Chainged 
  
“What about all those poems I forgot to write? 
Those meals I forgot to have? 
Where did they go?” 
  
if you put words in quotation marks 
you can separate them from yourself 
separation, which is the greek god of poetry, 
begged me to write these lines: 
  
she changed 
she chainged 
  
you see what I did there? an ironic change 
made to the word change by inserting I, which 
is myself, between the a and the n  
 
this produces a semantic butterfly on the 
moleskine twig. 
everything is moving towards hyper rationality. 
I can't even finish spelling sprllin spellung 
before my iPhone does it for me. 
 



11:09PM 3/3/13 
 

A sleeping parrot is in my head 
Flying one thought in another's wake 
Yellow trail sickened with wounds 
Ah - welcome to paralice 
 



6:41PM 3/4/13 
 
 
Women sit in cafe and build houses with their 
conversation 
I have to take off my earbuds to hear them 
my laptop is whispering a story to me through 
the branches 
A story that no longer exists  
The women say names of people who exist, 
they've seen them before an last time they 
checked they were alive with the present time - 
baby Owen needs to be picked up so one 
shuffles out to her Lexus  
I read names of people who can't breath 
anymore but compost in selfsame words  
rebounding tales of fifties pop music in red 
diners and purple sweaters lifted off and 
endless endless endless pleasure stolen from 
the sound of undoing that top button that sits 
right over my eyes 
I'll try to remain in my sameness for the rest of 
the afternoon 
Inhale smoking apples and blue boy Davis 
peeling the bronze off the trumpet, thrusting into 
my ears the oblivious energy of the sublime. It's 
pouring out now an I can't stop the rhythm 
beats at my brains like the riverbells. I cycle 
back to the loading page my beloved sex 
screen and hope for all the nude paintings to 
blimp across satellites torn down by the red 
scarfs and swollen hands.  
Strawberry latte yawn Sold for five dollars  
on Monday my beard itches 
And I was born a Monk  



which is short for monkey man 
Who dreams of a steak sandwich and fat cafe 
tiles 
 



11:05AM 3/5/13 
 

It may not be what you eat, but when 
An era mixing romance and science 
Fixing newborns misshapen ears 
 



1:30PM 3/7/13 
 
When you went on your first college tour, you 
were so pumped to be there. 
 
Then you get to college ready to have the best 
grades, social life, and dating life ever. 
 
But the campus is enormous. 
 
And you think your dorm is going to be like, 
 
But really, it’s the size of a jail cell. 
 
Not to mention, sometimes you walk into your 
room and your roommate… isn’t alone. 
 
And you’re just like, 
 
Oh, and the dorm showers are freezing. 
 
And you get to the dining hall and the food is 
like, 
 
But somehow you manage to gain the 
Freshman 15 anyways. 
 
At the beginning of the semester, you couldn’t 
be more excited about your classes! 
 
But then you get one of those professors who’s 
like, 
 
Or one who is terrifying. 
 



So you try to take notes in class like a good 
student. 
 
But all of a sudden you get a bunch of papers 
and exams all at once. 
 
So you prep for your exam like a boss. 
 
…Even when your friends distract you in the 
library. 
 
And you walk in confident that you’re going to 
pass. 
 
But you get your grade back and you’re like, 
 
So you go to the professor’s office hours and 
you’re like, 
 
But your professor is just like, 
 
And then there’s the dating scene in college. In 
high school, you couldn’t wait to meet college 
guys! 
 
You expect college dating to be like, 
 
But really it’s full of frat guys. 
 
You try to flirt with a guy and think you look like 
this, 
 
When really you look like this, 
 



And there’s always that girl who tries to steal 
your guy and you’re just like, 
 
There’s that guy who only sends you booty call 
texts… 
 
…and you respond anyways. 
 
And there’s the guy who doesn’t text you at all 
and you’re like, 
 
So you find another guy. 
 
And this time he’s a keeper (if you’re lucky). 
 
Frat parties were a mystical thing in high 
school. You think they’re going to be all like, 
 
And you walk in the house all dressed up ready 
to get your flirt on. 
 
But frat parties are really like, 
 
And there’s always that one creepy guy hitting 
on you 
 
And you’re just like, 
 
And after a little too much Jungle Juice, you 
walk home like, 
 
And then all of a sudden it’s your senior year, 
and people start asking you what you’re 
planning on doing with your liberal arts major. 
 



And you’re just like, 
 
And then you start worrying about finding a job 
after graduation. 
 
To quote Jane… 
 
And then you actually have to graduate, and 
you have no idea where the time went. 
 
It turns out, between the tiny dorms, the nasty 
dining hall food, those crazy classes, the 
parties, and the dating snafus, you made a lot 
of great memories in college. 
 
Do we really have to graduate? 
 



8:06PM 3/9/13 
 

 
A writer is little more than an over anxious jewel 
thief 
 



8:32PM 3/9/13 
 
22833 
 



12:43AM 3/10/13 
 

Blinker put the sun out 
Put the electric anomaly  
To sleep with the exorcists 
 
The ones who's car flipped 
Over from too much caffeine 
Dunking surfaces to parrots and the fine layer 
of tension collecting 
 
The fire zit popped out 
The archipelago interrupted  
 
Further 
Never fully interrupted  
 
 
until now 
 



1:32PM 3/10/13 
 
The women gather their belongings 
The citrus hues of forgiveness 
Overwhelming  
 
I must return to my traces of action 
Carried out with speed 
 
A tempered pink patience recedes into the 
other side of a orgasm wall 
Because I couldn't think of a more poignant way 
to say that 
 



2:56PM 3/10/13 
 

Tom Wesselmann 
Mark DeMuro 
Gordon cheung 
Michael Craig Martin  
Jason Martin Knossos 
Mathew sawyer - Awesome! 
 



1:00PM 3/11/13 
 
New note 
 
Tangerines in the shade 
Green eyed cyclops  
Filled with ambivalence 
 
So I'm in love 
Ambivalent fruit being my specialty 
And hack greedily at the skin like a lion 
committing infanticide 
 
The first little orange lightbulb cries 
 irate,  
And Refuses a clean scalping 
And is all fucked up 
 
Later tonight I will sleep with the pulp 
 
Inside me are only all my poems 
Some bone and warrior flesh 
Yeah 
But what about Facebook and keeping up with 
appearances 
Saying just the right things and making children 
to tell your story to the ground 
Few gorgeous girls need a six inch wheat with 
grilled chicken and weed 
That line was no good and I'm losing track of 
the narrative now because I just don't care 
I'm tired and need to shit and this subways 
bathroom says out of order but that's probably 
bullshit like the rest of these people 



I should text Erin probably and see if she would 
like to see me or at least find out if therapy tmrw 
will be useless 
A wild man with hair and a beard growing from 
his fingernails 
Fur is the sound of an ass clapping and a girl 
moaning deep from the hollow in her heart 
I've been knocking on the trunk praying for 
some entertainment 
Trying to think of a good line 
One that the judges will swoon over 
Make the hair on their necks raise like all the 
unpoecized erections sweeping the globe at 
this very instant  
Draining New York City for all its worth 
Outside this subway 
Where I don't order a Pepsi 
City workers dig into the street 
Revealing the undesirables 
Unheeded disasters of the dream 
A complicated cathartic compromise  
And now back to the second tangerine 
Holding up its bright roundness on the table 
This squishy of a color is rarely seen beyond 
the guts of the city 
That the brutish surgeons outside labor at 
Jack hammer  
and weld concrete back together 
 



1:03PM 3/11/13 
 

Physical interaction is embedded with stages of 
rarefaction 
Skylight condensation 
A red parrot is a red object nonetheless 
 
The particular red birds that I call my friends 
They prefer to hold their pasts in front of them 
Their lovers still 
On many screens 
That way they can't get away 
Into dark strangers beds 
Or tangled in promises of summer fields 
 
A stagnant pond collects toads of all kinds 
Even the ones that were meant to die in the 
morning 
I fall asleep on a cloud of noises 
Those outside of my body call them words 
But I have trouble trusting people 
 
When the music stops 
And my body leads me to things like a god 
I too try to breathe the wifi morning  
In the patterned dark 
I might be able to get one good line out of this 
poem 
 



1:08PM 3/12/13 
 
One or more unknown parameters 
 
The potential energy of an empty bar 
Leads to body force over a unit volume 
 
Piss comes in and piss comes out 
Joy is the division between water and a packed 
bladder 
Miserable angels dote and saunter away the 
night  
But at least I can't be sure of my own truths 
 
My professor verbalizes theorems 
Proof is an elementary result 
In the calculus of variations 
 
The best approximation  
Is the one that minimizes 
A kinematically admissible form 
Of the displacements 
 
In other words 
Interpolate the nodal values 
Into a linear element of experience 
See memory 
See past 
See finer meshes of coagulation 
See desirable convergences 
See stress concentrations 
See the solutions 
 
But there is no right and wrong 
Only percentages 



7:55PM 3/13/13 
 

Field 
A touch of his nether lip 
Verbalized field 
 



12:56PM 3/14/13 
 
Wrate mou thrustration 
Zzem howld zeem choq 
Granig ampette poettes 
 
Femi-druam zzen zzem 
Zzen popuce bow furls  
Tao qwan mou poettes 
 
Mumbering mode shix 
Intervision Telenetery 
Youex dowtop mou zzen 
Mou zeem mou yoou 
 
Occurate accult maoze mou 
Recondite madcap 
 



1:08PM 3/14/13 
 

werewhy wisoul  
hallucinate? 
intralack roadlow  
szhhape 
 
eyeriot swellranged 
tomolaughing childgains 
 
werewhy wisoul  
hallucinate? 
intertrol stifnode  
zjaib 
 
fleshbon doecon 
blakmirrs faceflect 
 



12:56PM 3/15/13 
 
Marriage based in language 
Destroyed in language 
Iago as agent of justice 
 
Always filling physical void of space and void of 
language (stage movements and put money in 
thy purse) 
 
 



4:04PM 3/15/13 
 

Mathematicians are tautologists  
Fucking themselves with  
the phallacy of unity  
Poet sees the illusion of wholeness 
And decomposes the luminal flower 
Into breath 
 
Phil's are mathematicians of poetry of the self 
Assured of our sense systems 
Abusers of joy 
 
The camera is the perfect lifeform 
In this world on inconstancy 
It reproduces dispassionately 
And inimitably  
it's genome is invisible marking of flesh 
 



3:57PM 3/17/13 
 
I dream of taking panoramic pictures with my 
new iPhone 5 
Wake up, put on my costume and swim to work 
for 930 
This page has some issues 
I like poetry because it is not imperative like all 
the other language I move amongst - its not 
directly addressing me to action or to bylaws, 
labeling me or labeling materials, assigning 
tasks or specific values to the impossibility of 
possession beyond your own thoughts 
Poetry instead stirs thought and dissolves the 
somatic tedium of my physical place in the tribe. 
It is there to remind, to guide (not force), 
maternal glimpses persisting in sustainable 
utterances, time. You can carry it freely, 
nakedly inside of you; poetential vibrational 
energy waiting for the clicking of nerves to 
spark and turn, detonate air into eruptable fire 
to be understood or misunderstood as 
transcendence. A genetic dehiscence beyond 
surface. Irrevocable in its emanation, valueless 
so beyond the realm of criminal sadists, 
uninterested politicians scoff into their brandy 
and continue holding the megaphone up to the 
lips of their armless louses. 
 



1:52PM 3/19/13 
 
Grasping  
sand  
paper 
 
Names 
Stones 
 
Layers 
sleep 
 
Sound 
Vision 
 
Fire collage 
depth  
 
Pair  
Effort  
dove 
 
tails  
time 
 
Under 
standing 
Under 
 
red 
Lassitudes  
read 
 
Thought  
sculpture 



 
diction  
till 
 
nothing 
say 
colors  
 
Some  
Time 
Come 
 
Today 
Monday 
 
Please 
Erase 
 
What  
you 
wrote 
 



1:20PM 3/20/13 
 

Derisive Iago  
 
True enough 
Definition 
Mundane Mondays 
They deign to don 
The malicious masks 
Of identity and instigation 
 
Primaveral X-rays 
 
6:53PM 3/20/13 
 
Sinful simple 
 



4:17AM 3/22/13 
 

Noticing flutters  
attention being paid off  
To fall in the fifteenth round 
                      The ideas  
Taken back by the warden 
 
Neg the flow until you collapse time into 

brambles 
And you read Faulkner for thought and I type 

poems into the T9 system 
whatever tee and nine stands 
four 

And everyone would be homeless if everyone 
had perfect vision 

But I wear contacts thAt tear and need daily 
baptismal reassurance 

I wear glasses sometimes but they break more 
easily than skin 

 
Dragon most jangled around with wordplay 
And the moons desiccated oversight 
 
The police in Israel desecrated her body 
Her busy soot 
 



4:18AM 3/22/13 
 
They're not stupid, just wrapped up. 
I like that.  
Wrapped tightly like the lucent skin on lips. 
 



8:37PM 3/23/13 
 

Moon over horizon whips under and back up 
and turns bright red then 
molten other side and a 
massive eye 

After 
Walking home, I see a crowd of men huddled 

around a Pelles back sewer 
grate, grabbing the snakes 
inside in great dangerous 
handfuls 

Some even use the creatures heads as 
weapons  

To get back at unfaithful friends 
 



4:00AM 3/24/13 
 
Competition against each other are the only 

thing that is progressing 
technology   

The only reason to make  
 
Newsfeed pollution 
 



1:19PM 3/25/13 
 

Stuck here in the middle of a holes revery,  
the room lets in some light so l can sense it's 

presence without  being thrown 
about 

Crawling the abyssal plain of singular 
percentages 

A slight hiccup in margin size and the paper is 
written - just like the bible was 

By a hand - by the prince of manipulation 
By The prophetic pick-pocketers of freedom 
Enhance the picture 
Increase the font 
Find a synonym 
Alphabetize your bibliography 
Organize the folders 
Update your iTunes 
Change your tweeting patterns 
Swallow the bread and muscles 
Adjust your tie 
Pat your hair 
Think a line 
Kiss air 
 
Lips become digits 
The perfect ten 
Apostles 
Come to dinner 
Or they'll have to heat it up in the microwave 
 



1:20PM 3/25/13 
 
Calypsotic solipsism quartz science 
Quran police bubble poll boys 
Pool brew swamped alyoshas pagan video 

games 
 
Articles can tin man money pine Jerome 
Man can land and band, can reprimand ayn 

rand brand sand  
 
Yellow paste drips pleasant as drains  
Commelodious body of the subversive lunger 

red house  
So what says below average engineering 

exams and Andy Warhol 
To see your struggle I can't imbue experience 

into deadness 
 



11:35PM 3/26/13 
 
Mayak – lighthouse 
 



11:48AM 3/28/13 
 
An artists life is - can you let go of your past? 
Avant - I want  
 
I have millions - billions of people inside of me 
(just because they are in my testicles does that 
make them not a part of my consciousness?) 
 



3:47PM 3/30/13 
 
Different ways of writing with hands 
Right hand, fingers 
Two hands, thumbs 
Two hands, nine digits on keyboard 
Or voice 
 
Letters center of gravity. Sentences center of 
gravity 
Add pixels into image 
 



9:11PM 4/1/13 
 
Technicians of the sacred 
Jean Claire 
 



11:16PM 4/1/13 
 

Sexual progression to determine capability 
Versus comfort progression to determine sexual 
progression 
 
Also reductive Id speech 
 
Also my brother and tolerance/empathy 
Couple sessions 
 



2:22PM 4/2/13 
 
Men. We live in potential 
In the story 
The abstract 
Possibility  
Mired in admired ads 
 



7:12PM 4/2/13 
 

Hand out free poems on locust 
Take out 90 
Renew books 
 



3:56PM 4/3/13 
 
all things that are, are lights 
 
fire resonants with me more so than these 
people, sickly forms of eaters eaters eaters 
 
fire shapeless, restless,  
bantering fleshless, irresolute, 
Bending unresilient  
Transient plume 
Noticing only the consumption of its own 
transience 
Its Supplanted voice 
Rigid only in its muteness 
From my base I understand the inescapability 
of earth 
But I don't know. I am certain there is a part of 
me that was stolen from some other place. 
 



11:06PM 4/4/13 
 

She goes to cooking school and makes like 
amazing pies 



7:02PM 4/6/13 
 
I'm all most 
Almoist 
All most  
 
Elm hoist 
I almost forgot  
The impossibility of a moment 
 
The celloed eye in its cage 
 



8:24PM 4/9/13 
 

My age 
Maybe younger 
Man 
Boy 
Young man 
InExperienced in years 
 
Handsome 
Long hair 
My type if I was into men 
Baggy clothes 
Aloof style 
Ascetic 
Hands 
Musician  
 
Well 
It's warm outside again 
So I'm going to say again 
That its warm outside again 
 
Mediate the crowd 
This man is the crowd 
He defines alliteration 
He makes fun of Danny 
Doofus 
Dork 
Dude 
Danny argues with another Latin girl about the 
etymology of mulatto 
 
He knows 
He seems to know 



He's getting a hair cut in two weeks 
He tells them 
 
He fixes his hair and there is 
 
There 
There is 
There is a change 
Becoming something 
Becoming crushed 
This moment here 
Here changes 
Crushed and makes me write it 
 
He is deformed 
He has grown his hair long 
He has tucked into the language again 
He has argued 
His left hand is beautiful 
It covers things like hands do 
It manipulates 
Manip 
Manip 
Manipul 
Late 
Lates 
Manipulates 
 
His right hand is crushed 
Crushed my reality  
My moment 
Suddenly I'm here in this moment 
And it's not about me anymore or my eyes 
Its not About my jealousy for his style 
Or his carelessness 



Anyway it Shifts 
 
The moment becomes 
 about him now 
 
I want to study his shrunken stump 
It frightens me, I realize why he is with these 
people 
I speak these words into my baggy clothes 
I wish I didn't care 
I wish it was lovely 
I wish he was whole 
 
While I wait for him to be whole 
I think that his cadence is  purely 
Remembering 
A natural transition of moment 
 
His hand is lovely 
It smiles at me 
I smell again the pollen dispersing 
It Piles upon itself 
 
I must finish the chicken on my plate 
I count the steps I take to the library 
And try to stop thinking about being complete 
 



11:31PM 4/10/13 
 
Glow globe 
 



10:59AM 4/12/13 
 

Pierce pierceived 
Perceived pierception 
Pierceptive 
 



12:51AM 4/13/13 
 
All you see is red 
All you sing is the dead 
All you claim is a head 
 
Cliffs hang over 
 belt of horizon ties it in 
Jay man is here too and  
His booty butt supports it  
Getting aggressive real quick and ready for 
slipping into the comfortable 
Pajama dick out and about pant 
Rest clanging in quiet plant folds 
Sorry for the quarry  
Gem boned 
Bound to yearning Bind to learning 
The whiskey 
Swallowed 
Sunk into prostitutes 
 



4:35PM 4/14/13 
 

The fear impulse 
Blind kid 
Park 
Dogs 
Perelman 
 
Life's individual and whole 
But always just a piece 
 



2:41AM 4/15/13 
 
full study of the evolution of reading styles of 
modernism remains to be attempted 
 



12:33PM 4/15/13 
 

Guide; don't force.  
Introduce different mediums to the children: 
poetry, prose, painting, performance, plays.  
But all taught in vein of particular theme or 
movement 
 



1:37PM 4/15/13 
 
The air conditioning sounds a summer noise. 
 bull frogs naying at twilight 
 
Water stirring machine 
 
Resurrected ground 
Delimits the splashing 
Of a final I 
Collapsing 
 
The river we live in as humans is our language  
Gestation of traffic 
Resounding beams overhead 
Rebound the dream of memory 
 



11:42AM 4/16/13 
 

Words absolutely 
Absolve looting lark 
Words to wereds (they were) 
Ward to werd 
 
Language 
Lane gage gauge  
Lane goo age 
 
Lacuna between sounds 
Poems 
Between days 
Dreams 
None between thoughts  
 
To mean anything, to mourn anything, two 
People terrified to speak of love. 
 
Fugue - purple  
Fade Beat full  
Steps taken for 
Ward, toward 
Motel envelope 
Glass quarrels roundly 
 
Shatter 
 
Conducive to sound 
 



3:17PM 4/17/13 
 
Internet war - ends war 
 



3:18PM 4/17/13 
 

Form of poem - iMessage layout of apple poem 
, or dialogue (letters) 
 



7:54PM 4/17/13 
 
Pioapaia, as shamans 
 
Poetry endlessly 
 
diving 
 
Misanthropes rattle in 
 
giving 
 
Presently minding wings 
 
beating 
 
Tiredly truncating 
 
sky 
 
Fruitlessly plucked 
 
quill 
 
food 
 
with mice 
 
return to exile 
 



9:26AM 4/18/13 
 

The obverse of poetics - djanikian 
 
Defining the limits of tragedy 
I take a step down the stairs 
The construction man hammers a voice as the 
college girls pass speaking into headphones 
 



11:52AM 4/18/13 
 
We begin as gods begin 
We die as sounds die 
 
We begin as gods 
We die as sounds 
 
Blaming Horizon for the frames of plants 
 
Powerless figure placed here 
Don't bother with the details! 
There is sense to be sensed.  
Leaky faucets 
mean to  
end 
 
Defined figure bled there 
Words! Pick them up by the tail! 
Shake them and see what falls out of their 
pockets 
Pounding away 
The master 
Forgets 
 



1:28PM 4/19/13 
 

Film suggests the primacy of an image as 
singular. Unifying. Definitive  
Film is movement towards an ultimate passivity 
- one in which formalists attempt to disrupt by 
involving the viewer in a kind of image stitch 
work where the seams are all too visible - the 
hermeneutics bleeds through transparently   
Thought or ideation is no longer in the organic 
form (free verse) of a poem, but determined, 
presumably in advance 
 
Raph means seam. Rhapsodist 
 



2:28AM 4/22/13 
 
Keeping notes now. Went to wing bowl with 
Jason. We beat five sorority girls. 5 dollars to 
jon Rosenbaum. Work is poetry and so I begin.  
 
Jason sees exalted and is alarmed at not 
finding his videos.  
Random creations speaks Seth.  
He shows me journal 
The movie moist ache  
I can be another person and get paid to do that 
I already do it at home with the logicians, the 
sorters 
 



5:59PM 4/24/13 
 

The men stalk around sculptures 
Unsure 
So sure 
So unsure 
Stalking sculptures 
They sure the sculptures 
The still sculptures 
The sure sculptures 
The men surely stalk 
 
If I'm moved to write  
I write 
Because if I'm moved to walk 
I walk 
 
If I'm moved to breathe I move 
To breathe  
I move 
 
If I fold 
I breathe  
I move to fold 
To fold 
Is to breathe 
Folding again 
Fold 
Ing 
A 
Gain 
 



7:41PM 4/24/13 
 
Advice to young poets. Basil bunting 
The four zoas. William Blake 
Mythopoetics 
Maximus poems - Olson  
Guide to Olson - butterick 
Creeley 
Purity of heart Et works of love - Kierkegaard  
Philosophical investigations - Wittgenstein  
Karl Kraus "the closer the look one takes at a 
word  
Tom Beckett 
 



1:00PM 4/25/13 
 

Most people don't really look AT things, but 
through them to the point where that thing can 
gratify or affirm the observer 
 



9:06PM 4/25/13 
 
Your interviews and language as flesh 
passages moved me to a point where I feel an 
overwhelming need to respond and insert 
myself into this word-medium societal critique. 
My intention in emailing you is to ascertain a 
guidance or direction from a living example of 
this tradition. I know that i would be injuring 
myself if, during my stay at Penn, I did not take 
advantage of the opportunity that working with 
you would provide me. I would also like to 
address here my intention to complete an 
honors thesis (English creative writing) and my 
desire, which should come of no surprise, to 
have you as my thesis advisor.  
I feel the more i read in this area of poetics the 
more i want to know, need to know. And i can 
find no other alternative satisfaction or 
amusement that matches what this inquiry and 
exchange provides me. In short, I need to be a 
disciple of the word, of this transmutative 
material that permeates, traces, and 
foundationalizes our reality. I find myself 
incessantly negating the normative forms of 
intellectual discourse in search of something 
further, something more.  
I apologize if the rhetoric seems lofty and 
perhaps unfit, its intention is simply to 
appropriately convey the magnitude of my 
Interest. I kindly thank you in advance for any 
guidance you could lend me in my pursuit.  
 
Thank you, 
Dane 



 
3:18AM 4/28/13 

 
Limits are what we are inside of.   
 
 



12:25PM 4/29/13 
 
I read my appetite for self instruction 
I choose my appetite for self destruction 
 
It's 1pm some where 
 
I eat my appetite for self emanation 
I chalice my appetite for self 
Satiation 
 
Into Jesus Christ Kleenex  
 
I blaspheme my appetite for self frustration 
I careen my appetite for self completion 
 
The Russians must have done it 
 
I explode my appetite for self vasculation 
I implode my appetite for self relaxation 
 
Couch crumbs and quarters compressed 
 
I steal my appetite for self realization 
I smoke my appetite for self preservation 
 
Wrestling the bone from my hand 
 
I prefigure my appetite for self reflection 
I configure my appetite for self administration 
 
You try and fit  
Into my  
Costume 
 



1:02PM 4/29/13 
 

hum over flow trout 
 
cog world sigh blimp 
 
Clark Coolidge 
 



1:06PM 4/29/13 
 
Morning 
(ripped out of my mind again!) 
 
I have had the courage to look backward 
It was like polio 
I shot my mouth off 
 
The only travelled sea 
that I still dream of 
is a cold, black pond, where once 
on a fragrant evening fraught with sadness 
I launched a boat as frail as a butterfly 
 
Ted berrigan 
 



1:06PM 4/29/13 
 

Sonata of repetition of one sentence 
 
Found poetry single word quotes genius  
Even commas and periods!  
Letters! 
Half letters! 
 



1:34PM 4/29/13 
 
Brechts idea of the epic  
Prosodic 
 



1:31AM 4/30/13 
 

Human beings invent language themselves 
from the sounds of living nature.  
 
The sound of a book falling on a flat surface  
"booK.          
flatflatflatflatflatflatflatflatflatflat 
booK.  
Flatflatflat 
 
Trrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrruck carrrrrrr 
carrrrrrr carrrrrrr vannnnnnnn 
 
Wind. Leaf. Wind 
Bird leaf wind 
Branchhhhhhhhtree 
Bird wind leaf bird 
Branchhhhhhhhtree 
 



2:59PM 5/1/13 
 
Hebdomeros: 
 
He reflected on the difficulty of making yourself 
understood once you begin to develop at a 
certain height or depth.  
 
Although the autumn had stripped the ancient 
trees the whole of this vast horizon rang with 
immortality.  
 
Since a spring had covered the saplings, a 
piece of that narrow river was mute without life.  
 
 
Nietzsche's Stimmung 
 
Butcher boys slept...and the obsessive song of 
the crickets rustled in the dust covered fig trees, 
fossilized by the dog days. 
 



8:46PM 5/1/13 
 

You and I  
Together 
Thingking 
Flower 
 
 
 
The     cut 
Petals out 
 
Our  
outwardness  
Echoes countless visions 
 



8:48PM 5/1/13 
 
The earth pulls me by name 
Calls me silently 
 
The first language I spoke 
A Characterization of weight 
 
Being alone all poetry is pushing 
Downward, like gravity I choose 
 
To be pushed and resist perfect translation 
But only for so long 
 
I type myself into google translate 
My self in to goo gull trans late 
 
The act of decoding shapes the flower some 
where 
Some what I will ask of you and I then i will 
need you to answer 
 
Truthfully I fall in love with you 
You tell me it is so 
 
I speak the sentence and remind myself 
Of my name 
 
So is senses cut short 
folly like false blooms in the storm 
 
The thought of you turns me on 
I promise to text you tomorrow sometime 
 
Whenever I feel like it I'll write to you 



 
3:05AM 5/3/13 

 
A 
 
Girls eyes and expensive beer 
No need to convince them 
When you see them staring at the tower 
 You built around your coffin 
 
The soup always tastes better  
Before the drugs 
After the drugs I can sleep and forget losing 
 



3:06AM 5/3/13 
 
Man that's some good shit man 
Shit that's some goodness man 
Some shitthing some shift hint 
 
Three lines not quite good enough 
When you're high on tiredness 
Sleep is the thing to collapse into 
 
Deign to understand me void 
Please try and undress me 
Leave the elder tree alone in awkward status 
updates 
 
Z is after x and y and after you 
after eighteen year old pregnancy 
And the precipitate of a human being in a 
Facebook profile 
 
Internet immortalization 
Konfidence in land gauge to be understood 
To be loved and appreciated and pointed to as 
that 
 
That yes that's the thing 
 



3:09AM 5/3/13 
 

A limit to these lines 
So sad 
So 
So sad 
I do want to go on 
I do 
But I must end to think about my life 
To think like a good man should 
 
 
That they should end 
After me 
 
Too much to contend with 
the change  
washes over me 
 



3:40AM 5/3/13 
 
A stoplight at 330 in the morning 
A whoosh over head 
Birds overthrow howling 
With monarch ordered paintings 
 
A man screams to "turn it off" 
An unhappy patron of sound 
Or lights blinking 
 
Or screen pals 
Best screen friend nuzzles up to my thigh 
Bouncing carefully so as not to disturb clicking 
 
Passing  
 
Valleys  
Mysterious 
Condom 
At the empty intersection.  
 
Collecting vows 
Photographing them  
Giving rhapsodies of knuckles 
 
claw at pigments Distance between  
Clock loads up on chicken fingers 
The stoplights yellow meal 
And green sleep 
 
And green past 
Rosegarden 
Visitors come 
To wait 



 
10:03AM 5/3/13 

 
Did we let these guys write for us? Why did we 
let the. Do this. Can my thumbs type as fast My 
four f gets. Two fingers Dato home keys and no 
back spaces. I'm trying  new aesthetic of typing 
four fingers who knows haut I will. Come nil. Up 
with. Dato is a due dank mikes philosophy. My 
thumbs are so much Bettelheim music blasting 
at the bar. The girls looking at me a couple 
times. I got my ego boost for the week. I'm 
coming home to shatter a bottle of beer. 
Melodrama subsides Nd I breathe in the music. 
Reading the words as I think them, I use my 
thumbs to take myself into bed. Rows of 
thought roll out. An unnecessary fire grate to 
burn away these seconds 
 
The. I realize that an enter. My myself. Again I 
ente myself. There's no where to hide in there, 
which is out there ultimately. No. This act is 
beyond any understanding. Any inner 
understanding. Creativity is a connectivity. It's 
an expression of a network of minds, of beings 
and all the history of thought, only concerned 
with the proliferation of beauty and impossibly 
of death. Shadows come into bright globs and I 
close my eyes again. I paint the cave all the dirt 
on the walls. Imagination, inner fighting shit 
there, shot into the matter. Into the matter. To 
objectify. This language you princes. This 
language lets you kill. Kill the ability to nebulate.  
 



I don't understand. If you want to write and the 
keyboard soothes you then why do you ease 
yourself out of flow. Is it not your natural 
endeavor. And what would your natural 
endeavor be if it were not writing. No I know it is 
writing. I do not need to perceive of this narrow 
worlds sensibilities of space or time. 
 
 
 



7:04PM 5/3/13 
 
Easy rider 
Colors 
Rebel without a cause 
 



12:32PM 5/4/13 
 

Half asleep I'm only half one 
 
Blnk 
Hrd 
Blank 
 
Heard 
 
Blink 
 
Heard 
 
Crfl 
 
Vowels kill sounds 
Vowels birth sense 
Vowels burn the trance 
Vowels make the trace 
Vowels are logic 
The line must stand on itself 
Can only stand alone 
It has to hold up its on weight 
 
Often comes crashing down 
Or  
 
Halted 
Look at me 
Loo 
 
Cat 
 
Me 



 
at 
 
Look 
 
At 
 
Me 
At 
 
Vowels go to sleep 
Ba 
Na 
Na 
Sodium 
Sodium 
Sodi 
Hummm 
Stony mom in a Consonant hell 
angels married to uncertainty 
 
Consonant  
Con sonata 
Pipipipipi 



6:30PM 5/4/13 
 
With no recognition 
The apples fall for us 
To wait for the road in silent wandering tribes 
turning to phones 
Will you Take a picture of us? 
 
Devoid of patience I listen to her body standing 
there 
 



7:20PM 5/4/13 
 
Beyond ruins true stone 
Frames ooze awe glows 
 
Halcyon positions collate pollen 
Flow fuck epitaph rhapsody 
 
Earth as a tiny sun 
The core still burns molten iron and warms us 
An inner sun within earth 
Is within our bodies warmth 
Hell as flow 
As ultimate gravity and anti resistance 
As Anti positivism 
As love and renaissance 
 
 
 
THE EXPERT LIP BITER 
 
Art as Are 
As is and as be 
Art as being 
Art as flow of molten rock or metal 
Art as annihilator of certainty 
Art as harbinger of fourth dimension 
Art as occupant of eternity 
Art as poetry 
Poetry as turn of breath, the highly charged line 
in electronic orbit 
Poetry as the moment of conception 
Poetry as the warmth of a seed in the earth 
Poetry as a release of lust into oranging seas 



Poetry as the stringing together of deities into 
form 
Poetry as a photograph of a comet 
Poetry as laughter 
Poetry as a Heath of insects 
Poetry as a crooning lip biter 
Poetry as a tangled mass of Nintendo wires 
Poetry as the hum of iPhones in a lecture hall 
Poetry as the hive we live in 
Poetry as not being able to forget 
Poetry as not resisting 
Poetry as allowing your wants to become your 
needs 
Poetry as gravity 
Poetry as possibility 
And Poetry as art 
Art as being 
As is 
Art as are. 
 



10:42PM 5/4/13 
 

We're pieces of each other 
 
I have some stuff I finished but haven't started 
yet 
 



10:54AM 5/5/13 
 
Why did we let these buildings be built?  
I have to find a way of passing the time 
somehow  
Boredom is always in distress disguising  
Waking up is walking around a perfectly 
ordered house by yourself, singing the one 
verse of hey Jude that you know and drinking 
old white grape juice out of a coffee mug.  
Head pounding from lack of food, lack of sleep, 
or excess of alcohol the night before.  
Red sharpies are littered across the floor and 
the walls are taupe and endless.  
You pick one up and it's a FINE/ULTRA FINE 
variety and you think of the snap chats you sent 
to the girl who is just as damaged as you are.  
And you think of the dreams you have, no more 
about ideal beauties, symbols of lust, but you 
dream now of all the girls you've left, you dream 
of their tears, which are just as taupe and 
endless as the walls. You cringe and make love 
to them again and again and again.  
You have a red sharpie in your pants and take it 
out and eventually they stop crying and you 
finish the half complete sculpture they lug 
around.  
Your trying to form your own half for yourself. 
Accepting it as a half a flower. I give her flowers 
because they are perfect and complete both 
male and female.  
an orchid crouching in a storm.  
Her petals flare up and shoot out to my hips.  



Rodin crouching in his studio, hands and eyes 
in synchronization, leaving the borders 
unfinished as reminders.  
I sit in the kitchen table of my waking up sterility 
and try to understand all my dreams. Notice 
how the you becomes an I because every thing 
that lives is holy. There are devourers and there 
are prolifics. Which are you? 
I do a dream check and realize that I am a 
wake. The letters arent changing. Only in my 
mind they change and slide away from 
prefigurement.  
Smoking oxygen, the morning becomes noon 
and turns over my senses in a great exhale.  
After the storm.  
An orchid readying itself for the wasp.  
Stem straightening 
Wind changes this flower just so, shifts it and it 
bounces.  
Wind changes this insect just so, shifts wing 
and it recognizes.  
An orchid readying itself for the wasp.  
Stem straightening. 
 



11:40AM 5/5/13 
 
Beauty is nothing but the beginning of terror 
that we are still just able to bear.  
- ᎡᎥᏓKE 
 



2:15PM 5/6/13 
 
For Love: Poems (1950-1960) 
or 
the Collected Poems of Robert Creeley (1945-
1975) 
 
The Maximus Poems by Charles Olson 
 



11:36AM 5/9/13 
 
House pet 
 
Cody 
the strong lab 
 
Goes for walks  
To the playground and back 
 
Misty  
the orange-white cat 
 
In this spot  
 
Circle of view 
Usual colors 
 
Not to be lost 
 
Feet step  
so carefully  
 
Not to be lost 
 



6:02PM 5/10/13 
 
The everlasting gospel Blake  
 
I had a good time and saw a lot of my minds.  
 
My friends are my other minds.  
  
A network of minds.  
 
They're mine.  
 
Cellar door 
Vegetable forms 
My ears hear a black sun  
my ears galloping along a roots tip 
Swaying, They reach out towards wrath 
grasping at air 
fists flickering the sound of wings among leaves 
and branches overhead 
between black and white shapes 
pages barely made out 
to contend with shorelines dream 
 
this is the standing 
the knocking of rapture again 
 
 
 
insects impress vegetation 
weight is felt  
barely noticed 
appreciated without exaltation 
 
exhortation 



 
weeds grow up 
near cellar door 
 



1:08PM 5/12/13 
 

http://vimeo.com/50500539 
http://vimeo.com/63830759 
 



3:32PM 5/12/13 
 
Silhouettes of sound 
Overhead 
Overheard burping 
clothes rustling 
 
My mother  
My 
My mother 
 
Rising art 
from sleep 
she stirs my body 
complete 
 
my mother 
she's painting a coastline 
my mother 
shes turning over sea glass 
my mother 
she makes the world 
it's ordered self 
 



10:13PM 5/12/13 
 

Being home, with a sober mind has made me 
see things differently.  
Having you as a partner is a feeling I certainly 
cherish.  
 
I feel that you actually understand me, but i 
know there is still a great deal to find out about 
each.  
 
My problems with the relationship are Based 
upon me being lazy and not making an effort.  
 
But I think that for someone who was willing to 
make an effort with me in march, and see me 
through some dark moments, and help me 
where most would either just shrug or cast me 
aside, I am not going to be lazy. I'm going to be 
honest with you completely and work with you 
because I want to be with you.  
 
But I think what would be best would be to start 
things off slowly.  
 
I guess girlfriend brings to mind certain 
connotations, expectations that I've been 
unsuccessful with in the past and that I want to 
move away from 
Partner 
 
Get to know what we like physically about each 
other,  
 
Communication  



Comfort in time 
Confidence in time 
 
not to take sex too seriously  
 
Kiss and hug 
And progress and be close to each other 
 



8:33PM 5/13/13 
 
Always is a long time.  
But I don't see why not. 
 
Fallen buds.  
Bounce.  
bounce.  
bounce 
 
Sum of renunciations 
craft forward a time 
in a space. 
 
To be seen here 
with my fetuses 
young and serious. 
 
The bar is bankrupt 
all the saints have gone home 
to nap and forget 
 
Learning to write 
by watching 
Learning to live 
by dying 
 



10:08PM 5/13/13 
 

To a little cat named Nicolette I am a long 
haired angel.  
She's given up line breaks for the sake of 
earning a living as a doormat in York 
Pennsylvania.  
The cleaning crew comes once a day to wash 
up sickness and other fluids discharged from 
the human body.  
Giving myself to these lines, I am that which 
does not think before he acts, but acts precisely 
because that is what he must do.  
By myself in writing, the city tiptoes closer to 
sleep.  
Verlaine sleeps alone, lucidly dreaming of pipes 
sweating in alleyways. 
Diarrhea for three days makes me lay down on 
my side to escape pains.  
to Aragon digression was that which gave 
Petrarch his originality.  
I jump from fragmented letters in the form of a 
dilapidated iPhone conversation to lines of 
verses derivative of Shakespeare or Nervals 
sonnets.  
I'm walking a lobster in a supermarket on a 
collar.  
I'm progressing as a writer and not as a person.  
Pepto Bismal tastes like wintergreen.  
Wintergreen tastes like shoe polish.  
I abort happiness because it is not conducive to 
change.  
I am as adaptive as a sparrow and will dine in 
fast food dumpsters with the tiny cats, each 
tragically named Nicolette. 



5:03PM 5/14/13 
 
Art poetique - Verlaine.  
The pure work-like a train of fire over precious 
stones. –mallarme 
 



5:26PM 5/14/13 
 

You can't even sing for free on the streets. You 
need a permit.  
A blue eyed guitarist cannot open his case and 
play for free in Providence without a tattooed 
meathead cop, a real aggressive logician, 
bothering him about permits just so he can puff 
out his chest a bit further in his thoughtless 
steel condom. To make this blue eyed Tom 
wander to a government secretary and pay 
seventy five dollars or whatever, a days work, 
to get a piece of paper that says he can play his 
rhythms on the street. To make this man, a real 
loving soul, hunch over a bit more, his chest 
sunken that much more, a day older and twilight 
fast approaching. nobody bats an eye. People 
walk by with their 5 oclock celebratory 
cappuccinos  an their heads down. 
 
 



7:44PM 5/14/13 
 
Irwin – specious 
 



12:42AM 5/15/13 
 

Dusk 
At mcdonalds A twenty year old scolds his 
toddler for crying out of turn 
 
The child cries and is carried away away from 
order number 87, a Big Mac and dr pepper,  
 
Jared the cashier brings it home to his ten year 
old son Tyrone.  
 
Tyrone and him eat their dinner , a four hour old 
Big Mac  
 
 
 
 
 
warmed up and given to the mouths of 
employees children  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One divagation of impression the only console 
to an escaping mind 
 
The sound is not the infants 
It's his calling back from another 
 



1:05AM 5/18/13 
 
If every father were a poet 
There would be no war 
 
Because there would be no possessions 
But words 
 
I think we may have reached a point Where we 

have lost the only possession 
that can save us 

The only object of healing 
 



3:23PM 5/18/13 
 

Symons on Balzac: in him , as in all the great 
artists, there is something more than nature, a 
divine excess. This something more than nature 
should be the aim of the artist, not merely the 
accident which happens to him against his will.  
 
Art is concentrated life. Subsisting of "an air too 
vigorous to breathe". 
 



6:23PM 5/18/13 
 
Lost Illusions - Honore de Balzac 
 



6:36PM 5/18/13 
 

Submit to found poetry a poem like this  
 
"Scatter" "my" "heart" 
 
Scatter from Ginsberg  
My from Keats 
Heart from villon  
 
Something like that 
 
For articles, use poetics of Bernstein or 
goldsmith, symons, Barthes,  random 
advertisements 
Nouns and verbs, use poetry of creeley, Dante, 
Balzac, bok, Kerouac, Hemingway, 
 



7:38PM 5/20/13 
 
Sarah in the half light the quarter light 
 
Child written out in spoken words 
True self exhaled as unabsorbed remnants 
Eyes fragments of the blue surrounding the 

light, bleeding into the black 
tucked away into corners, 
boxes, moving 

All material at attention and seeming still but 
lips 

Bit lips watching too many movies 
Reel Blood mindfully following the path 

hollowed by the flood 
Coming close to flatness and evading 
Floating far from veils 
Flutter as the sound of shattered glass below 

wind 
Above the air-veils of rushing blood  You are 

waiting with your cheek 
pressed against a smokestack 

 



7:46PM 5/20/13 
 

Share shame in the form of electric ketchup 
Demolish homes, only locks stay together.  
Walk the altar along dealerships, the new 

awkward church at every 
intersection.  

Meet Mike, talk into the pocket of his suit, press 
banter into a coin. 

Take, turn, flip and always  
land on the third side,  
where you are certain of being able to roll 
And roll away 
 
 
 
 
 



12:53AM 5/21/13 
 
What is most torturing in every not quite 

fortunate love is memory, and 
the artist becomes an artist by 
his intensification of memory. 

 



11:46PM 5/23/13 
 

I take the long way home, to my room, which 
really isn't mine or anyone 
else's but is definitely a cube. 
Most of these things I realize 
on drugs and give them a 
corner office in my sober mind.  

Alone in my room, I read a voice on my phone 
and laugh at the open door.  

This is me, and spotify radio is playing whatever 
station pops into my head.  

I take the long way home.  
Bands love expressionistically charged album 

covers, the center of image 
wobbly and digressive as 
giving directions to an elderly 
couple on the street corner. As 
expressive as pointing "just 
there, around the corner. It's 
really not far, you're almost 
there." 

 



2:28AM 5/24/13 
 
When reading take a breath after every line as 

a break between lines. Length 
of breath should match rapidity 
of speech 

 



3:39PM 5/31/13 
 

You have to pay to see your ancestry.  
www.ancestry.com 
Headless websites 
 



4:55PM 5/31/13 
 
In German 
Gift means poison 
 



5:28PM 6/5/13 
 

James Mills: Institutional Critique 
Williams essay: The Wedge 
 



5:56PM 6/5/13 
 
The trees hang their poem 
 



4:21PM 6/6/13 
 

Hot sidewalk  
Shoes colors  
Flick air and 
 
 
I kick 
A piece 
Of clear glass 
For a moment 
I think 
It is ice 
 
But it is Only 
 glass, Chattering 
Frozen ice 
 



3:15PM 6/7/13 
 
Breakfast of junkians 
Great indoors 
 



8:17PM 6/12/13 
 

Trying to get to the next island of shadows on 
the sidewalk 

 
A break from the heat in the meat locker 
 
Last night was thirthty thurthday 
 
The city's dream screens 
 



1:21AM 6/17/13 
 
Finally , the world is round.  
 
Words. They are no more right or wrong than 

we are, yet suffer our 
presumption forever.  

 
Zukofsky "A" 23 
 
RC 
 



4:47PM 6/17/13 
 
You are what you read 
A word speaks a thousand pictures 
Rhythm exists only in memory 
 



7:01PM 6/17/13 
 
C Users Dane Mainella. DropBox 
 



10:57AM 6/18/13 
 

I hope my character is continuous 
And that others respect and stand questioning  
 
What is done 
In slight awe 
Open mouth turning 
over eyes 
 
How I envy those who go  
home to their friends 
Or lovers 
Turn on the nba finals in June 
Light up conversation 
chicken dinner 
And breathe 
 
How I want to not care 
Leave the trash behind 
Never clean it up 
Drive past the sunset 
With my eyes to the road 
The dotted line 
Head Bowed to any kind of lie 
 



9:59PM 6/18/13 
 
Not personality directly but an expression of 

relationships with others. 
Personality is not a defined 
quality, but is only measured or 
known via our relations to 
others.   

 



11:49PM 6/18/13 
 

Somewhere 
 
I haven't come here to go 
 
I don't run so I can get there faster  
 
I don't breathe for you or for sunsets 
 
I haven't spoken so I can be heard 
 
I haven't lied in order to conceal the truth 
 
I don't know a single thing 
 



2:33AM 6/19/13 
 
Springtide 
 
I don't have the answer to it.  
That's what my pocket is for.  
Poetry.  
Turning text to image.  
Memories.  
Road orphans.  
Mistaken suns.  
Solstice spills the way each day is given up for 

sleep.  
The way each morning vomits enough sound to 

tear universe from dream.  
 
So all this is an image search.  
Your mind is a city thing.  
Building grids  
waiting for comets to come  
As they always do.  
Waiting, two so-called thieves 
StayA awake making small lies.  
Promising their allegiance to lines 
To tomorrows 
Which is still so far away 
Like a stoplight 
Or a passing comet 
Which comes, of course. 
 



1:16PM 6/20/13 
 

Your mind is a city thing, 
Ecstatically sad at such 
A perfect day.  
 
A sparrows wing, half 
Wondering at large beings who walk by the 

delicious crumbs 
 
That are much too heavy  
to be carried away. 
 



3:10PM 6/20/13 
 
FV quotes: 
 
At home one does not speak so that others 

understand but because others 
understand.  

 
Thoreau (Walden) quotes and maybe Emerson  

"most people leave their song 
unsung" 

 
What I want more than beauty, love, is truth. 
 



8:38AM 6/21/13 
 
Wanton boys smash 
Glass bottles.  
 
    Heart shadows in 
Short steps. 
 
    Small decisions made 
Tyrannical. 
 
    Forgetting lasts 
The night.  
 
    Red lit line breaks 
Another morning.  
 
    The streets breathe clean 
Air again. 
 
    The latest breakthrough  
Points to  
 
    Words, passing windows 
Fragile suspension. 
 
    You can't take morning 
From me. 
 



10:36PM 6/24/13 
 

Diiv 
Disclosure 
 



12:06AM 6/26/13 
 
I don't know how I feel, 
Which in turn feels  
like a problem. They say the names  
of people they know, that are known, and that in 

turn  
That I should know.  
Come see where it is told.  
The sharing of the bold. 
 
They dont know how i feel,  
which in turn feels 
Like a problem. Women sad, words tragic. Bad 

poetry not quite 
Enough. As if I weren't -  
As if I couldn't 
Tell you the truth.  
 
Cars, apartments, slices of paradise 
The kind your father carved about.  
 
I walk home scared 
Have a pile of trash to look forward to 
And dreaming of the bottom of the ocean  
The sun rises and yellow hair 
Birth day belches riveting 
Mustache. The American way 
To spell it. I then pretend 
To have that article, to have read that man. To 

break the references. 
 



10:53AM 6/26/13 
 

 
Surge protector swells, 
     Fills whole rooms  
with light, maybe 
Magnanimity, at least  
 
Afterwards. Hands  
     reassured. Someone  
still trusts me to  
make good on promises.  
 
If you tell me I cannot die, 
If you whisper songs  
 
of myself: a budding  
     Spirit grows like nothing 
Happened; then I 
Have many more to give. 
 



2:34PM 6/26/13 
 
Peter Riley:  
Fast into danger everywhere you look.  
Nature smiles, as closed as the book. 
 



2:34PM 6/26/13 
 

RC acid: 
http://bestnightmareyouget.com/?p=387 
 



6:51PM 6/27/13 
 
Why so curt? 
 
My blue is too blue.  
 
I can't leave anything out; 
or worse, to chance.  
 
Pile it on my lips, all you 
Trembling hands.  
 
A dog comes home to die.  
Puttering twilight. 
 



7:03PM 6/27/13 
 

Proper noun poetry.  
Monks pound away  
Making beer. Drinks 
Properly brewed.  
Single celled organisms. 
 



7:18PM 6/27/13 
 
Bosom 
 
Passing by a smell on the side of the road.  
Orchids, too white 
For the nights fist.  
Rain. 
Policecar lights.  
Red and blue  
fighting through fog.  
 
A man singing to himself under an umbrella. 
 
I will never  
be here again. 
 



7:20PM 6/27/13 
 

Crying You 
 
My right hand 
Hollows out space 
Hills over air 
 
I made you cry 
I think 
Of all of you 
 
Now I 
Want one more 
Night to end  
 
with you 
My face rests 
Dream guest 
 
Come again 
To cry somewhere 
Close by 
 



7:22PM 6/27/13 
 
Marlboro Reds 
 
Arm hair 
Sun glow 
I feel you crying inside 
I wrap words beside your pain 
The beds rustling 
Stupid stories I'm married to 
Buy me a ring and I'll marry you 
Too late, I have an emerald up my ass 
Like your eyes 
So sure of the sight 
Of the wind 
Making the corn stronger 
Somehow the water makes it grow 
I'm a haiku cigarette 
Drum beat loser 
Winner 
Twenty one 
And far away from 
the tiny suns 
 
7 hour bus rides  
Watering cheeks 
It's what you sew  
when no one is watching 
 
Wake up early 
Phone screen inflating chain 
 



2:18PM 6/29/13 
 

I mouth a damn. 
A sad song dies  
a minute and the next.  
 
There is enough, always some 
Body to lose. 
 
I love you I'll 
Text you. 
 



5:31PM 6/29/13 
 
I'm a bar code 
Bought and sold 
Pleas only 
Me almost 
Have I earned enough? 
Where is my cigarette 
And pigeon wing 
Television heroes 
Words that breathe new life into each other.  
I pat my legs to make sure 
I have my things. 
 



12:04AM 7/2/13 
 

New Jersey 
 
Every two miles McDonald's 
Every four miles a broken down car And young-

old woman inside, her two sons 
outside, vigorous 

Pushing uselessness forward.  
 
My parents find a spicy chicken strip below their 

normal chicken strips and Car 
dealerships to look at 

motels to breathe inside 
Of the old in-out of church spire and 

foregrounding rap artist of the 
billboarded month.  

Gas station, useful church of the passing  
Blue lit bars bake passion out of fist-clenchers 
The past Everywhere curving 
Into straight lines. 
 



12:05AM 7/2/13 
 
Women, who can only live in despair, 
Comb the infants budding hair; 
"Don't grow up to fast. Don't go 
Too far from me." 
Men, who can only live in pointing, stories, 

distances,  
Scrape an eraser across eyes; 
"This'll do just fine." 
 



11:10AM 7/3/13 
 

Driving bar field then dark woods 
Juxtaposed to Window of bus and weak eared 

boy 
 



10:44AM 7/4/13 
 
Names 
 
We stay up because 
We call each other 
We eye ball nervous 
We tired predators 
We here to there 
We wailing ghosts 
We sighing lines  
We stone signatures 
We snow consciousness 
We slow figures 
We me's 
Kind enough to pass by unnoticed 
Me we's 
Sorry enough to believe in good intentions 
 
I'm tired of it not working 
Of jobs not working 
Girls not working 
Poems meager and ineffable 
tell me something 
 



10:44AM 7/4/13 
 

The view is what I'll remember 
From the top of the mountain 
Green and grey fog 
And at night 
Fire and food 
And then rain  
And then orange flickering 
Embers going on and off in black droplets 
I tell the others how beautiful it is 
And they nod in response 
For them it goes without saying 
words can be so unimpressive 
I guess. They turn back to the view 
Night; Distances; the fields smoldering  
in yellow light of fireflies calling each other 
Beautiful voices that can be seen 
Across. greying greetings 
Faces emptied in the dark 
But they speak the same pulsing 
And I swear they never feel alone in Their own 

sea of light 
Just talking 
 
Smoldering humans 
Devoted to each other 
Under wooden pavilions 
The children never want to sleep 
 



10:49AM 7/4/13 
 
Clouds of water 
Mashes of smoke over river 
 
The strangest thing about being out here is 

trying to go to sleep at night 
When it is all silence 
The city is always sighing, concerned with itself 
In her room i can focus on her 
Breathing  
a white noise machine 
Her, easily distracted  
She stays up all night wondering 
If something will come into her head 
 
I heard a story of a boulder the size of a bus 

that rolled down the mountain 
Tearing out all of the trees 
A few Years later there's a cleared path where 

the boulder tumbled 
A space of saplings climbing out of the ground 
 
 



1:57PM 7/5/13 
 

Into the mountains, again 
My friends 
On great wings soaring 
Into the rainstorm rolling 
Over curves of green frost 
Suddenly summer and groaning  
The hands your father gave to you 
The music your mother Sang to you 
 



1:59PM 7/5/13 
 
On my way from the pond 
I find half of a robins egg 
Delicate as memories of julys past 
So blue I know 
It would break in my bag 
 
Because there would be a chance  
i would be mocked if i brought it back to be 

shown, and that it may be too 
forward to give  

to libby for her offices decoration  
i decide to drop it in the river 
 as i Walk over the bridge  
As if it were the ashes of some acquaintance 
Or a piece of hair found between two pages 
 



11:26PM 7/7/13 
 

Ezra Pounds Trachiniai - The Women of 
Trachis 

 
 



9:25AM 7/9/13 
 
Walking to an absent appointment 
I see the lake and remember  
A picture I took of it before. 
Thinking about how  
That picture turned out to be  
Beautiful, I can't help but return 
To it, the lake that is, 
For another chance. 
 
This time 
Different clouds, 
Bemused lighting: 
Subtle variations, changes 
In clothing, hair up, glasses on.  
 
Sitting down on carved stone 
Dedicated to whoever cheated  
The others the most, 
Thunder breath shudders 
In the depths past trees.  
 
This heard 
As hands reach for phone  
And angle so as to balance 
What is seen. A screen 
Of light, rerepresented, glasses 
On. I reflect on 
The taken. Admired beyond 
What is represented.  
 
About to walk away now 
And my peripheries catch 
Real movement, just flickering 



There, blue and black and white 
So beautiful, an afterthought.  
I realize 
 
I haven't looked at the  
lake itself. 
I've just stolen it  
for myself. 
So I can impress 
The others with stories: 
Where I've been, what surrounds me, 
How tasteful am I in my greed. 
 



5:08PM 7/12/13 
 

Originality is by no means a matter of impulse 
or intuition. It must be elaborately sought, and 
although a positive merit of the highest class, 
demand in its attainment less of invention than 
negation.   
 



5:17PM 7/13/13 
 
Here is where there is. 
I keep you in mind.  
I keep you in line.  
Sunset on fire.  
Why do violins and mountains go together so 
well? 
 



7:58PM 7/13/13 
 
Ian William Norris I'm not walking until you kiss 
me. 
A girl stretches out in her grasp of a young 
mans hand. She gazes down the street. His 
other hand is broken and in a cast. 
A stumbling woman sees me on my phone and 
stops me on the sidewalk. Do you know where 
600 south 4th street is? I don't have any 
Internet. Can I use your phone? 
C'est comme ca song 
 



11:32AM 7/15/13 
 
Starting to feel like no one genuinely likes or 
appreciates me. Or maybe they only appreciate 
tiny bits of me. Like my smile or the way I agree 
with everyone. Or the way I say a certain word 
like 'tight' or 'poetry'. Some people balk at 
things I say or do, insert image of my body in 
some melancholy pose or lean against a tree or 
table. Or the way I am very interested in one 
moment and completely distant the next. And I 
don't know if I want to change myself for the 
betterment of others. I think the best thing I can 
do is try to not expose myself to as many 
people, distance myself and not speak what I 
have to say, but write it. Because sounds never 
come out the way my brain organizes the 
language, which I organize best visually on the 
page, the stream of thought in direct, stable 
juxtaposition. Manipulable, nimble images. But 
Give me lines to memorize and I cannot wait to 
recite my voice in appreciation of an indicatively 
literal perspective of the desires of someone's 
life.   
 
 



11:00AM 7/16/13 
 
Sword bending words into colors 
Stark men bent towards paths 
Tracks made numinous in slow burning 
Innocent chaos trampled 
Voice deemed unfit to survive 
 
There is no good,  
There is no bad.  
There is only the dogmatic whir of those who 
are lost 
Others presence a prison 
Winding to dreams and roads 
 



9:48PM 7/17/13 
 
I told you that I've been trying 
To do the things I've never tried 
But this poem is proof  
That I'm a liar 
 
I can't say what I mean 
Because I don't mean  
Because I don't know 
Because I don't own anything 
I exist only in the thoughtless vacuum after 
acceptance 
Or the noble sadness in rejection 
I have no where to go 
The only thing I really mean 
These words to myself 
 

 
 



9:52PM 7/17/13 
 

A toilet seat poet. 
'Deep', they all say; 
Like one that sinks below the plumbing, 
Out of sight. The next moment, 
Wiping the thought away with paper, 
the calming flush, 
Arriving at the next words 
Sincerely placed. 
 



6:30PM 7/21/13 
 
British artillery  
Bright eyes in storm clouds 
Toilet escape artist 
Flannery dark clouds upset the design 
Kimberly as mature as porcelain 
Curious blue American 
Eyes living in light 
Floundering in spaces of a soccer ball rolling 
Abruptly sputtering 
I have nothing to show but what is happening at 
my fingertips.  
 
I'm a liar, I say I make music 
But I could never compose aloud 
I have no one who will listen 
To me but clouds, dissipating heat 
 
Where there's noise there's friction 
Conflict of two 
Some adamantly shaped 
Others adaptable agents of patience, and the 
usual victors.  
 
where there's friction there's heat, and soon 
after life is 
Heard amidst the crawling warmth 
Beneath the daily thunderstorm of conversation 
a few honest words are given to machines 
Finding rhymes wherever 
 



8:59AM 7/23/13 
 

Film: 
In old truxk, some desert city like lash egas 
bStumble upon a strange, maintenance road. 
With matt (polish) or other. Find two young girls 
playing with bloody clothing. Decide to begin 
bringing it back to truck with girls. Then two of 
three men come out questioning, one looks like 
Sam from frost valley (curly, stocky, blonde, 
with SnapBack). They question us, with 
weapons. How zombie movies begin. 
 



9:00AM 7/23/13 
 
Thighs, 
Foundation of musco-skeleton.  
The ropes that hold yourself from myself, 
Invisible accents, 
Indivisible awards.  
Slipping anecdotes, 
Dress mmTripping and waking yourself up 
 



10:49AM 7/23/13 
 

I'm always looking up: 
What horror is laughter trying to contain? 
I'm always looking up: 
What stories do clouds have? 
I'm always looking up: 
 



12:09PM 7/24/13 
 
Some and others 
Heard and listened to 
Leaning lips 
 
Sunday reopens 
It's tiny hands 
Morning breath 
 
Someday Oppen 
Trusting patience 
 
Others summed 
By how they say 
Their sense 
 



9:56PM 7/24/13 
 

I don't mind working.  
It's the having to be at a certain place at a 
certain time 
That bothers me.  
 
Or rather being told to have my body 
someplace somewhen by someone not myself.  
 
Mind in the wake of motion, mind the time 
before. 
 
 



10:55AM 7/25/13 
 
Lugubrious motel rooms 
Tawdry drapes 
 



7:12PM 7/25/13 
 

watching the moonrise 
tonight, over the catskills 
that are called the catskills 
 
when I first came down 
to the pond, the  
light was a sliver of 
silver over the treeline, 
illuminating a stroke 
of clouds, it looked as 
if there was a...it looked 
like nothing I'd ever seen before 
 
a house burning constant, not the 
earthly breathing of orange, some other 
fire, banked, captured 
from some other place 
brilliant and yet static 
unwavering  
a stack of bones upright 
in the wind 
something supposed to be 
hidden, revealed. I felt 
 
pure terror in the space  
before recognition.  
and after, only  
the words, the seen before: 
mother's milk, the  
closing door. 
 



11:14AM 7/29/13 
 
dreams will never give you cancer 
only the comfort of rushing past  
billboards seen here wanting there 
 
thought only in connection to passed 
so in immutable shadow 
the past recalled 
no narrative to follow 
 
palpable precipitate 
thoughts thought actions 
made actions thought 
actions acted thoughts 
quoth the crow 
what's an example? 
a man handcuffed to the side of the road 
 
She says she 
Needs space 
 
Get an address 
 



11:41AM 7/29/13 
 

No cigarettes.  
No marijuana.  
4 drinks maximum.  
For your life. 
 
 



12:25PM 7/29/13 
 
Americas motto: Worship The War ship 
 



6:18PM 7/29/13 
 

Saturday: Blue and yellow mountains.  
Apostrophe stencil. Black out everything else.  
 
Self portrait in black.  
Question mark stencil. Blue-yellow streak out 
everything else.  
 
Friday's Monday.  
Three green circles.  
 
Blue - black dots, black moon 
Yellow - green triangles 
Red - three brown wavy lines 
 



10:45PM 7/29/13 
 
Thanks for the steak dinner.  
 
60% battery on my phone.  
 
Having to confront a twitch. 
Tapering connection to other things.  
 
Seeing what is not there.  
Friday's Monday.  
 
Broken futon. 
 
Broken yellow lines. 
Period. 
 
Following the rest.  
Words wrapped together to form things.  
It doesn't matter whom the words are about.  
A film is chosen as a hand closes.  
A hand is as automatic as any metallic 
contraption. 
 
Life choice. 
 



12:34PM 8/2/13 
 

pulsing air of incommunicability the curve of 
fingers that day a mouth the sudden rise of a 
body's frame as it is caught by the color and 
scent laughing all afternoon mostly about 
nothing the friend gone but somewhere now 
which starts from here spools of history 
unwound only to me now occasions which will 
not reach words for me now and if not now 
never the ground below the stream of 
consciousness upon which I cannot but move 
 



12:58PM 8/2/13 
 
we walk through a new room or lift a cup in an 
unfamiliar locale or cross a street or greet a 
friend or look in a store window or accept an 
offered cigarette or add a thought to a 
conversation 
 
one way 
crossroads  
a dark and shifting circle of intention and 
consequence 
own limits 
this one rather than every other 
 



5:05PM 8/4/13 
 
Even though this would make a marvelous 
parade float.  
Nothing says "extraordinary" like mass-
marketed franchises. 
What's a "yourland"? 
In the future, trees will be humiliated like 
poodles. 
 



11:00PM 8/5/13 
 
thing gravity cool star 
 
solidarity night oath time ago  
hilarity far coffee pot window 
 
same same fountain city 
father son way  
boat forest 
walking are vines 
becoming cigarette water twenty  
having morning spine tied 
waiting likes lowercase titles 
blue ring bars more click circle rhyme 
checking sends  
all the art 
words change words 
defeated by 
bent orchard  
red shadow 
sting orchid 
van seen tears 
the way it splits 
fake snake  
green eyed baby 
what to do 
yellow stream 
means a lot to me 
acid foot wart 
soccer ball bumper sticker 
patriots lose to ravens 
bad luck dane 
two golden retrievers 
Lucy and Savannah 



laundry room 
torturing myself  
coca colas in the garage 
condom knees basement 
virginity half in how the universe was made 
history channel background music 
it hurts but soon it won't hurt 
bloody bed sheets washed text message 
confirming consolation 
they won't find out 
parents away tonight 
park at the bottom of the hill and hope the old 
car starts back up again 
so many pebbles thrown  
that one afternoon cool warm blue green sun 
knowing docks river sun shadows window open 
driving picture sent back to her in bed together 
feeling what was then a red bra white thong 
answered door sixteen years old my seventeen 
years planet earth laying down getting it out no 
condom birth control no words remembered as 
if in dream made so as to paint now and forever 
the what was diminishing I can't remember the 
exact date and I don't know why I would want to 
know for myself for tenderfoot wanderlust back 
pats dick strokes inside jokes for sweet unrest 
so I can go back to that cemetery behind that 
cemetery take the steep hill down to the stony 
beach on barrington river by myself or with my 
then wife one night in ten years and think or tell 
what was and what when I first only fell in love 
the rest nostalgia heroin trying to find my way 
back through the woods 
 



11:00PM 8/5/13 
 

I think I was conceived sometime in the 
upcoming week August 1st or second or third 
fourth fifth sixth seventh eighth that ghth I'm 
drawn to 
 



11:12PM 8/5/13 
 
tom boy tears starting the poem 
say to want I is it  
what it is I want to say 
 
listening called a beautiful voice  
in the mirror a picture 
thanks dane I hear her here say 
 
get famous and fuck girls buy things eat well 
drink more smoke it try it drive it buy it  
 
talk late burn that two words my girl was yours 
don't care in there no where start stare star tar 
inhale 
 
exhale exit no more clip board the wings fall in 
cricket sigh guys wood crib socks on tucked 
mine done gone wind song wolf pack come 
stack these things then fall a part 
 



10:12AM 8/6/13 
 
Open: History begins with a fight to the death 
and perseveres in the dialectic relation between 
those who would risk their life for prestige and 
recognition and those who would not, 
aristocratic masters and bondsmen/slaves 
 



9:16PM 8/6/13 
 
The scar on my face I call a mouth 
Comes from other mouths.  
Selfish peach falling fat, 
Chews and spews, 
I call what I learn by name.  
 
Bernstein is from New York 
And is obsessed with the awkward Sound 
patterns which mimic  
The staccato of cabs voices horns industry 
whirring.  
 
Thought based in the way words sound.  
 
World wars ordering menus, 
Pointing to the juiciest piece of ass in the 
restaurant. 
 



1:52AM 8/7/13 
 

feeling rising for these pretentious slight breeze 
slight burn money still water blood computer the 
kind flickering in bright splashes insect actions 
thoughts not fighting not double checking triple 
hearing the kind time again now not falling not 
deciding lying down the kind forgetting around 
me not fighting for and other crossing two me 
two you two hand knowing one ending not night 
not now not you not me 
 



12:15PM 8/7/13 
 
so afraid to be out with it and not wanting to go 
to sleep 
breathing fire while my friends want to eat their 
hands off 
my friends 
my friends repeated until exhaustion 
 



12:57AM 8/8/13 
 

wiping grease 
what is gypsy music? 
the answer heard in a polish accent 
 
the rain coming down faster now then slower 
and faster breathing running wanting to do 
something push-ups so blood can move more 
and the nicotine can have it's full affect instead 
of just feeling sick in my mouth and throat 
carrying a cup of French fries 
another cigarette I say no and listen instead 
behind the shed in the wet quarter light 
revealing 
man Matt from Poland I think of water and the 
hundreds of Poland spring bottles the ones that 
are greener less plastic sold more made more 
popular and we talk about music and he says 
he likes to listen to old French music before he 
falls asleep I feign knowledge in French music 
from the seventies artists impressive names 
forgotten immediately I could try to scramble a 
name together in memory but that wouldn't be 
what really happened what happened was i got 
that unhinged feeling when i lie or when i hear 
someone speaking about something i have no 
knowledge about and what happened was a 
little circle of orange light illuminates a trail of 
where his hand moves where it has moved in 
the instants before tracing pasts understanding 
him only visually I tune out his words instead 
focus on making this poem later focus on the 
patches of light between the trees the clouds 
not blocking all of the night the bits he's 



shrouded in showing just a little of himself and 
only in small talk grey flashes patches between 
branches rain splashes he says shoot and 
opens an umbrella that he pulled out of no 
where and covers himself more ominous now in 
the small clearing of himself black wings pit 
patter of water and voice i wipe grease on the 
back of my pants in the back pockets where im 
pretty sure the stain wont be visible and i 
wonder if it would come out in the wash if it 
were visible and I say blues and american jazz 
john coltrane and miles Davis I say folk music 
like bob Dylan and he says one or two songs by 
the doors and he finishes his cigarette and I 
think before I forget this light and how it felt to 
my eyes i want to take out my phone and write 
this down and I say want to head inside and he 
says yes and I say Eric Clapton and think of 
Jason saying how silly Eric Clapton is and how 
Charley likes him but that was probably just to 
make me feel better Jason knowing how 
sensitive I can get and how i feel things for days 
after they happen and he says I will see you 
tomorrow and I go inside and wash my hands 
and sit down and take out my phone and think i 
want to be as honest as possible and i write this 
 



4:57PM 8/8/13 
 
I could tell you some stories if you really want to 
hear 
Like some about the word of a girl made out 
into a world 
or some other cute log of light 
 
I've got an apple in my poem 
Lodged between figures 
figments of imaginable praise  
Do I really see this red? Where is it? Tucked 
between folds? painted Sheets legs between 
chairs between stones soft only to sand not to 
mine made mine laid on the stretch of canvas 
across chest the lines made from pulling tearing 
not resting but born into youth smooth at points 
stretched two points laid onto each other asking 
to make asking to break souls asking for it 
asking to define the begging the beginning and 
ending asking for what comes next asking to 
rest here asking for what makes this there and 
not here not together not a part not one not two 
not all not mine not the apple 
 



4:57PM 8/8/13 
 

Society:  
 
seeing lines  
where there are none;  
 
thinking in signs  
until you become one. 
 



8:05PM 8/8/13 
 
love bought 
 
face or hand or nails or voice or hair or touch or 
two or time or teeth 
which is the beginning of knowing for sure 
 



1:59PM 8/9/13 
 

"You are a beautiful man. I feel like you have 
flowers growing inside of you. Like you just 
open yourself up and give them to girls." 
- Isaac, fifteen year old camper, to me on his 
last night 
 
 
 



9:30PM 8/9/13 
 
I came from a hose 
and I'll end up in the yard.  
 
I water came 
and became water hard.  
 
A change is there 
written in the wind. 
 
The cute plantation's breath; 
A single pink cloud reflects. 
 



9:44PM 8/9/13 
 

Answers sought 
 
She loves me 
She loves me not 
 
Petals caught  
Pulling thought 
 



11:23AM 8/10/13 
 
roadside, waiting for a ride 
hating all these sighs 
that I feel a need to transcribe 
 
but that is how it happened 
and this is how it is happening 
 
the car  
either  
is not  
there and if not then 
green leaves  
sunlight and 
wind went or  
the car  
comes into  
earshot  
then into  
view  
then  
the car 
either  
not onto  
skin  
and if not then mild disappointment 
wondering  
conversations or  
the car 
comes onto  
skin  
and if then not 
imagining  
words but real 



life  
real words 
 
either  
way  
then out of  
view  
either  
way 
then out of  
earshot 
 



4:04PM 8/10/13 
 

a cricket explodes away from  
my feet and poses in a patch  
of sunlight for a photograph 
 
shadows on the road ripple 
they can barely control  
their excitement for being 
low lit voices of leaves  
in an august wind 
 



4:15PM 8/10/13 
 
slide 
 
I hope there's a  
field up there so  
 
I can  
lay down, 
look, and eat the  
sandwiches I made. 
 



4:17PM 8/10/13 
 

walking  
 
up river 
I probably  
shouldn't pee  
 
down river 
but I do 
because I only 
 
capitalize  
my I's 
 



4:20PM 8/10/13 
 
the inner madness of painting a chair 
 
cell service on mountain summit 
telemarketer voicemails 
on the peak alone, arrived at for solitude 
but given the real expanse of view and the real 
expanse of cell phone service 
busily others come and go on the rocks  
no one comes alone, like me,  
they all come speaking diner talk with friends 
known and make idle acquaintance with one 
another 
I pull out huxleys the doors of perception and 
trip a bit on the words and wonder if I'm 
naturally a mystic or if I have a heightened 
sense of visualization or if I see richly brilliant 
amalgamated memories when I am on the 
verge of sleep and if not then when will I be at 
the peak of consciousness and then I forget this 
thought then I think about the pride of 
photography and then I sit down until it is time 
to go 
 



4:21PM 8/10/13 
 

two out of two days a person has told me that 
their eyeballs hurt 
first from sickness and then from sadness 
 



5:08PM 8/10/13 
 
Marlboro Reds 
 
Arm hair 
Remembering sun glow 
I feel you crying inside 
I wrap words beside your pain 
The beds rustling 
Stupid stories I'm married to 
Buy me a ring and I'll marry you 
      Too late,  
I have an emerald up my ass 
Like your eyes 
So sure of the sight 
Of the wind 
Making the corn stronger 
Somehow the water makes it grow 
 
I'm a haiku cigarette 
Drum beat loser 
Winner 
Twenty one 
And far away from 
the tiny suns 
 
7 hour bus rides  
Watering cheeks 
It's what you sew  
when no one is watching 
 
Wake up early 
Phone screen inflating chain 
 
 



9:17AM 8/11/13 
 

Poetry ideas : 
Craig's list haikus and personal ads 
Write down every word in Ulysses that you 
don't know the meaning of. Turn that into a 
book 
Put together all the side of boxes family mission 
statements 
Put together homeless people cardboard signs 



9:20AM 8/11/13 
 
Chill out - chaos binds 
Ezra the man who had taught me to distrust 
adjectives as I would later learn to distrust 
certain people in certain situations  
nouns in new scrapings are drunk and bloated 
with obsequious adjectives 



9:21AM 8/11/13 
 
Reading: 
War and peace Constance Garnett translation  
steins what are masterpieces and why are there 
so few of them  
Critique of pure reason Kant  
Sex and character weininger 
Jerry Uelsmann 
 



9:24AM 8/11/13 
 
Quotation : 
Against expression : Whoever has not chosen 
obscenity, recognized in obscenity the 
presence and the shock of poetry, and, more 
intimately, the elusive brightness of a star, is 
not worthy to die and their death will extend 
upon earth the industrious anxiety of priests. 
Encyclopaedia acephalica. Fascicule bio 
volume oil 
Hemingway: Creations probably overrated. 
After all, god made the world in only six days 
and rested on the seventh.  
 



11:13AM 8/11/13 
 
No, I got redemption. 
 



11:37AM 8/11/13 
 
Passing by 
Looking up 
Looking in 
Window glare shapes in bright faces 
Unsmiling 
Looking back 
Looking in 
Promising 
 



2:53PM 8/12/13 
 
"Are!" 
He yelled. 
A hell re-arrived at 
Every August.  
Airy yellow friend. 
 



6:43AM 8/14/13 
 
Ern Hem springtime quote for Matt 
 



11:10AM 8/14/13 
 
One of the worst parts about living without 
Internet is the return to purely imaginative 
masturbation, if only because it is a reminder of 
my obsessively narrow thought cycle. Though 
there is no end to nostalgia in the act, it brings 
me back to seventh grade, when I would lay in 
bed after school and daydream about my 
friends' mothers happening upon me alone at 
home, or while riding my bike down an 
abandoned suburb street, guiltily pedaling in the 
brisk autumn chill without a coat, they would 
beckon me into their car with their soft hands 
and smile, and their touch would mean more 
than any word I could think of.  



10:00PM 8/14/13 
 
When thoughts and actions 
are in harmony, you then 
Practice honesty.  
 
 



10:42PM 8/14/13 
 
Evelyn,  
For the past weeks I have been debating to 
myself whether or not I should send this. I've 
thought to print it out and burn it. I've thought to 
keep it just for myself as a personal reminder.  
I've decided to send it because it is exactly 
what hurts me the most.  
Perhaps it would make more sense to be silent. 
Perhaps that would speak volumes more than 
these words, this attempt at communication, 
ever could. But I believe that withholding my 
true feelings is the very reason why I am in my 
current situation, my current headspace, in life. 
I have led myself astray, and caused others 
more pain than I can ever fathom in the past 
few years of my life. 
Being alone at this place for almost two months 
now has provided me with an extraordinary 
amount of sober thought and subsequent 
frustrated hand wringing at being overwhelmed 
by my past actions and thoughts.  
Most of the other teachers are British and for 
some reason I haven't developed a very deep 
connection with any of them. Most of the 
general counselors (the people who watch the 
kids 24/7) pretty much stick to themselves, 
since they've been going here since they were 
little and thus all know each other very well. 
However, I have met a few people who I've 
clicked with, and for that I am thankful. But 
mainly the experience teaching and writing 
poetry, painting, drawing, thinking, and 
uncreative writing with campers from ages 8 to 



16 has been absolutely amazing. Turning 
teenagers on to literature and poetry who 
previously thought very little of the subjects is 
inspiring and provide me with a serious hope for 
a future in teaching. Other members of the staff 
frequently come up to me to tell me that they've 
never seen such a response to an activities 
counselor at Frost Valley in their entire time 
here (in some cases up to 15 years). During 
final devotion (nightly discussion in cabin) for 
third session, Isaac, a 15 year old boy from 
Harlem, who is in the village of 15-16 year old 
boys that I am an "adopted counselor" to, told 
me that poetry is now going to be a big part of 
his life, that he is going to start reading and 
writing it seriously on his own, and that my 
class has gotten him to think more critically 
about society and the world as a whole. He 
called me a "a beautiful man" and that he felt 
like I have flowers that grow inside of my body. 
While I'm sure he was exaggerating his praise, 
and that both you and I would not agree with 
him, his statements along with others definitely 
motivate me to think positive thoughts where I 
have often been in a dark mindset this summer.  
Needless to say, the thought of you and 
memories associated with you have occupied a 
great portion of aforementioned pondering. I've 
realized that I want you to know what actually 
happened so you can perhaps breathe easier 
knowing how self-centered a person I actually 
am, and that you've lost very little by losing me 
(which probably already has entered your mind 
anyway, in that case consider this additional 
reinforcement). I want you to know that I am the 



one in fact who had lost everything, you being 
someone who made my life hopeful and gave 
me reasons in places where I had none, or 
where I was too drawn into myself to realize 
how lovely being with you was.  
I am going to be frank and not sugar coat this 
any more than I already have. I apologize in 
advance for not having sent this sooner, but I 
wanted to think of my words as best as possible 
over a period of time to make sure I wasn't 
being overly flowery and underly honest.  
Sounds never come out the way my brain 
organizes the language, which I organize best 
visually. For that, I'm sorry. I'm a liar. I have 
good intentions but I make promises I cannot 
keep because I can't stand to hurt people. I 
have a problem saying no to the people I love, 
so I put off the truth so I don't have to face it 
myself.  
I slept with someone while we were together, 
the weekend of fling. It was a poor decision I 
made, and I have to live with the consequence 
of it. You need to know that you've done 
nothing wrong. Being drunken, forgoing any 
kind of humane consideration, I made a selfish, 
short-sighted decision. Then, perhaps a week 
or two later, it is true that I kissed a girl at Pi 
Lam.  
I dont want to hold anything from you. So I'm 
going to say the thing I'm least proud of. I slept 
with Joanna once as well. I don't remember the 
exact date, but it was either in March or April. I 
don't have a reason for why it happened, but I 
felt horrible immediately after it happened and 
told my CAPs therapist and I should have told 



you and been honest but I didn't want to lose 
you and I am a coward. The person I was 
talking to on the phone that night in Hamilton 
court was her. I was very drunk and don't 
remember what I said to her, but I lied when I 
said it wasn't her. Not that it really means 
anything, but I haven't spoken to Joanna since 
it happened, and this has been the longest time 
I haven't spoken to her since I've met her.  
For all these things I hate myself more than you 
can ever imagine. I think of these things every 
day and get so angry with myself. Thinking of it 
makes me want to give up. I don't want to keep 
doing this. I don't want to be what I feel like I'm 
becoming or what I already am. Because I hate 
myself and what I've done, and it makes me 
unable to see the good in other people, 
because I think they will just hurt me like I hurt 
other people. Sometimes I want exactly what I 
know I can't have, like a child. I get all jumbled 
up inside and go back and forth on my 
decisions and am so nebulous and unstable 
and I feel like I know nothing for sure. I feel like 
all I know is how I feel, and I know best the 
feelings that I feel the most, on a day to day 
basis.  
Every day, thinking of you, I feel that the best 
days of my life were days spent with you. I don't 
want to make excuses, I just want to tell you the 
truth. I think of how all these things must make 
you feel and I know I don't deserve any of you, 
any happiness or comfort you could or ever did 
provide me. I want to disappear. I want you to 
disappear because I cant stand to face you or 
what I've done. None of it was because you 



were inadequate in any way. I was the one who 
was inadequate to myself. I clearly have some 
issues that resist resolution. You are a much 
more stable, kind, and thoughtful person than I 
am. And as much as it causes me a visceral 
tearing inside, I realize that I have to live my life 
without you. And that's going to be the most 
difficult thing I will have to do. Thinking of you. I 
wanted to write this so you know you're not 
losing anyone special, that I'm nothing that I 
stack myself up to be. It makes me feel that my 
poetry and reading and art is just hypocritical 
idealism, just stuffing for the hollowness inside. 
It makes me feel like a useless human being 
that adds very little to the happiness of 
humanity.  I really have no idea what I was 
thinking. Perhaps I thought I could truly get 
away with it all, or that I wasn't really doing 
anything wrong, or that since I was drunk I 
would not remember it the next day, or that I 
was young and should take full advantage of 
these stupid sexual opportunities. Perhaps I 
thought I deserved it, that I deserved more than 
I could ever give, or that I was distracted from 
you, or just wasn't thinking about how amazing 
we are together, how well you and I work just 
being ourselves.  
I love you. This is some thing that I know. I 
know it because I feel it deep inside of myself. 
It's like a ringing or echoing in my skeleton. 
When I think of the things I've done to hurt you, 
I feel a physical pain, a literal aching.  
I miss all of you. I miss the moments we 
shared. I miss reading the back of a snack 
container with you. I miss how you can tell how 



many days until the moon will be perfectly full. I 
miss the looks you give. I miss reading 
passages that make the hair on the back of our 
necks stand up. I miss your hair and your smell. 
I miss how goddamn beautiful you are. I miss 
your lips and the words you say. I miss naming 
children 'the' or 'and' or 'if' or 'or'. I miss how we 
people watch as if we were at a zoo or on an 
alien planet. I miss how I feel like we are our 
own species. I miss the American Studies 
building. I miss disabilities and modernism 
symposiums. I miss holding your hand. I miss 
the biopond. I miss geocaching. I miss your 
expressive eyes. I miss the way you hold me 
with them.  
I know that this wont be enough. I know that 
you make me want to try anyway. I've been 
teetering away from people but how you know 
me, how you've come to know me, gives me 
some hope for others.  
I love you more than anything I have ever loved 
in my life. I have never connected with anyone 
as we have connected. Together, everything 
was ecstatic, hilarious, tragic, sublime.  
I think about your words every day. "Worrying is 
a wasted emotion." I read echoes of it in Soren 
Kierkegaards Works of Love. He says that 
when we despair we lack the eternal, or we lack 
awareness of the eternal in ourselves and in all 
things. He says that we as humans, what 
makes us, is that we ought to sorrow, that we 
ought to love, that we shall do so as our duty, 
that despair happens only in our hesitation to 
our duty to completely love or completely 
sorrow. I know that I'll go on loving you 



completely for as long as I remember you, and 
more deeply than I have ever loved anyone or 
anything because my love for you is based on a 
connection that goes beyond any combination 
of comradery or erotic love, it is something I will 
not experience exactly again. For that, I 
despair. Perhaps you can feel this despite 
everything. Perhaps you can't, and I'd 
understand. Perhaps you think that what I did 
really does mean that my love for you was 
incomplete, or only completely selfish, which 
my actions would entail. But as I am writing this 
now, I will love you. As a human I will. As 
whatever is and underneath this material shell, 
this body, I will.  
As the saying goes "once a cheater, always a 
cheater," and while I once protested myself 
against such a claim, I'm beginning to side with 
the truth in it. It appears to be where I end up 
continuously. That's not to say I'm going to stop 
trying to treat others with more respect than I 
have in the past, but it does mean that I am 
going to stop making promises that I am not 
adamant about. So while I know how I feel 
about you, and how I feel when we are 
together, I am not going to promise anything. 
Clearly, I hate promises. For me they have 
been nothing but lies in a fancy disguise. They 
are a hesitation, a loitering, before the actual 
acting of the thought made into words. For that 
reason they dilute the earnestness of the duty. 
I'm trying to keep this in mind.  
My friend Matt here at camp has gotten me into 
Jungian personality trait psychology. After 
taking the Myers-Briggs personality test, I 



discovered some truth to myself that I've 
struggled to face. I am an INFP personality 
type: introverted over extroverted, I use intuition 
over sensing, feeling over thinking, and I prefer 
to perceive than make judgments or decisions. 
This type is also known as the "Dreamer". But 
the main quadrant I feel is my biggest 
weakness, or the one that has caused me to 
cause others pain, is perceiving over making 
judgments, spontaneity over holding to my 
values and commitments. Speaking about this 
issue with Matt often (who is an INFJ, and who I 
in turn help to cut loose a bit), my awareness of 
this issue has increased and I've been trying to 
remain in a focused mindset that is conducive 
to my goals and against my more whimsical 
tendencies. I'm not sure how much this means, 
but I feel positive about this summers impact on 
my health and confidence in general.  
I'm sorry for everything. I'm sorry for hurting 
you. I'm sorry for hurting myself. I'm sorry for 
taking our love for one another for granted. I'm 
sorry for thinking I could be happy without you. 
I'm sorry for my wandering, easily distracted 
soul. I'm sorry for being so lost. I'm sorry I often 
feel like no one understands me, or thinks in the 
way that I think. I'm sorry for being insufferably 
ornery and sensitive sometimes. I'm sorry for 
my mood swings. I'm sorry I didn't say I love 
you back, because I do. I think about that 
moment almost every day. I'm sorry for not 
being honest. I'm sorry for cheating on you. I'm 
sorry for not confronting you with my delirious 
thoughts. I'm sorry for bottling it up inside until it 
was much too late. I'm sorry I'm writing this and 



not speaking it to you in person. I'm sorry for 
interrupting what I'm sure is a happy time in 
South Africa with this. I'm sorry for telling you I 
didn't think you desired me. I'm sorry for saying 
I desired you less. I'm sorry for worrying so 
much about the gap in our sexual experience. 
I'm sorry for not telling you right away when I 
cheated on you. I'm sorry that this all could 
have been avoided. I'm sorry I want what I 
know I can't have. I'm sorry it must seem like 
I'm building you up in my mind when I'm absent 
from you. I'm sorry I sound like an angsty 
sixteen year old right now. I'm sorry for my 
immaturity. I'm sorry it'll take so much time for 
you to trust another person, let alone me, with 
your love. I'm sorry for not respecting you. I'm 
sorry for not respecting myself.  
If you would like to talk in person about 
anything at all, I would be willing to give you as 
much time and respect as you ask for.  
I know this silly email is not enough closure or 
honesty. But I needed to give you the truth, or 
as much truth as these words can offer.  
I trust your time in South Africa has been 
amazing, as your Facebook pictures attest to. I 
know that you're making the most of it and 
taking in as many experiences as possible. I'd 
love to hear from you someday about your time 
spent there. 
Yours, 
Dane 



10:56PM 8/14/13 
 
Every moment is a flashback to a moment I 
can't quite remember.  
 



10:26AM 8/17/13 
 

She knows how to touch  
Which is a rare occasion in the history of the 
world 
A cello played 
A sound made 
The moons wailing face 
A saving grace 
Written in lace  
Enough space for some action 
Enough taste to leave me laughing 
Straight nerves pouring out moonlight in a 
stream 
Her hands reach down and right above and my 
pelvic muscles twitch like crazy and my love 
can barely contain its own surreptitious breath 
And her lips taste the most redeemably plain. I 
most irredeemably need to come up with an 
excuse and an airtight dream. I go and show 
neither.  
 



1:13PM 8/18/13 
 
Both in this moment and out of it 
The light curses at random 
Pitter patter 
The round things seen and heard falling 
The darkness 
A head enveloped 
Blue branches kissed from behind by stars 
Succulent sadness unheard of 
New face old 
The road and trees plume into stars 
Flowing thought lost  
Phone light 
Too many images to hold at once 
I let them go to hope 
it comes together again 
What and if and why and then and first and last 
and home and only and I and seen and heard 
and underneath and above and breath sliding 
down icy pathway cave birds over head chirping 
at air directing the hope the smoothness at 
hand and away on release the white turning 
bluebird so deep through frozen water and me 
what is me here and there and soon to be at the 
bottom it drips randomly but constant if close 
enough attention paid to whitening patterns the 
turns and corrections coming back to 
impressions composed made real what she 
said is her own my mind is tired and hoping it is 
liked amidst movements beyond its control 
 



1:16PM 8/18/13 
 
The builder is hidden and is as nothing.  
It's work is what makes it nothing at all.  
The work of nature in secret. 
How difficult it is in relationship to another 
person to make oneself absolutely nothing, and 
yet to do everything and suffer everything! 
 



1:17PM 8/18/13 
 
I miss you so much too 
I do too 
I love you so much too 
I miss you too 
I do too 
I love you too 
 



2:10PM 8/18/13 
 
Reading: 
Scarlet book of poems  
ham on rye 
bukowski 
 



3:42PM 8/19/13 
 
new scrapings 
two tangerines in new york city shade erupting 
ambivalence of the reader 
i left providence 
by nature i am indifferent love and hack greedily 
at one irate light bulb 
(i sleep with the pulp) 
my tempered pink patience recedes to the other 
side of works 
because there must be a more poignant way to 
say that 
inside me are only all my poems 
some bone and warrior flesh 
yeah 
but what about my responsibilities to my 
facebook? 
or to the girl sitting nearby who is wearing 
clothes? 
or to the men saying something about a water 
main break? 
i’m busy trying to think of a line that the judges 
will swoon over make the hair on their necks 
shift like all the unpoeticized erections 
sweeping the globe this very instant – draining 
each city of its worth 
outside the workers dig into the street – 
revealing the undesirable network the 
unheeded catharsis of dream 
a line of women stretch like broken water 
around a fire hydrant where they take turns 
filling up buckets 
once they have more than they can carry 
the women gather their belongings 



into citrus hues of forgiveness 
overwhelmed – i must return to my traces of 
action carried out with speed 
so back to the second tangerine holding up its 
bright roundness on the table 
this squishy of a color is rarely seen beyond the 
electrocuted guts of the city the concrete body 
that the surgeons outside labor at – jack 
hammer at 
and eventually weld back together 
when the music stops 
and my body leads me to things like a god 
i too try to breathe the wifi morning in the 
patterned dark 
 



5:23PM 8/19/13 
 
I hear retarded people sing  
half-decade old teeny pop 
while I stare at the lake.  
Camp children 
huddle around semi-obese counselors: 
sum of attention paid and paid poorly, 
someone told me it was seventy-seven cents 
an hour 
for some father figure to fuck.  
I harshly tilt my head, 
paint a few bands around my forearm, 
and look again how still the lake is, 
bisected by bobbing docks.  
Lounge lizard, Don Juan, womanizer,  
Casanova, satyr, 
all the synonyms I can remember.  
Not trying,  
just pushing 
the crumbs off the table, out of sight.  
Flicking boogers in the master bedroom.  
Someone points out to me my shirt, my pants, 
my hair, my glasses, my beard,  
my things, but not me.  
Someone tells these things to sit down  
'right here, with us, and chill.' 
The lake water moves  
like moonlit branches in desperate gasps.  
I push heavy things off  
the cliff to see  
how far they will roll  
to my sleeping place.  
I can still see the trunks  
even though it is late.  



With no memory, I have none of these things. 
Sunrises, hands, little pocket rings, 
flowers gazes, bending over surfaces  
to open the blinds. 
  



5:45PM 8/21/13 
 
Music: 
Acid blues house 
See the sun - the kooks 
Second song tv on the radio 
Davy graham guitarist 
Ei8ht is enuff 
Stop the clocks album oasis 
 



10:18PM 8/21/13 
 
After college : 
Sunset park - Brooklyn 
Bay ridge - Brooklyn  
 



11:28AM 8/22/13 
 
I wake up and try to remember my dreams but 
can't so I take a shower while my roommate 
sleeps and go to breakfast and have French 
toast that needs brown sugar and syrup and I 
have the good fruit that they put out early. 
Mangos, strawberries, and some kind of purple 
yogurt. I tell Matt that I may need his help 
introducing the Meyers Briggs test third period 
for Pac and it makes me happy to see him 
smile. Then I go to morning meeting and there 
isn't a cloud in the sky and it stays like that all 
day. I wear my tight green shirt that Marad 
comments on at lunch as being 'mad tight' but I 
tell him that it makes me look bigger than I am 
and he agrees. I also wear my reddish lensed 
sunglasses intermittently and Carrie calls them 
rainbow colored and she stops me while we're 
walking down the hill because they're so 
reflective and looks at herself. That makes me 
think of Jason because he once said something 
similar when we were stoned at a wing eating 
contest in Philadelphia. First period is my 
dreaming specialty and I have four new 
fourteen year old boys and one has the same 
birthday as a beautiful tall black girl in the class 
named Ayana. Another is named Darren and I 
can't tell if he has cross eyes or just a lazy eye 
which I guess is a cross eyed anyway. Darren 
has a wonderful voice and speaking cadence 
and especially when he described a dream he 
had when he was younger. He was walking 
home when he heard a slight cry from the 
woods and investigated and found a pupil-less 



little girl named Sarah and a dark figure with 
her. He ran away when he saw that the girl was 
crying and he hid in a store and in the store was 
a white spirit who told him what he had to do to 
get away and then he woke up. From then on 
he would intermittently see Sarah crouching in 
the corner of his room. Darren is tall and black 
and his voice is dark and mature for a fourteen 
year old.  
Second period is uncreative writing and Marad 
and Brian don't want to do anything. Marad 
threw up later in the bathroom so he probably 
has some kind of stomach bug that I hope I 
don't get.  
Lunch and I make eyes with Anne because I 
like her eyes on me. She has a soft green glow 
about her and she's as quiet as me when I'm in 
my head but she's like that all the time. She's 
self conscious about her skin and its true that 
her jaws have acne on them but I don't really 
care. I like her body because it is womanly and 
I remember the night before she wrote a note in 
my phone in French and said she wanted to 
make love to me. Earlier that day she told me 
'We sleep during the day and at night we make 
love', as she turned her back toward me in my 
bed to spoon and the way she said it was 
assured and confident not like the hesitation of 
American girls and that made me feel good and 
turned me on. I liked her ass against me. She 
told me that she feels inexperienced and to tell 
her what to do and I told her that many girls are 
like starfishes and just lay there and take it and 
that she knows how to touch and that she 
excites me very much.  



Lunch is pasta and I put ranch and hot sauce 
on it because it tastes bland without it. My 
stomach feels upset afterward and I feel like I'm 
getting sick.  
Then I walk to reflection pond and wait for Pac 
to meet me. While I wait I respond to Hannah's 
short letter to me in my notebook and try to be 
comforting but it comes out poetic and maybe 
disingenuous but I remember how hard I am on 
myself and keep writing it. I think about how I'm 
sick of people calling me deep or an intellectual 
and I write what I want to write to her. The 
spanish woman who works in the office comes 
and sits on memorial island in the middle of the 
pond and I think that she must have known 
someone who had their ashes spread there.  
Third period and I give the personality test to 
the fifteen year old boys. They're into it but I get 
stressed out trying to please everyone and 
there's a moment that Will tells me to stop and 
breathe. That calms me down a bit but makes 
me mad at him for saying that to me.  
Coming off that I'm feeling hopeless for fourth 
period and I see Hannah and tell her I still need 
to finish my letter to her. She sees I'm stressed 
and I tell her I feel worn out and not ready to 
handle 23 12 year old boys and girls. She 
reassures me and the photojournalism specialty 
goes really well and Carrie is pretty useless in it 
or maybe I just think that because she's 
irritating and sex with her wasn't that great or 
that I saw that British guy coming out of her 
room with her a few days after we slept 
together. But I think that I can't blame her 
because I ignored her and avoided her 



afterwards because I felt I made a mistake and 
that she was much too silly and immature. We 
set up a press conference for the Kitchen 
manager: Al, a chubby little bald man with a 
mustache and gruff voice and demeanor. He 
loves it and the kids love it and I find myself 
laughing with Hannah and Adrienne. I feel 
energized and think for a second that I may be 
extroverted. But then I think some more and 
forget that thought.  
After fourth period I finish the letter to Hannah 
and give it to her. I walk toward the staff lounge 
but remember my phone is dead so I turn back 
to village hangout and lay down on the grass 
with Bonney the counselor from Australia and 
Anne. Eventually we start talking about what we 
want to do with our lives and I give my engineer 
turned writer spiel and Anne mutters something 
about architecture and Bonney says she can't 
be bothered answering. We start talking about 
language and I tell them how French is a very 
evenly fluid language and they ask what I mean 
and I tell them that equal weight is placed on 
each syllable in a word and that in English we 
stress certain syllables in words and not others 
and I say ex-CITE-ment like that and they nod. 
Then Bonney wants Anne to speak in French 
so she does and I make a Don Juan joke and 
Anne laughs and we touch elbows and eyes 
like we've known each other for a long time.  
Then it's dinner and its chicken and I can barely 
eat it so I have the vegetarian option which the 
lunch girl with long wavy golden brown hair and 
dark eyes sneaks to me and I imagine us 
fucking behind the kitchen on the ice machine 



and I eat my mushroom-zucchini-tomato 
sandwich with some ranch and hot sauce 
because it is a little less bland than the pasta 
but still bland. I make plans with Anne to meet 
tomorrow at 1 in the staff lounge so we can 
have three hours of uninterrupted sex and 
talking and touching of each other and I hope 
my roommate isn't around that time and that I'll 
leave a shoe behind the door to stop it from 
opening just in case he tries to come in.  
After dinner I chill with Pac for a bit and theyre 
doing a maze using the dining tables in the 
dining hall and I crack jokes with Matt from 
Wesleyan and camper Matt in the upper 
solarium I feel happy but like I want to rest and 
charge my phone so I leave with Matt from 
Poland and we smoke polish cigarettes behind 
the castle and talk about beer and hard alcohol 
and I lie about my friend having granite ice 
cubes to use with whiskey and then I go to my 
room in the castle where my roommate is 
already in bed with just his boxers on watching 
Boondock Saints on his laptop and he tells me 
to turn the light so I do and he asks if I get 
service out here and I say no, its just my 
Dreamer app and we start talking about my 
Dreamer app and I explain lucid dreaming to 
him and he seems interested and tells me some 
of his dreams like losing teeth, falling off cliffs, 
running away from erupting volcanoes, being a 
whale and doing whale things and there are a 
few moments of silence where I can tell he's 
really thinking or just thinking of something to 
say and I think I really cracked the surface 
when he tells me that I make him motivated to 



record his dreams more like he used to do it 
and I remember that he's from Somerville, 
Massachusetts. He eventually turns the movie 
back on and I fall asleep meaning only to sleep 
for half and hour. When I wake up its 11:15 pm 
and I remember I told Hannah I'd meet her at 
11 at the dining hall so I run there and meet her 
outside the program office and we go to the 
theatre and watch the first hour of Garden State 
on her laptop and I get really into it and see the 
influence of nineties movies and Camus' 
L'etranger and want to finish it but I told Matt I'd 
chill with him at Pac CQ because it was his last 
night at camp so we leave early and walk there 
and as we're walking Al stops his car beside us 
and mentions how perfect the night is with its 
temperature and full moon and clear sky. I 
wonder what he really thinks about me walking 
around at 12:30 at night with his daughter and I 
smile to myself and we walk to Pac where they 
have a fire going strong. Once we get there 
someone tells a drawn out story about hooking 
up with a girl who liked rough sex and about her 
queefing and being kind of a stupid bitch but the 
way he told it was hilarious and his pacing and 
diction was enticing and entertaining. Then I 
have to leave with Matt because its late and we 
leave and smoke another cigarette behind the 
dining hall and talk about discotheques and the 
smoke really gets to my head and when I stand 
up I wobble around and think that I look like an 
idiot and I think about Kerouac with his head 
down in Denver collecting cigarette butts and I 
feel the need to write my day down so I look 
ahead to when I get home and we talk about 



dancing and how women equate it with sex 
often and we get to the castle and Matt asks if I 
want to smoke another cigarette with him 
behind the castle and I say no, that I'm too tired 
and I go inside to write this.  
 



12:03PM 8/22/13 
 
Lit Stars Crust (redaction poem) 
I sense  
stars that fit  
back around  
others. Time, I realize: 
Islands traveling, end there.  
God might be  
already late.  
In tears, he kisses, 
to guarantee, 
He says: you are afraid.  
I find myself not knowing.  
My body is a silence.  
 



10:49PM 8/22/13 
 
26 4th street - east providence  
 



10:18AM 8/23/13 
 
I'm home for the weekend 
and I keep confusing  
the wind chimes  
for iPhone notifications.  
I turn  
over in bed. 
I'm beginning 
to smell like my father's shoulder. 
My father is beginning 
to end.  
He uploads sky pictures  
to Facebook with captions like: 
'sunset is perfect from our new place' 
and 
'nice night out tonight' 
and I think about him alone  
underground.  
 



12:51PM 8/23/13 
 
Hallucinogen: 
Peyote 
Ebena 
 



5:14PM 8/23/13 
 
Spider webs across field beer toss separated 
 



1:24AM 8/26/13 
 
Moment at frost valley food 
West Philly walk back from jays urine 
lawlessness limping left foot facade underneath 
telephone wires 
 



4:16PM 8/27/13 
 
W: 5pm Benn 16 
R:  10:30am Benn 201 
12pm Anns 111 
1:30pm Cpcw 111 
 



10:15PM 8/27/13 
 
We have a funny story I went to went to worth 
went to went to worth went to worth went to 
worth worth went to worth worth went to worth 
went to went to worth went to worth went to 
worth went went to 
 



9:14AM 8/29/13 
 
I need to stop thinking about what they're 
thinking or what I'm thinking or what is thought.  
Carrying words to say 
Weighing the way 
They use to play with them.  
Walking uphill to a friends house, my house, it 
doesn't matter. 
 



7:29PM 9/2/13 
 
Keep 
Drunk 
Company 
Company 
Compassion 
Passes 
In spaces 
he'll lie 
 



7:30PM 9/2/13 
 
Irritated displace the at the water collects into 
puddles of sense a I direct a burly man to a 
power outlet and I hear a semi attractive man to 
an air conditioner and I wish I was with the 
beautiful girls I'm not looking but I'm thinking 
that I'm looking and I wish I could be with them 
and Rimbaud is california English calling me to 
write and not to write I'll dispell toast to cheese 
for one but what for here are the people that I 
wonder about the go go of then eat the beat the 
change coming like an oxen he said like he was 
going to give us the cookies the text about to 
receive 
 



4:19PM 9/5/13 
 
Je veux aller au château, dans ta chambre, 
dans ton lit.  
Je veux quand tu as dit plutôt que 'maintenant 
nous dormons et plus tard nous faisons amour' 
Comme tu as dit plutôt, "dormons et plus tard 
nous ferons l'amour" 
 



11:32AM 9/6/13 
 
Rest hour, just a bit of time, returning feelings 
angry walking past beautiful flesh,  magical 
water, voices, earbud music.  
Stench of myself, Bathroom window, screened 
from acceptance with widowsome meandering; 
gazes 
Outward, trees, waves 
That are always crashing 
Always ready to crash 
Full of noise, cool and damp 
Darkness, pleased to remain.  
Thought must be given leeway  
In the anticipation of whats coming, which falls  
Into place at the last 
Possible second 
Amber cognizance, blackened neck  
Holding an idea erect 
Only to collapse at the earliest convenience, 
Distractions, death of attention 
sadness focused into mania 
Interruption, ending, beginning, Death.  the 
greatest love I will ever know  
The universe finally taking hold 
After so much 
resistance, life-Feelings bursting 
asymmetrically from  
greyish globe 
Death, the greatest love 
Where Mind and feelings finally diverge 
Again, subside from candlelight dinners looked 
forward to, memories arching light blinking 
sporadic 
bridges to pleasures,  



convictions exacerbated by impossibility,  
the beginning of separateness.  
 



11:37AM 9/6/13 
 
map, paper, the bottomless 
hope of plants, the sound of water 
calling me back.  
these things stretch in lines 
around the limits of sense.  
the insects don't give a  
fuck 
about how beautiful I am.  
everything has led to this.  
I try to imagine the other side  
of a stone, looking through  
a mountain to other activity.  
I try to imagine what it would feel 
like to stumble upon another 
out here, musicless.  
the same stone will wait 
however long it has to.  
I'm learning how impatient I am.  
maybe I'll come back to this.  
maybe not.  
digression is originality.  
negation is digression.  
originality is the breath of change, 
river, music.  
I think of doubting myself, the stupid 
hesitation of a scared animal.  
this is a reminder 
I have in myself the fathomless 
energy of light, trees 
that carelessly reach,  
stones that patiently teach 
stars that are 
dying, and what comes next.  



letters to air.  
in the sculpture of speech 
I am trying. made to  
continue, even amongst 
devourers of data, given 
my proper propensity for chameleonic small 
talk.  
it's true, I do 
make my thoughts. I need to 
remember that. I may lose 
again and but that's nothing.  
that's out there, that's 
jumping around to the music 
that's playing.  
just now 
the picture takes me, 
the word disappears.  
 



11:42AM 9/6/13 
 
The crisis and a crisis in the life of an actress: 
Kierkegaard 1 
 



7:36PM 9/7/13 
 
No ideas but in things and things are made of 
words and words are right here.  
 



10:00PM 9/8/13 
 
degrees digress 
told stool 
did we 
have you see 
the of ness 
notices blank flowers 
forget pagan 
rig speed at the 
post she find  
to a 
the of see  
to you 
to oh we 
need as 
 



2:52AM 9/9/13 
 
ill moonlings troubadour paint my here I 
 



2:55AM 9/9/13 
 
oh be why 
 



2:58AM 9/9/13 
 
I am who I am 
    of everyone 
 



3:01AM 9/9/13 
 
I never understood why  
my father would suck  
on the peach core  
until I started living  
on my own.  
be myself 
by itself slowly 
it gives all it can to me 
It knows nothing else.  
 



3:06AM 9/9/13 
 
part poet  
part parts 
part pot 
part thought 
part pulled 
part knot 
part stole 
part stopped 
part stood 
part talk 
part near 
part far 
part you 
part are 
seriousness emotion bluebird thought before 8 
p.m. 
the parting parted  
and the filling filled 
the feeling forgot 
and the slowing slowed 
slowly the spacing spaced 
the glass of water drank 
the glueing glued 
andthe writing written 
the poem possessed 
and the calling called 
quickly the crossing crossed 
the field of grass walked 
that is poetry 
yesterday and today 
not tomorrow 
met to or made to or 
ought to sorrow 



3:28AM 9/9/13 
 
Pretty girls  
walk away 
Pretty girls 
Pretty girls 
Never stay 
Pretty girls  
Pretty girls 
Prettier 
Pretty girls 
Pretty girls 
than 
Pretty girls 
Pretty girls 
all the rest 
Pretty girls 
Pretty girls 
less thoughts 
Pretty girls 
Pretty girls 
inside 
Pretty girls 
Pretty girls 
my head 
Pretty girls  
Pretty girls 
Walk away 
Pretty girls  
Pretty girls 
Never stay 
Pretty girls  
 



3:31AM 9/9/13 
 
no rhythm but in memory 
 



3:40AM 9/9/13 
 
I'm always looking up 
the definition of ontology 
begin somewhere 
nature torn apart 
logic objects 
something of the veil only 
wind hard enough 
once then too late 
is after suffering 
come once again please 
if to you 
take shape me 
camera automatically 
kind distance about 
step away a disappear 
the need to to it is 
 



9:05PM 9/9/13 
 
First thoughts on Jason Jadick 
When I'm alone I remember 
I got friends 
But I got some friends just talking bout how 
much money they can spend over the weekend 
on that girl with no drink in her hand, in those 
clothes I can't stand, making idle chit chat, 
small talk chides on the cab rides, too good for 
the bar dives 
But their trusts funds run dry of their inherited 
pride 
So they lie and I sigh and can't quite surmise 
what I'm doing with these guys. What I'm doing 
here with them.  
So I steer off and get drunk - and become that 
slip slidin punk I've always been.  
I ditch them 
I hitch  
onto a girl with her nose in the air like she 
knows that her hairs growing  
that her breaths blowing  
that her spirits flowing in just the right way.  
And her skin makes me sing how we're miles 
apart even though she's just across 
the room.  
But soon I find out she's not that great, 
Like the words we share just won't relate,  
They fall apart like going through a cheese 
grate, 
She ain't the perfect mate I made her out to be 
Just for me.  
She's got brand name clothes she's wearing, 
She's got big armed boys she's texting  



On the phone that she's staring, at.  
Sure she's fine but I see her all the time in other 
girls that walk by.  
And i know that sounds bad to say that they're 
a click away, the ones I've convinced to stay 
The ones I know that may 
Respond or send a smiley face.  
And even the ones I don't know 
And the ones that had to go 
Once they finally got to know me.  
But This isn't the seventies, sadness doesn't 
stay,  
Mans midnight maladies mitigated by magic 
screens. Doors to more than you can even 
imagine, or let in in a given lifetime.  
The rocking joy, the screams, the pocketed 
ploys  
theyre all visible now 
No more bob Dylan wandering crucibles, millin 
around in the city sounds, the slutty crowns, the 
seven minute frowns,  
Writhing and writing divine lines to kill time  
Until the girl that was yours is mine 
It's hard for me to share 
Myself and others.  
Because most of the time 
I can't even think to rhyme 
The thoughts in my head come out like lead on 
the page in a rage I slam the door on my words.  
Adorning a forlorn scorn I mourn the porn, the 
poem, my own  
silence.  
Then I get to thinking: 
Go man, buy a plane ticket online, 



The getting place for guns fun running away to 
the sun - wherever that is.  
And I'd be about to click and stick to the no 
refund path I'm pushing down  
but then hope comes around like a little bird  
Or a stolen word, 
Me and her we would stand on the corner and 
point to the businessman and whores doing 
their daily chores living for more weekends 
meek bookends for the people tiptoeing the 
fringe about to fall back in, to the places they 
come from the cars they've driven the websites 
they're visitin the ones they're missin 
Pictures they come back to again and again 
Like muscle memory back to Emily 
Which is tomorrow or the next day melting 
sorrow away the same old face I keep seeing 
dreaming walking in place I keep singing the 
same song meaning my loneliness before I'm 
gone.  
I got a friend  
you  
I still remember calling you that summer night  
You sitting on a rock somewhere in paradise 
Pennsylvania and me fitting into parents dark 
sofa suburbia,  
pulling wrists, the girls we kissed, the ones we 
missed, caressing stories into sobs,  
We were in Jacks mob; roads and jobs 
separating us.  
The facebook first impressions , the mistook 
friends wrestlin worries away, opening a bit 
more of the same door for the Paul Simon poor 
boys streaking for attention, straining to be 
mentioned, attracted from distraction by 



abstraction, dripping passion into action, water 
and air between bodies.  
And in our shoddy room that fall we'd morning 
talk about the glances, the chances, the 
dances, almost romances, from the night 
before.  
You'd say that I'd get you to do more than you 
normally would or should  
And I'd say why not? The dawn erases the 
chases of faces, the places I race to just 
phases.  
In the mirror you'd pause 
And say son just because 
You would and you could doesn't mean that 
you should.  
And the thought of that brings me back to 
feeling really low down 
Feeling all I've done is messed around  
Behind all the doors that surround me.  
And I keep wanting more, like I'm shopping at a 
store for people with  
This 
This 
Not that 
When I really should be looking in the mirror to 
see  
I'm not all I stack myself up to be 
The slightest wind blows it all down.  
Unhinged from the frame I don't even know my 
name I feel lame an like I'm getting the same 
stain again and again.  
But this is it 
The dog eared page, these lines raked together 
All we are is our mistakes and what we take  
From them. I take words 



The kind I know I've heard 
The kind I know I'm just remembering.  
 



7:37AM 9/10/13 
 
Love poem on love poems 
Poem from observing aliens pov 
 



11:53PM 9/11/13 
 
Sweet Valley eternal champs 
 



1:37AM 9/12/13 
 
pull dreams breadth  
tight tail wind  
in crystal recognition 
hide fake blue 
kind of new 
page is you 
baby cloud 
amorphous squares 
pair or slits 
soul of wit 
cannot sit stills 
knowing knows me 
breaking daily  
mimicked ellipses 
to make the stay 
cricket meat 
exobutcherie 
see outside 
computer panes 
loading bay 
there is no way 
to save the day 
thoughts afraid 
 



1:42AM 9/13/13 
 
Somebody built these buildings not me but 
somebody did it and some 
 



2:25PM 9/13/13 
 
Layers of whys poem 
 



5:37PM 9/14/13 
 
Cheeseburger 
Lettuce 
Tomato 
Grilled onions  
an mushrooms 
Jalapeños 
Hot sauce 
A1 
Ok cheriiii 
 



4:15PM 9/15/13 
 
Miss there's no photography.  
Sir please put away the device.  
I can get used to this.  
How did we get to this? 
How did it move from one to the next? 
An hour and a half passes as the light dilates 
time due to the lights interaction with the huge 
space 
Other indicators of time vanish leaving only you 
perceiving this as it is 
There is no need to label a color a a word  
Because they all are a part of each other and 
can blend softly together 
Lets wait for the white light an that flowery smell 
that comes with it 
I swear I can smell it 
I don't know if its because I read about it 
somewhere or I heard someone talking about it 
nearby but I can smell it now 
A short stocky man stands in a suit next to a 
cezanne 
With a red tie he's tired and he rubs he's eyes 
People look past him to his job standing there 
Telling people to put away their 
recording devices 
Outside of the frame he stands 
But so close to it 
I want so badly to ask him how his day is 
Outside of the frame  
So close to it 
How is your day? 
Are you tired? 



What do you think of your life and the way it 
moves around you? 
In the middle 
In between people scuttle 
And shoulder past 
They move around much too fast 
To notice this man 
They rush to the gift shop 
And I'm struck by a pair of blue pants that lights 
my eyes on fire 
a little girl says the light is light black 
Speaking a language in strokes seeing the 
painting as it is being made seeing the time put 
into it 
Seeing multicolored flecks  
Like someone was scraping the flesh off my 
eye and I was seeing into the antipodes as 
Huxley calls it or the spirit world in the tribal 
sense 
I was seeing Light beyond light 
the light that rests underneath all this light is 
kind of like a computer or television screen 
encoding iridescence the importance for each 
thing that enters and when you stare at 
something for too long it all gets scraped away 
and you see these brilliant flecks fluttering 
around like  dust. You see the inside of your 
eyes. 
What is the light of the light  
What is that made of? 
Is it a program being written now and now 
Once that's gone 
And once that's gone 
Is it all these flecks tearing away being blown or 
flying flown  



12:17AM 9/16/13 
 
What if 
Despise your false claim 
Fitted hat 
Despite your false calm 
 



3:55PM 9/16/13 
 
Only I can talk while in the car.  
Yes, I'm full of myself. What else would I be full 
of? 
Definitions don't do it. 
 



6:18PM 9/21/13 
 
Summer fell like  
forever. Leaves  
and trees taking  
advantage of never.  
I lay my head my  
hands on the grass. 
Stealing time  
from eyelids, 
I muse over this  
particular 
day  
dream a misheard song  
lyric, or a passing  
conversation. Words  
almost rhyming. Beautifully unfamiliar faces 
wave by.  
 



5:32PM 9/22/13 
 
You may amount to the state of the night.  
You have told father's story of the night. 
It holds together in the sky of the night.  
 



12:16AM 9/23/13 
 
You're not a mirror.  
You're not a screen.  
You're not a project.  
You're not a jacket.  
You're not a wheel.  
You're not a feel.  
You're not a goner.  
You're not a loner.  
You're not a pat on the side. 
Past midnight ride through the blue. 
You're not a red wheelbarrow.  
Pile of rocks brought there to here.  
You're not a lonely star come crashing down to 
this place.  
A diner date red leather booth reflecting light 
crumby table next song coin between fingers 
phone light 
 



10:50AM 9/25/13 
 
read eat sleep the books jay 
Man with the camera cinematic orchestra  
 



11:02AM 9/25/13 
 
How can you expect 
How can you expect 
To write again 
To write again 
When you get every 
When you get high 
High every night 
 



11:03AM 9/25/13 
 
She sleeps 
The way she sleeps 
Away 
She sleeps the way 
The way away 
She sleeps away 
She sleeps 
 



2:11PM 9/27/13 
 
leave  
me  
alone 
splitting headache 
awake 
no lake 
no break 
from varia- 
tions 
 



9:02PM 9/27/13 
 
I'm going to 
take a leak 
and let's go again 
 



9:03PM 9/27/13 
 
What they did 
had an impact -  
We break night 
 



9:53PM 9/27/13 
 
Chosen song 
Drowns out 
Neighbor sounds 
 



11:55PM 9/27/13 
 
Window view – 
  so fragile 
Gone there again 
 



12:07AM 9/28/13 
 
Today is perfect again  
a misread line 
 



1:49AM 9/28/13 
 
two love souls dance close --   
       me on couch 
checking buzzing phone  
 



2:26AM 9/28/13 
 
star light 
        moon light 
street light 
        stop light – 
heading home 
 



2:32AM 9/28/13 
 
she sits in blue dress -- 
        I remember 
the image past 
 



2:38AM 9/28/13 
 
no audience left – 
the flashing screen 
      leaks out sympathy 
 



2:40AM 9/28/13 
 
Window pours light 
on fragile dream 
-- day burps day 
 



2:42AM 9/28/13 
 
september city night 
-- low pools 
twist light 
 



11:46AM 9/28/13 
 
outside window 
-- truck passes 
parallel parking car 
 



11:49AM 9/28/13 
 
without glasses 
--- chimney 
is man on roof 
 



2:32PM 9/28/13 
 
bartender pours 
--- September 
kills itself 
 



9:33PM 9/28/13 
 
Go outside 
    to make eyes  
with passers by 
 



9:48PM 9/28/13 
 
active participant 
   or 
another object 
 



9:50PM 9/28/13 
 
pizza shop door 
--- closes fast 
behind city 
 



9:50 PM 9/28/13 
 
behind city 
 -- dark outlines 
the dark 
 



10:58PM 9/28/13 
 
Her skin 
    wrapped tight 
round hips 
 
 



12:04AM 9/29/13 
 
round hips fall 
    into laps 
patting dirty hands 
 



2:03PM 9/29/13 
 
trying trust me 
-- I'm trying 
to try the tryst 
 



2:04PM 9/29/13 
 
Roommate asleep -- 
    I stir at crickets 
across street 
 



2:19PM 9/29/13 
 
falcon fell 
           fall can fall 
falcon fell 
fell can fall 
     fall fall fall 
fall can fall 
 



5:40PM 9/29/13 
 
2+5 
 



8:13PM 9/29/13 
 
I never understood folding 
Never understood folded drapes 
Folded paper folded shirts folded place 
Folding to keep the edges neat 
 



12:08AM 9/30/13 
 
back  
 
to the 
 
mat –  
 
       e – 
 
         riality.  
 



9:45AM 9/30/13 
 
piece of paper on the handlebars of a 
motorcycle 
here's how you drive it 
steal the motorcycle 
drive it across the beach  
to your family 
convince your father that you found it 
see that he doesn't believe you entirely but he 
wants it himself 
ride a unicycle in a supermarket parking lot 
get air 
fool around with two stewardesses mid flight 
 



11:42AM 9/30/13 
 
anoun 
anon     noun 
anon     announcement 
noun is  
as word 
a noun is 
no verbs 
only nouns  
in relation 
nothing else 
to kiss or speak 
is  
there where 
is here 
only none 
 



11:52AM 9/30/13 
 
language is gesture 
extension  
leaf then limb  
heard  
falling off tree 
 



4:46PM 9/30/13 
 
In going the places I go 
In seeing the things I see 
I am reminded of her 
And that is comforting 
At least to me 
 



4:50PM 9/30/13 
 
In silent competition  
Contemplation is not 
There are tiers 
To climb up 
to 
fall 
down 
 
 



4:12PM 10/1/13 
 
Make it New Pound 
PN511 P63 1935 
History of money - del mar 
HG231 D26 1983 
 



7:30PM 10/2/13 
 
Cling to your illusions and one day they will 
cling to you 
 



11:24PM 10/2/13 
 
Feeling real low tonight. For me, 
Feeling real low  
Tonight, for me. From roof of tower I see a 
couple watching television or computer, 
whatever 
Their share of light provides.  
And I forgot what I was going to say 
What I was building towards. Why I  
Set down words in the first place.  
I'll go with my original thought and try to circle 
back around 
Cowardice in settling because its nothing new? 
It's nothing to be told  
To let your body take the mold 
When eyes wander because that is WHAT 
THEY DO 
it's how they live and who am I to say one or 
two cannot live 
All I can say is me 
And I say 
Me 
We're going to get through this 
Even if it takes shattering your porn-ridden lap 
top against the ground 
Or leaving your phone behind to wander on foot 
Or constantly cycling back to this suicidal 
LEAVING 
because no one cares the way I do? Because 
no one DOESN'T care the way I don't care?  
Even for me,  
This is low tonight 
High up on the roof.  
I don't want to get high or learn to die 



By taking the pills the doctor prescribes.  
I'm made to do nothing.  
To sit and think and feel sorry for myself.  
Why must everyone live and cry and fuck and 
want and eat and sleep and whine and wear 
clothes ?!?!  
I HATE THAT 
hate that hate that I have 
I think I'm the smartest person on the planet but 
even this thought has fluttered past so many 
others but it feels so real to me. The way love 
must feel real for so many others. I don't know 
how I got here or if I can change. But I hate 
myself. Being inadequate and not succeeding. 
Or feeling I've done nothing. I fall back into 
wherever I am. I crawl back into the shell of 
routine. I stall my mind in order to weekend it up 
with the other sorry words.  
Come grip my hand while you come 
To me away me  
As long as you say me I won't lead you astray  
Or any farther than the stars  
Fluttering like moths against the window panes 
 



11:32PM 10/2/13 
 
I keep checking Facebook absentmindedly 
Like opening the fridge looking for something to 
eat 
 



4:50PM 10/3/13 
 
Her foot moving under the table.  
I'm not interested in HIS ankle 
His skin showing.  
She walks in front of me and I smell her hair.  
Every day I don't know what I'm doing.  
That's what I'm thinking. This is how long I have 
to write.  
This is how long there is.  
 



11:53PM 10/5/13 
 
I thought I could be productive 
But it's difficult to write on this thing 
Things this here is this 
I hold a piece and feel long 
Willow extends hair falling 
Red because it needs to be 
There a drop of water and cheap 
Verse making stupid high shit up on the spot 
Going by what I would normally say 
Spread out conversation the keys spread 
Two block inebriated  
To black jets working 
 



3:01AM 10/6/13 
 
Where does the rope fall 
Where do we go now 
There isn't a place 
There isn't a place 
Repetitive enough 
Annoyed but employed 
What does it mean I guess 
What does the after night say 
If he is speaking in tongues 
But cool cool and leaning back 
Mostly these things down start 
Apart from what is remembered 
 



11:03AM 10/6/13 
 
This is not the way home.  
This is talking to yourself.  
Of course she wants to be a fashion agent.  
Or whatever.  
Of course.  
Of course I want to sit on this bench.  
This won't end satisfactorily.  
This is not the end of the poem. HerZkey 
 



11:11PM 10/6/13 
 
She  
window light  
branches 
 



10:34AM 10/7/13 
 
What are them? What are they, there? What 
are they, there, together? What is held in hand? 
What are dreamt about? What are that you 
cannot call? What? One day you wake up and 
have lost an umbrella, gained an umbrella. 
 



4:01PM 10/7/13 
 
I wrote down thoughts and wrote down 
thoughts. I'm not telling you to look at it from 
another angle. I write down thoughts. I try to 
remember always. I always try. I try again and 
recognize my I. My eye tries again to let there 
be here. My eye at another angle. Eye tries 
another angle. Eye cries to remember always. 
Eye has many ways to distract you from my.  
4:59PM 10/7/13 
 
The music is good but his voice is HORRIBLE! 
Range Life by Pavement 
Orange Death by The Have Nots 
Or Angel Earth by The Half Knots 
 



2:46PM 10/8/13 
 
meaning is  
made in  
material  
forms 
 



4:27PM 10/8/13 
 
Wharton smells like a mall food court 
 



4:37PM 10/8/13 
 
quite a few 
 



5:22PM 10/8/13 
 
He woke up feeling lost but intensely good. He 
was lost but intensely good. He was lost but 
intently good. 
 



5:22PM 10/8/13 
 
The chicken meat in the burrito bowl was 
mistaken for a flower or mushroom.  
 



5:28PM 10/8/13 
 
hoods 
loves 
tiffany 
from a laptop above Philadelphia. three recently 
homeless chuckle at a screen.  
 



11:04PM 10/8/13 
 
two tabs of acid a tank full of gas 
 



5:02PM 10/9/13 
 
WHIFF (Ted Greenwald) 
 
An evening 
Spent talking 
Spent thinking 
About what my life would be 
If I’d stayed  
With a particular girl or woman 
I went with 
What would be  
If I’d’ve been accepted to and gone 
Where I applied 
To a different school 
Than the one I did 
Where I’d learned 
Different social graces 
Then the ones I have 
Where some of the material 
Values of the American dream 
Had rubbed off 
Enough to make me 
Live it out 
In the good-works sense 
If I’d settled down 
And settled 
For the foundation  
On a house 
For future generations 
Instead of assuming 
Immediately past generations 
My foundation to mine 
If I’d been 
A little quicker to learn 



What was expected of me 
And wanting to please pleased 
Going on that way 
Through all eternity 
I’ve probably been saved 
From mere routines 
By a streak of stubbornness 
By a slow mind 
And tendency to drift 
By an emotional development 
That requires 
My personal understanding 
Before happening 
Feeling out the implications 
An emotion has in 
Form of expectation 
Before trying out and 
After awareness 
I sense a willingness 
To tell someone 
I know and like 
And sense the same from  
Anything they’d like to know 
About me 
And, at the same time, have 
A vast sense of privacy 
Which means 
There’s no way 
I’ll wear out my personality 
And its sense of continuity 
Although sometimes 
I feel empty 
But talking to 
Someone I like 
And trust 



And sense the same from 
I feel way up 
And after a long evening 
Of talk about this and that 
Feel wide awake 
And feel the world 
Wide and awake around me 
And have a visual intensity 
In memory 
That, in near memory, dulls 
And throbs 
And grows vivid as hell 
When I bring it to mind 
Some time from then 
What my life 
Would’ve been like 
Under different circumstances 
Would’ve been different 
With its own 
Attendant ifs 
And its own what-might’ve-been 
But this way 
I’ve elected to follow 
And cast my vote 
Each waking day in 
I avoid 
The possibility 
Of taking the past too seriously 
Or feeling any bitterness 
Or sadness 
This way 
When my ship comes in 
I’ll’ve passed out of mind 
Beyond the sight of land 
And won’t hesitate  



For a second 
To look back on all this 
With fondness or remiss 
The air’ll be clear 
The moon’ll be there 
And you, whoever 
You are and hope to be, 
Will be here with my love 
 



6:25PM 10/9/13 
 
Terribly cold today. Almost feel sick but know 
I'm not. October 9 and first day I could smell the 
fall in Philadelphia air. 
 



7:21AM 10/10/13 
 
Don't just write some bullshit 
Write what you know 
Which now is strangeness 
Dropped, huddled in misty 
February brain 
Skin love is hate wearing the mask of desire 
I can feel the little ticks beginning to lustfully 
unravel 
Clock vaginas inside my boundaries stuck 
behind Nike sneakers and hands 
eager flowers have no head 
They open as cool as my bare hand walking 
home 
A hole cut at the bottom of my pocket in my 
favorite jacket 
Reminders 
never care and join the remainders of my 
dreams, subzero leftovers on the facade of 
thoughtlessness 
Morning stones eleven am searching pillow 
cases and the cobweb of curves from her 
nipples to knees. Forget that now, poor animal, 
you know what you need to do.  
A blind man feeling the day come on, knowing 
that he must rise and heave his laundry down 
the crusty basement stairs.  
And I grow my hair 
And I throw my gum into the ivy 
I never learn from my mistakes 
I keep buying sushi at the cafe because it looks 
so good but it tastes like bacteria 
and everyone else is doing it 



The red bull will give me cancer when I'm forty 
four halfway falling apart 
 



1:29PM 10/10/13 
 
I wrote down thoughts. The photograph of this 
neck position.  
I am going home this weekend. Excited to relax.  
Everything about the female is tuned into the 
earth. There are few differences to speak of. 
 



4:58PM 10/10/13 
 
R: H4F7M 
PW: AO7E3698D0 
 



5:48PM 10/10/13 
 
7:30 or 8:22 
 



12:55PM 10/11/13 
 
Poetry is what you remember 
The before made after 
 



7:51PM 10/11/13 
 
Warm Daddy's 
Poetry and jazz 
 



8:59PM 10/11/13 
 
Go by Holmes 
About Neal 
 



9:46PM 10/11/13 
 
Francis Thompson, poet 
 



11:29PM 10/11/13 
 
The Soft Pack 
 



12:16PM 10/12/13 
 
First down marker. Reece's peanut butter cup. 
Rolling rock. Dirty bathroom. 
 



4:43PM 10/12/13 
 
Only tears can bring a dreamer back to earth. 
 



7:16PM 10/12/13 
 
away is a way 
 



7:27PM 10/12/13 
 
home 
with man and woman 
who brought me  
here 
love 
wakens in waves 
washes my face 
clean 
shaven 
doubt crumbles 
though its thought 
I 
remember my place 
hone sun through skin 
coming from 
home 
 



9:09PM 10/12/13 
 
who do you think you are with those nails, 
tangerine?! 
 



9:43PM 10/12/13 
 
your playful quietude 
night slips of the hand 
thin gold rings dawn to my eyes 
your stillness in my head 
is deafening silence 
a kind of shadow in between 
the folds of bed sheet or coat or dress 
soon you will move and I must remember 
my crumbling inner pacts 
that I hold to my chest 
a fluttering bird 
hops about octobers garden 
the simple shades of sky 
cannot remain the same 
my mother cooks the leftovers  
into a pot pie and my father 
reminds her I won't be around 
 



9:45PM 10/12/13 
 
tangerine dream 
you every night 
bangerang 
 



9:46PM 10/12/13 
 
I don't want all that data 
it is intuitive to believe 
my wallet is sitting there 
I forgot my charger 
Purple volume bars 
 



9:56AM 10/13/13 
 
I am a cricket waving his antennae  
and you are high, grey and straight. Ha! 
round flamegreen throats 
WCW 
 



10:44AM 10/13/13 
 
I am a cricket waving hi 
at least that's what people 
tell me. Where would we go ? 
What kind of car would we buy ? 
And which music to listen to until we die ? 
 



11:17AM 10/13/13 
 
SIDEW 
USE -OTH 
 



5:59PM 10/13/13 
 
the New York City airport 
a plane landing now  
waiting for the satisfying  
tire screech 
But on the road passing by 
unsatisfied 
out of ear pleasure 
over the barbed wire fence 
reeds and reeds 
live mudshot, rank live 
by slow stinking river 
and reeds and reeds 
breathing in jet engine wind 
two snowy egrets pose close to the reeds 
wings unsprung, tightly 
wound, dance far from 
one another 
but close to 
reeds and reeds 
going to Philadelphia 
the sky reflected in marshy streams 
by the highway the sky in  
clear ribbons 
the road leaks toward cities 
puddles home 
 



6:00PM 10/13/13 
 
the sad ones sit in the bus 
and moan for a child 
absent or yet to come 
they play little games 
on their phones with colors 
and desirous boy-men 
I sit half-dreaming words,  
loose poems shift suspended 
one not any better than another.  
I sit next to one who's slept 
the whole way , dark haired 
light skinned. the difference 
is terrible and almost memorable 
enough. I move my arm against, 
another inch closer,  
hoping her head drops  
on my shoulder 
hoping she won't mind  
if mine dropped on hers.  
But she curls up to herself 
Her thoughts away 
To hands, skins not here.  
I sit with my shoulders back  
brood to myself 
as outside bus a man waddles 
through two lines of cars 
asking drivers for money 
 



1:09PM 10/14/13 
 
That the act off writing- the written word itself - 
implies the writers lack of attention towards the 
separation between life and death, suggests an 
ambivalence towards which allows for a deep 
understanding of it. I am more dead after 
emanating these words from my body, my 
consciousness, as if I were radioactively 
decaying (Bernstein, berrigan). However I have 
horcruxed myself into the words, and they are 
half alive now - as half alive as this hunk of 
atoms I call my body - and can speak! They are 
a piece of my own flesh and live on, bouncing 
electronically amongst the walls of readers 
minds, and my own mind, which is to say the 
room of me that is unified and sealed off or 
seemingly so.  
Sounding a word allows it to survive 
If words are divorced from their sound then they 
are truly ghosts 
As opposed to writing reading which kills it 
finally  
Reading as the Ghost of writing 
 



11:50PM 10/14/13 
 
Poetry idea: collate all text from page into a 
large black circle at center of page. 
 



9:55AM 10/15/13 
 
morning 
outside my window 
half tree sunlight -- other side 
dark, waiting its turn 
 



3:47PM 10/15/13 
 
David Rathman 
Paintings 
 



6:02PM 10/15/13 
 
Tism watchlist 
Cat scratch and d mizz freestyle 
Oppossum Fly 
 



10:34PM 10/16/13 
 
The past is a book, you can flip through and 
pick out the good parts, hold it still, the beautiful 
dead, dean, cobain, rimbaud, cassady, an 
endless story constantly recombining, 
reparsing, sharpening dulled memories, never 
getting sick of it, rearranging neuronal 
connections, stupid learning. Back then you 
were always with another, anothers. Someone 
was always luring you to the next room. Now 
you're alone. Unsure, the four corners assail 
and shift uncontrollably. Now is not your story. 
Ungraspable, the light is changing, beating like 
your heart. Sitting under your mothers heart 
was better, you could count on the magic flood 
of warmth, bud springing from branch tip. 
Unbearable soul, the connection withers daily. 
The past, dreams, death, they are not words, 
they are not events which happen. They are 
gesturing at scents. Glances gripping traces of 
home.  
 



12:11AM 10/17/13 
 
Noble impulses / the song comes on / the one I 
know / my body forgets / where it was before / I 
can't hear it / wrote lines for myself / improvise 
showers /  
 



2:14PM 10/17/13 
 
Punctuation penetrates reader 
No punctuation impenetrable field or block 
 



5:23PM 10/17/13 
 
I want to introduce our president 
Diluted anger, seeing her with another, happy 
hour. She sees me and I pretend to not see her. 
I should not be angry but I am. I think that 
happiness is not a place, not a person or 
situation. It is a spirit, an awareness of self, of 
the past which is gone by, of the nows that are 
now missed. She has no love for you but 
mystery, mythology, words and feelings that 
have no ground but who cares? A thinking thing 
will never be perfect. A thing that doesn't think 
is perfect because it only is. And does not do 
for itself. 
 



1:04PM 10/18/13 
 
I am the handsome taxi driver. Noble impulses. 
You know, she doesn't inhale her cigarettes. I'm 
hung up in the good. I could ride in the back of 
a pick up truck and be fine. Sex is my only real 
exercise.  I thinking thing will never be perfect. 
Happiness is not a place, not a person or a 
situation. A mother picking up a leaf for her 
young son. 
 



8:02PM 10/18/13 
 
Photography project: give homeless an 
opportunity to buy one outfit, and photograph 
them. Discourse on material choices, fetishes, 
glorified styles and fashions in representation 
 



1:57PM 10/20/13 
 
Flower follows flow of followers. So soon sun 
sons sauna.  
Flow of flower followers. 
 



7:16PM 10/20/13 
 
Brunch, it gets better. Where is the haunted 
house? Why do girls freak out about the 
stupidest things? Baseball on in the 
background. Cigarette bullet sinks in the toilet. 
She doesn't wear a bra. Change dropped on 
sidewalk.  A dime rolling on its edge. A rolling 
dune. I was an innocent bystander. Don't forget 
to restate your thesis. You are very pretty, how 
often do you work here? 
 



7:26PM 10/20/13 
 
Sonia, BBP. Tuesdays Thursdays Saturdays 
Sundays nights.  
 



9:22PM 10/20/13 
 
The sunset not a single color. It can't be, 
because its the sky.  
A photograph of its red, yellow, green, blue sent 
to the one it makes you think of, the one whose 
presence with you is as effortless as the sky.  
A message, a hand, reaching across a space 
away from the center. The center which of 
course isn't there to begin with.  
This is the world I rolled into. Not just the 
thought of you, but the thought of you and me. 
The kind of thing you remember as you fall 
asleep. The kind of thing you feel on your 
breath half asleep on a train or bus.  
Tonight the jasmine lightness of the moon. I am 
crushed. Over Philadelphia, its presence 
doesn't whisper, but screams in a language 
different for all listeners. Of course, I hear the 
sight of you. It is a language untranslatable, a 
thing that points so far outward that my self 
collapses into it. I am consumed in filling the 
empty space I see with sadness.  
I've always felt a need to explain things to 
myself. To answer the whys so I don't live with 
these questions closing in on me. This is why I 
turn to words, because they are the explaining 
devices I've lived in so long. But they only go so 
far as placing this next to that, organizing and 
reorganizing the objects in your mind, the 
objects that you've experienced. But there is so 
much that I feel that I don't understand in terms 
of what I've seen or sensed in some external 
way. It's how I feel about you. And how I feel 



about the world turning, I can't sense it, but how 
it could be any other way? 
 



12:05AM 10/21/13 
 
An inanimate object never fully satisfies. 
Facebook is half-animate mass of friends 
consciousnesses, limited in their scope towards 
liking and commenting publicly.  
 



1:29PM 10/21/13 
 
The garden, my family 
Chris and the Mum 
Dad comes home from work 
 



8:43PM 10/21/13 
 
Happiness is 100% battery. I got my snakeskins 
on. I am completely golden. The street turns 
into pillowcase. The lip turns into sugarcane. 
My dreams convince me that I am a bad 
person. With a careless mind, who cares what's 
mine? I walk around all day with a glue stick in 
my eye. Anthologize me, baby. I'll be your 
mirror, I'll be your man. The house shakes as 
the subway passes.  
 



1:24PM 10/24/13 
 
The Men 
If You Leave 
!!!! 
 



11:36AM 10/25/13 
 
Sometimes after a long day, when I lay down in 
the dark and close my eyes, I can still see the 
leftover light bouncing around violently inside 
my eyelids. It is the shaking imprint of the light 
that moved about me, burned into my flesh from 
hours of wakefulness.  
 



11:45AM 10/25/13 
 
The foreign richness girls are the same. They 
extend text lettering like yesss. Their skin 
moisturizer and 200 dollar hair and sweet juicy 
cunts, counts Henry millers fingers. With their 
older boyfriend talking heads, not sensitive but 
pure in their cold indifference. Direct comfort is 
that guy with pressed shirt pressed business 
cards pressed prison job as security guard 
keeping the free minded broke. Parole cubicle 
alleyways enslaved, keeping the free ones 
barely staved. 
What world do we live in that I can knock on a 
door and tell a girl she is beautiful and get her 
number and talk to her and make the sweetest 
pleasure happen between us? Our bodies a 
conduit for production, for universal change. An 
inscrutable poetic procedure, more shivering 
than any machine I could otherwise make 
because it is not intended to be made, it is a 
byproduct of our nature and thus something 
that all art strives for but can never achieve. 
 



12:11PM 10/25/13 
 
Acid as a looking at rather than sober looking 
through. 
 



1:27PM 10/25/13 
 
morning 
room moors itself again 
night 
moon bores itself again 
 



1:41PM 10/25/13 
 
one wonders 
--  the occupation 
of silence 
 



1:46PM 10/25/13 
 
me sitting  
(kind of me) 
a few meters 
from another's 
me sitting 
 



3:49PM 10/25/13 
 
20th ranstead 
The Ranstead Room 
 



5:40PM 10/25/13 
 
New York City  
October cold after 
a bus ride 
dirty faces pass, clean faces 
and I fix my hair and look for water and  
raped bathrooms , where there is already 
piss on the toilet seats 
in line 
children whine for fields colors tree boughs 
Instead employees must wash hands before 
they lick the electric socket 
pluck the clothes off with eyes pass 
dumb husbands lack  
the precision to live alone 
college slobs fused with the horde 
wretched sky a nothing to them 
to me another rogue tumbles his heart down his 
arm out his hand 
and can't resist his self calling out 
to smell and feel where it's going 
someone knocks on the door 
they're next 
I've had enough time here 
I contemplate wiping the pee off for them 
But what is handed to me must be passed 
along 
For the sickness between us can't be hidden 
sons in sorry shoes fix their hair in the mirror 
like me  
we think we look good 
we think a lot of things 
clearly 
could you spare some change please sir 



5:44PM 10/25/13 
 
1 
In the writing of light 
She smiles, has 
A cold sore  
I listen to her 
Face move 
I am polite, attentive 
But becoming so 
Tired 
 



5:55PM 10/25/13 
 
God damn it 
we are so young  
to young to 
take our things so 
so seriously.  
Outside is getting  
colder, inside too.  
God damn my  
eyes which are  
here and  
here.  
My head 
drops off, 
A center seen 
A center seemed. 
 



4:11PM 10/26/13 
 
open the room 
open the poem 
 



6:58PM 10/27/13 
 
One of the sunsets I honestly cannot believe, 
even though I know I've seen hundreds before 
and will see hundreds to come. But today it 
looks so red. Absurdly red. Blood line, the 
horizon. It makes me think, I can't do anything 
but think. I think of withness and withoutness. I 
try to notice everything but end up noticing 
nothing. I try to make a conscious effort. I know 
I'm changing and cannot hold still. I stare at it 
from the rooftop lounge of Harrison, where I go 
every Sunday. I stare at it, I put off my work for 
a few minutes of sight enjoyment. A girl behind 
me doesn't notice that I see her reflection in the 
window pane, she doesnt notice that I see her 
touch her guy friend sitting across from her to 
get his attention, she doesnt notice that i see 
her point at me and share a joke at my 
expense. Oh, poor me, right, getting all caught 
up in myself. But I think poor them, staring at a 
screen, at things other people tell them to look 
at. She doesnt notice a lot of things. I drink my 
coffee and don't grimace at them. I keep 
looking as the red disappears away from my 
eyes. Then I read some poetry for my class and 
respond to it as best I can.  
I know these are just words, and actions speak 
much louder than words. There is no chance 
they could ever be the same, as much as I can 
feel them in my skull. 
 



10:38AM 10/28/13 
 
Hawk album cover 
 



10:44AM 10/28/13 
 
In a funk if casual causalities 
Global positioning satellites whir round 
Sunday best, Monday 
Worst 
 



12:43PM 10/29/13 
 
With today’s digital environment it has been 
become increasingly easy and efficient to 
search for references. Should new versions of 
poems online include hypertextual elements like 
hyperlinks or should the reader have to explore 
by their own agency? 
 What is the moment of origin for any writing? 
Perhaps, a question could be, what is the 
moment a poem “ends”? 
 



1:24PM 10/29/13 
 
1.75 + 1.5 
 



9:37PM 10/29/13 
 
WET PAINT 
WET PAINT 
WET PAINT 
 
No Smoking 
 



11:23AM 10/30/13 
 
Come for me 
Comfort me 
 



3:24PM 10/30/13 
 
Lyrics are lie rigs 
Air-reversibly ear-relevant 
 



12:52AM 10/31/13 
 
cause most of  
them don't know  
that this is the 
cosmos we are 
talking about 
here 
 



1:27AM 10/31/13 
 
no & more & no more 
men are helpless 
 



1:20AM 11/1/13 
 
helloquence 
fleeting is a perfect world 
 



1:58PM 11/2/13 
 
The Internet tells you what you're missing out 
on. 
 



2:31PM 11/2/13 
 
That Denver Red Head 
 



8:12AM 11/3/13 
 
Frat ready made  
empty shampoo bottles  
For beer containers 
 



6:35PM 11/3/13 
 
I day in light 
I night in not 
 



8:11PM 11/3/13 
 
It's all about the eyes in the old paintings 
Re-deem the gaze 
Re-gleam the days 
Re-blaze the ways 
Re-grace the may 
Respond the question 
Request the spawn 
Secrete the salute 
Sequester the pond 
Sojourn 
 



8:29PM 11/3/13 
 
If you say my singing is off key, my love 
You will hurt my feelings, don’t you see, my 
love? 
I wish I had an ear like yours, a voice that would 
behave 
All I have is feeling and the voice God gave 
You insist my music goes against the rules 
Yes, but rules were never made for love sick 
fools 
— Newton Mendonça / Antonio Carlos Jobim, 
tr. 
Gene Lees, “Desafinado” (1958) 
 



5:57PM 11/4/13 
 
Extend my road with little strokes.  
 



11:55PM 11/4/13 
 
Peace on the rise 
Steve vangaalen 
 



12:38AM 11/5/13 
 
mirage my rage 
if just for today 
mirage a marriage to 
mundane danger 
 



12:46AM 11/5/13 
 
It's less arresting when chaos rains.  
The water now and then crystallizing into image 
Little droplets  
The sea lit with movement 
 



10:38AM 11/5/13 
 
I'm doing this for beauty's sake 
because I've gotten used to the way flesh feels 
because I've gotten used to it weighing on my 
mind 
as I know and don't know what lies  
at the end my eyes. 
Is that why lately I've  
been dreaming of distance.  
Leaving my faces behind 
my friends the masks of me.  
my friends I mirror write down 
my friends the masks of me.  
I write down my friends,  
I write down their real being 
their words because they're there 
being their apology for being there Living.  
again there is so much 
Living.  
Again there is so much to do 
But 
Tonight I can barely stand thinking of you 
Again there is so much to do 
But 
Tonight I can barely stand thinking of 
Again there is so much to 
But 
Tonight I can barely stand thinking  
Again there is so much  
But 
Tonight I can barely stand 
Again there is so  
But 
Tonight I can barely  



Again there is  
But 
Tonight I can  
Again there  
But 
Tonight I  
Again  
But 
Tonight 
 



2:41PM 11/5/13 
 
daddy be rich  
baby be ugly 
grow up and get 
a real fucking job 
 



1:26AM 11/6/13 
 
We made to seem 
like  
The dream wades  
seamlessly  
A way 
Of coming 
Darkness made to seen 
The rest a shocking room 
 



11:58AM 11/6/13 
 
I love these sugary littles things 
but 
Whose shit is sitting out there? 
I definitely didn't 
Look at clocks 
As much 
Or at all 
Before a certain age 
I remember people  
telling me where to go 
 



12:02PM 11/6/13 
 
Why bring some 
One in on this? 
Why ruin  
this thing I  
got going on 
I'm having such a great 
Time talking to myself 
 



1:50PM 11/6/13 
 
Poets & poetry 
Michael gottlieb 
Brian mcinerney 
George oppen 
 



2:23AM 11/7/13 
 
Mays grace 
Maggots itself  
On the street corner 
They're afraid, and now they're stuck.  
They couldn't let the mess pile up 
The cage people said you can have whatever 
 



2:57PM 11/9/13 
 
Add society signs short poem 
 



4:45PM 11/9/13 
 
Laura 
 



12:14AM 11/10/13 
 
Aphrika Seth's troxel 
 



12:19PM 11/10/13 
 
The recent extent of my sex life has been with 
fat-bottomed Jewish girls. -BD 
 



5:45PM 11/10/13 
 
I  
picked off  
a mole on my chest  
when  
I  
was little 
but  
it  
just  
grew back. 
 



5:55PM 11/10/13 
 
When I'm alone, 
with my insides in sight, 
things from before come  
back through. I  
turn away from listening  
without listening 
as if the thing 
formed before  
The screen is projected  
The scream is protected 
Regulated, bought, sold 
At a premium 
 



6:33PM 11/10/13 
 
Queen Anne's Lace desire epi 
 



8:26PM 11/10/13 
 
Mountains of make believes 
Halfmoons of maple leaves 
 



9:10PM 11/12/13 
 
So long had life together been, that once 
the snow began to fall, it seemed unending; 
that, lest the flakes should make her eyelids 
wince, 
I’d shield them with my hand, and they, 
pretending 
not to believe that cherishing of eyes, 
would beat against my palm like butterflies. 
 



8:26PM 11/14/13 
 
I can't break through it. I feel I can't see through 
anyone's eyes. I want to bash their heads in 
and see what they are thinking about. I think my 
thought, my everything, is scribbled all over my 
face, a toddlers drawing of a house on fire. And 
that inequality feels so unfair. Perhaps I am so 
unperceptive. All I can see is them making love 
to others, flinging themselves into the night, into 
the dark. Forward they move, their eyes always 
flickering and their tongues rapturous for flesh. 
As soon as the body is gone its forgotten, or 
horrendously painted again and again. There so 
much desperation in getting it right, in making 
sure that you are not alone. That it will not all be 
forgotten. The tenderness stripped away. the 
words efficacy fading over time, their intention 
spreading out to mean everything at once. 
Flung forward for, past touch, past any 
semblance of expectation.  
 



8:46PM 11/14/13 
 
Since the stern art of poetry calls for words, I, 
morose, 
deaf, and balding ambassador of a more or less 
insignificant nation that's stuck in this super 
power, wishing to spare my old brain, 
put on clothes – all by myself – and head for the 
main 
street: for the evening paper. 
from "The End of a Beautiful Era," (Leningrad 
1969) 
 



5:37PM 11/15/13 
 
Most of my poetry springs from mistakes 
Though thought of as transcendent 
It is the thin differences in breaths 
 



12:48AM 11/17/13 
 
I close my eyes in bed / and am lifted / my eye 
lids are the same / as the ceiling // what is there  
/ is here / and no nearer / and no farther 
 



1:10AM 11/17/13 
 
Peaches 
During a party, go into an empty, unlocked 
room and wait. 
 



1:13PM 11/17/13 
 
In less than two hours  
 



2:56PM 11/17/13 
 
I am from a line of speakerly philologists 
Socrates and Saussure and Wittgenstein and 
Cassady and Antin.  
 



3:07PM 11/17/13 
 
Writing is not a remedy for memory, but for 
reminding that you have discovered. --Plato 
 



11:36PM 11/17/13 
 
You can take what you want 
But don't take no more 
I can write about pain 
But don't write no more 
 



1:09AM 11/18/13 
 
Ideas spring from mistakes: 
And mistakes are perfect because they are 
unintentional, so ideas are perfect.  
The way people's voices ripple out beyond their 
intention; 
certain bits of conversation registered in 
eavesdropping on the street, in passing, at a 
restaurant. It could be misheard, the way 
rumors spread out, but whether it was said or 
not does not matter, but the fact that it was 
thought, that it was changed. the way my 
phones autocorrect directs the channeling of 
my thought. 
 



1:20AM 11/18/13 
 
eavesdropping 
eves dropping the leaves  
dropping some sort of 
fruit plopping color 
understood as 
wave and particle 
waste and spectacle 
the hand reaching for  
what isn't there 
 



3:45AM 11/18/13 
 
I save none of myself 
For anyone else 
 



5:25PM 11/18/13 
 
I can't even get my hands down his pants 
without him falling apart. 
 



1:22PM 11/19/13 
 
Here 
I want to rip out that page you wrote in but 
Because it won't stop burning in my mind but 
I want to burn it in my real life hands but 
Why do I think it will go away but 
Why do I think it will go anywhere but 
Why do I think I can go anywhere but 
 



1:32PM 11/19/13 
 
We were all introverts and I could only write to 
myself the way extroverts could only squirt out 
Hollywood blockbusters with fair chested 
Dames squinting out a smirk, ogling their 
redemption. 
 



11:08PM 11/21/13 
 
Competition 
Endless competition 
endless endless endless 
Walking home from mindlessness 
to endlessness endlessness 
light leading light to 
flatness before touch 
friendless needing friendless to 
Complete sudden springs 
sadness in please 
Please sadness  
in the sound  
of the sound 
 



2:59PM 11/22/13 
 
Call me Ishmael 
This is yeats speaking 
The K, poem 
Olson 
 



1:19AM 11/23/13 
 
Trying to find a void 
To try to fill in 
to fill in 
Too tired to fill in 
to fill in 
Too tired to play 
the villain 
Not so much trying 
But succeeding 
Not so much tired 
But waking  
needing  
not too much too play in 
wanting becoming 
But I'll still 
Still 
Maybe a poem 
Maybe not 
I'll call you 
A poem 
I'll call you 
Right now 
 



7:28PM 11/23/13 
 
His flesh will be fluorescent grey 
His flesh will be flawlessly grey 
 



3:18PM 11/24/13 
 
Bataille: poetry as a free expenditure 
 



5:40PM 11/24/13 
 
this is the / universe speaking  
universe, / unverse me here! / gouge out my 
eyes / or at least my I / having nothing / left 
an iamb is a / --cir / --cum / --stance / a lasting 
strata / of poetic chance / a fast king formed / 
from a meandering / glance 
upended piousness / a stone on sand  
as language lifts invisibly / fresh speech falls 
branch / rots vividly / inside mind's dehiscence / 
stuffing of memory magnetizes screen / 
indented thought the next thing / which tumbles 
as a stone down / a cliff / trusting branch 
reaching / ocean bottom wanting / more 
consciousness is / conscious was / strangled 
together / into a throat / passing blood / words / 
red drum / read from / what was / is 
 



8:14PM 11/24/13 
 
tangerine tangerine  
tangerine tangerine tangerine 
tangerine tangerine tangerine 
tangerine tangerine tangerine 
tambourine tangerine tangerine 
tambourine tambourine tambourine tambourine 
tambourine tambourine  
Tangerine tangerine tangerine  
Lemme squeeze tangerine tangerine 
Lemon squeeze tangerine tangerine 
Lemme see 
Lemme see 
Tangerine  
Tangerine 
Tangerine 
Tangerine 
Tangerine 
 



3:05AM 11/25/13 
 
reaching in 
I crumple up 
I hear myself say  
Writing is like editing a film using your entire 
experience with language, with the world, as 
source material 
as footage 
But as soon as I say it / I withdraw / I want it 
back / time the raw / because an event is not 
language / any more than it is an event / fee fi 
fo fum / phenomenology is number one / a word 
/ with you my dear / a word / can only be 
understood / I swear / as scoring the scene / 
only bracketing obscenities / it cannot contain / 
it does not lid / the world for a cup / of joe / of 
beer of whiskey of water 
 



11:22AM 11/25/13 
 
most of the time I feel 
I can feel most of the time 
color warms surface 
of my looking 
is it time I feel 
is it time I start 
to wake up 
too empty 
most of the time I feel 
too empty 
to write 
anything good  
or maybe 
not empty 
enough 
 



11:28AM 11/25/13 
 
is it ritual without reflex 
or reflex without ritual 
either way the sun shines 
most powerful piece of mine 
pages are flitted 
soiled 
logic like water 
sold 
like waters soul 
something so 
iridescently  
fluid about it 
 



1:03PM 11/26/13 
 
Thank you for listening 
For having patience enough to sort through my 
resentment 
My frustration.  
You are a beautiful person 
From your fluid gaze to your hands to your hair 
and voice dark extensions I don't understand to 
your stance your smallsure movements.  
I won't hate you 
This is just the way it is 
 



5:53PM 11/26/13 
 
COLD 
words are what 
come through in agony 
my eyes track your little 
I move a little 
closer to 
your lips taste 
greenspitting summer 
clean 
splitting of myself 
forget nothing 
flamegreen throats 
splinter thought through 
orange openings through 
light exploding  
on half blind city walks 
in 
talks exuberance 
I lose track of what is 
yours what is 
mine 
your earnestness eats 
my myopic might 
eats my my 
my eyes 
and you expand like 
the light 
 



8:36PM 11/26/13 
 
They're just brown eyes.  
Their eyes theorize the horizon. 
There's always a lost glove on the floor. 
 



11:19PM 11/27/13 
 
Rise son of Rome 
Rhizome rhizome 
Rye some are 
Rueful 
 



12:02AM 11/29/13 
 
Brothers fiancée tells me 
Poetry is too deep 
I tell her and myself 
It's painful 
Yes 
It's too painful 
But I like the pain 
I like the pain 
The pink leaves 
Again and again 
 



6:56PM 11/29/13 
 
the mislead idealists 
In vain 
utopian 
 



5:01PM 11/30/13 
 
Putting into words 
Pitting into words 
 



3:04PM 12/1/13 
 
11 
I don't want to hear about Paul walker. I want to 
wake up to a text from someone. I don't want to 
do this in front of my family. I want to turn my 
iPhone screen brightness all the way down. I 
want to scratch my leg. I don't want to get out of 
bed. I don't want it to be so cold. I want to see 
her face. I want to touch her face.  I want to 
record what I can remember from my dreams. I 
don't want to eat bacon. I want to listen to my 
parents talk after dinner. I want to listen to my 
parents talk before breakfast. I want them to be 
happy together. I don't want them to bicker. I 
want my father to not worry about time as 
much. I want to think about the conversation I 
had with my mom about Faulkner last night. I 
want to check my snapchat. I want to wish Jack 
a happy birthday. I want to thank Jay for saying 
I'm really hot. I want to tell Jay that I love El 
Diablo. I want to include his name. I don't want 
Jay to be sad about Caroline. I want Rosie to 
have sent a better snapchat. I don't want Jays 
snapchat to plant bad thoughts in my head. I 
want to know why I think a certain thought is 
bad and one is not. I want to check Jacks 
response to my text to him. I want to be 
coasting in Tunkhannock with the bad street 
boys. I don't want anyone to remember that 
today is the second desire day. I don't want it to 
be just her that knows. I want to check 
Instagram. I want to like Jess' picture of neon 
lighting. I want to watch the patriots game. I 



want to comment 'OBEY the El D' on Bens 
Instagram picture of jay.  
12 
I want to count up the likes on my recent 
pictures. I want to know why my pictures aren't 
as popular as some other people's. I want to be 
less obscure. I don't want to be less obscure. I 
want to look at Graces Instagram. I want to 
know if that's her boyfriend in the pictures. I 
want to know how her brother died. I want to 
know if she remembers our middle school, AIM 
relationship. I want to know how much trouble 
she's gotten into in her life. I want my brothers 
phone to stop going off with that stupid 'Droid' 
noise. I want my brothers girlfriend to be less 
controlling. I don't want to be alienated from my 
sense of self, my sense of my personality. I 
want my father to be less nosey. I want my 
brother to be less ungrateful for my parents. I 
want to tell my parents that I love them. I want 
to tell my mom that I want an egg sandwich. I 
want to tell her that I can smell the soup. I want 
to check a text from Ryan. I want to text him: 
"Wanna meet up after Pats game?" I want to 
check my Facebook. I hope my father survives 
to 87. I want to go back to Frost Valley. I want 
to read. I want to know why Isaac likes Camus. 
I want to know why Bob Dylan has been sued 
for racism. I don't want New York Times to tell 
me how to make a living. I want to make a living 
under the guise of literary professorship, as 
Brodsky said. I want to check twitter. I want to 
have seen Kenny's fidget enacted by three 
naked people on stage in Paris. I want the 
lightest touch. I want a shaking heart. I want 



Jess' tweets to be less forced. I want my tweets 
to be less forced. I want to know if Paul Walker 
is actually dead, or if it was a hoax. I want to 
have enough energy to do this for the entire 
day. I want to know why people feel the need to 
begin arguments on celebrities twitter or 
Facebook posts. I want to read Sarah's text. I 
want to respond to her text. I don't want to read 
the next ones she's sent. I want to think more 
about Paul Walker. I don't want to agree with 
Bret Easton Ellis saying walker was the most 
attractive movie actor of the past two decades. I 
don't want all these people to be posting about 
him. I want to save the photo from twitter: 
Alexander Rodchenko, Non-Objective 
Composition (in yellow) № 113. Concentration 
of color, 1920. Oil on canvas, 71x71 cm, The 
Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow. I 
want to change my rhythms. I want to 
revolutionize myself. I want to read Charles' 
BQH (Brooklyn-Queens High Line) for Citi of 
New York. I want people to understand speech 
and not sue at the drop of a hat. I don't want to 
be an idiot. I don't want my thoughts to come 
back to her yet. I don't want to give her the 
satisfaction, her knowing that its her, but not 
wanting the rest of the readers to know that it's 
her. I don't want her to be with him. I want to 
look up the word heteroglossic. I want to read 
this article on Charles and Allen Fisher. I want 
to be comfortable speaking this in front of my 
parents. I want to read Ryan's text. I want to 
read and respond to Sarah's texts. I want to 
take a shower. I want to save a passage quoted 
from Artifice of Absorption. I want to pick my 



nose. I want to take a shit. I want to take a 
shower. I want my parents wifi to work on my 
phone and laptop. I want to know how I did this 
last year. I want to look at porn. I want to jerk 
off. I want to remember standing in the hall 
outside my room in Philadelphia and being so 
honest to Austin and Graeme and all my 
housemates. I want to know how I can be 
looking at something with my eyes open, but 
completely be thinking of something else and 
have that image in front or behind my eyes. I 
want to know how it blocks that out. I want to 
trim my pubic hair. I want a pair of scissors to 
use to do that. 
 



12:37AM 12/2/13 
 
That is, in prose you start with the world 
            and find the words to match; in poetry 
you start 
            with the words and find the world in 
them. 
 



12:05PM 12/5/13 
 
We wait for the song to become interesting to 
us. You can't remember having this fear.  
A stranger steps into a puddle on the street.  
Her face looks just like her face.  
You don't really try, but somehow you're here. 
A broken chairs essence on wet leaves.  
The stance of water as it drips from the fire 
escape. 
Anything but what they tell you do. 
You don't really try, but somehow you hear. 
 



12:27PM 12/5/13 
 
drives die 
divides this page 
from this page 
I ask 
where is this coming from 
she says 
It is here 
faces overlap 
and a mirror is flat 
lines lie 
and they don't end 
but they don't begin 
 



1:12PM 12/5/13 
 
My friends don't want 
Don't think it 
Necessary 
To write out these motivations 
Fancy leather backpacks 
Skinny cigarette hands 
These sounds are here again and again 
Suicide isn't a terrible thing 
If you do it for the sake of your happiness 
These sounds we down 
Ice cubes against whiskey glass 
Singing flowers connections rehearsed 
 



7:23PM 12/5/13 
 
Dr. Sax Kerouac 
War Chester Massachusetts 
Kerouac was a Language poet 
That's why we like him  
Porte poete 
Files filles 
Resisting the colonized mindset 
Volkswagen Blues recreation 
The page as important as the speech, the page 
as a prosthesis for him, a prosthetic mind or 
memory extension, the notebook in his shirt 
pocket slapping against his chest as he walks 
acting as a second heartbeat 
 



12:41AM 12/6/13 
 
she shudders 
mouth wide 
neck cocked back 
memory  
minor inner wars  
precipitate to space 
between bodies 
flooding forgiveness 
for being  
born 
piling pleases 
clutter in the corner 
I don't understand 
why there have to be borders 
 



1:34PM 12/7/13 
 
I like the way that tree looks against that sky. 
nothing figures 
branches against light. 
orange becoming  
opposite of sun. 
opposite of one 
could be now. 
no patience for requests. 
move into it. 
the sour night settles  
into zero. 
 



1:25PM 12/7/13 
 
"I'm Bouta Mounge that": 
         stash  
        smash 
    capitalists 
 



1:40PM 12/7/13 
 
PHASE 
             FUSE 
REUSE 
           clock 
cool breeze over Sistine chapel  
fresh fingers again river 
screen cleans gear sighs 
glowing relish loud 
really lows finding home 
          song  
flesh  
has stayed the stamen 
the moon is a ballroom 
         poem 
       (light                                                 light) 
  
        
airhair 
                         
 ike     can      ear 
cause             know 
  
Mother 
               
        expect 
                 Replace 
 



1:41PM 12/7/13 
 
The Internet will never leave you.  
The trees from another angle.  
Another floor.  
Every line is made  
To redeem the line that came before.  
What line did I write down first that felt so right  
At the time 
At the time 
I wanted it to be right 
The time to be right 
The time to write 
To write the time 
Things were meant to repeat 
 



1:48PM 12/7/13 
 
Richard "Screech" 
candied screech piercing rum drum 
see some time but pardon known 
leafing thru lifestyle story loans 
It okay to fight the syster 
quiet counted queer by highway law patrol 
do any opinion on desperation blues 
my suggestion 
QUIT THE DOPE 
rays rveryday tired.  
sun assists solipsist's surreptitious slump 
           sorrytime sister convincely viced to 
mister 
o   o    r    t   c  l  o  u  d  s u r r o u n d sound 
slide sight slight thought 
mirror chimney rim chins mine 
the sin seemed to imminently cement 
 



2:20PM 12/7/13 
 
It's time I started acting my age 
Exercise might  
autonomous anatomy 
 



2:49PM 12/7/13 
 
dataPoetics: 
Emerson: "under every deep a lower deep 
opens" 
Stein: no one is ahead of his time.  
Holderlin: the god / is near and difficult to grasp.  
In new media streams, there are no depths but 
rather an insistent rushing of the shallows. 
2009 debate Goldsmith and Smith 
Less of a celebration of the digital flood of data, 
and more of a negotiation of its humanely 
compromising difficulties. 
Hoover: 
The human psyche at best remains a kind of 
Paleolithic thing.  
It is difficult for the Internet to conceive of 
silence. 
 



9:48PM 12/7/13 
 
The poet puts his mask on in the dark.  
The soldier loves his love, Victoria. 
One can observe  
honor or ignore. 
The bomb is a fast flower.  
We don't need influence to account for 
homology, synchronicity.  
No one arrives, they are just there.  
In a dream, you think a thing is a certain way 
and upon closer inspection 
it is revealed that it is so.  
For many decades after the revolution 
there were staggered departures 
at the threshold of tolerance.  
There's all this depth 
whatever whatever 
and then you die 
but you're still here.  
Without remembering 
you leave language 
behind the reconciliation 
of an animal's gaze. 
 



9:49PM 12/7/13 
 
expose it (or why writing is important) 
Expository writing is important 
 



2:00PM 12/10/13 
 
It's a way of seeing seeing, see? The 
introductory paragraph never ends. It's what 
you say on your way to weaning yourself from 
it. From its it, forming it from its froth. When I 
read about reading, I want to loiter at the towers 
window, waiting my turn at vocables, not 
knowing if now a paean or dithyramb will come 
out, not knowing until its a now that will come 
later. When I make it there it will not magically 
become a here because I can still hear another 
there someone in here which of course isn't 
there or anywhere for that matter.  
Maybe it's only real  
when someone lies to you  
someone whose always  
thought so high of you 
And as the sun dies 
into metal hills 
You wonder if 
it's pain you feel 
 



9:58PM 12/12/13 
 
The gathering arboretuam 
 



4:11AM 12/14/13 
 
from the night.  
 
I can be any person  
walking home.  
 
Shadows split 
their casts open 
walking home. 
 
The way you stay up late 
whittle time into a little 
marionette 
 
walking home. 
 



9:33PM 12/14/13 
 
As a Courtesy to Others 
Please Take Your Trash With You. 
Thank You. 
 
 



1:49PM 12/15/13 
 
I put my keys and wallet on a volume of Larry 
Eigner poems.  
I lean back in bed and turn my phone's 
brightness down.  
                      wave of memory 
washes over 
                     sudden guilt for  
assigning blame 
confining trouble 
                       when the priest's 
prayers pay double  
adapt  
up in verse  
constrains flow  
 thought 
must speed up 
I worry too much, 
not enough. I think,  
does this fit here? Does this 
fit me? Will they  
like that there? 
leaves where I drops out 
strangles 
 nature caring for holy virus 
making holding still a must 
 



2:37PM 12/15/13 
 
typewriter calligraphist 
 



3:24PM 12/15/13 
 
flag breeze keeps statues straight 
 



2:21AM 12/17/13 
 
shifting shadows sing form's failure 
 



6:26PM 12/17/13 
 
cockroaches 
diamonds  
separated by 
ice 
 



2:25AM 12/18/13 
 
Eigner alarm 
Yes, these are my poems.  
No, they are not yours.  
I love my bed.  
I like my mind when it is not high on marijuana.  
When it is sober it feels higher than when it is 
high.  
Mind when sober has delusions of confidence 
as opposed to delusional cowardice. 
 



7:09PM 12/19/13 
 
Love, 
 
 
 
Sick 
 



1:51PM 12/20/13 
 
One through nine, no maybes, no supposes, no 
fractions. 
 



11:59PM 12/20/13 
 
everything green is for you 
 



11:59PM 12/20/13 
 
Portis Head by Charley 
 



8:40AM 12/21/13 
 
full of mountains and rumors and errors 
scared at the slightest 
planning motion mocking the face 
brothers of the same whore 
sisters of the saxophone 
every morning a snappy headline clutched to 
the chest 
 



3:20PM 12/22/13 
 
Want what you can't have 
The ones who keep changing 
 
P 
 
German warrior mother  
Piercing eyes perched on brooding bust 
Spiky spouse drowns himself in hair gel hoping 
for hell to help sooner rather than later 
I turn my headphones down to hear her wrap 
her mouth around those thick words 
 
P 
 
Man reading The Quest for Understanding by 
Richard Rorty next to me puts his philosophy 
book down to get his hourly phone fill.  
 
P 
 
Cabbie in New York gets upset with me for not 
waving him down sooner.  
 
P 
 
New York film academy hemp bag waiting in 
Megabus line and cigarello smoking tall man, 
hands on hips.  
 
P 
 
Skateboarder shows off athleticism for 
Megabus audience.  



P 
 
See it now. Remember it forever. 
 
P 
 



7:27PM 12/22/13 
 
Welcome to business as usual. 
 
P 
 
Stripping subjectivity. 
 
P 
 
"He's a little shaken up on the play." 
 
P 
 
Mom sits down in front of mute tv and talks to 
me about muscle tone.  
 
P 
 
Remember Ginsberg's Kerouac poem for Jay.  
 
P 
 
Paris is a state of mind.  
 
P 
 
The fall of Troy.  
 
P 
 
Assumption of breath. 
 
P 
 



"Let's go so we can come back." 
 
P  
 
You don't get older. Everyone else does. 
 
P 
 
"Hang up these ornaments so we can have a 
clear table here." 
 
P 
 
word of the day : palpate : to examine by touch 
 
P 
 
conform as well as might be to what there was 
to say, as sopken 
 
P 
 
mirages 
             images   the one  ageless 
 
P 
 
returning   On a hurry 
 



3:14PM 12/23/13 
 
Ghost tantras Michael McClure  
 



6:33PM 12/23/13 
 
 
Ornament sags Christmas tree. 
 
P 
 
I am always on acid. 
 
P 
 
usually eclipsing   eschewing capitalization 
 
P 
 
gang goes to the mall 
bawls at late capitalism 
 
P 
 
Perhaps Another Time.  
 
P 
 
be(ginn)ing 
 
 
P 
cigs cogs 
bullfrog rhythm 
 
to get    Lost in 
 
P 



1:16AM 12/25/13 
 
no sight without 
shadow          behind eyes 
trapped in air     blind 
the ear steps 
forward to eat 
          more  
where that came from 
       did     in there 
 
instead 
 
P 
 
up & dn 
on the up & up 
        but 
no the dn & dn 
tied as  
 
tired     they are 
 
P 
 
sausage bread 
  fills up     the big 
breath 
      machines 
 
P 
 
dream was  weakling  
thing 
couldn't do   Nothing 



P 
 
s ( t ) p ( i ) a ( m ) c ( e ) e  
 
P 
 
wild man screaming drunk 
for a new location 
regrettable comments 
some dele(c)table  
some screens 
 
P 
 
pray with your eyes 
try to find a good memory 
 
P 
 
documents 
photographic love 
I     pretending 
I      be  not 
seeing 
 
P 
 
from  c a l i f o r n i a 
     : she sends me small pictures 
smaller 
  words 
 
P 
 
from across town  



: she sends me desires 
re    flex 
     thoughts 
       // 
nets of course 
 
P 
 
bathroom  
space   outside  church 
Capitalism 
      !  Daddy's trust fund 
send pictures to the bad boys 
promised land 
promises word 
practiced action 
         been there 
done that 
phone cam angled downwards 
her peeking breasts meek 
in electric white light 
give me your eyes 
Is all I want 
 
P 
 
streets 
       trees 
                   streets  
        
                          trees 
                        streaks  
                            leaves  
 
P 



6:27PM 12/26/13 
 
my life is learning to 
check myself before I start 
drinking someone else 
 
P 
 
The TV left on all night. 
 
P 
 
moments of terror unremembering relatives 
names. 
 
P 
 
Two hours of beautiful screen woman thought 
with British accent leads to dream for third night 
in row of British lover once had. Leads to 
impulsive texting of British lover on the day after 
Christmas. Still awaiting response.  
 
P 
 
oh hey hey! Merry Christmas! absolutely- drop 
me a text when your back in philly. we can do 
BlueGrass at Fuime x   
 
P 
 
am I alone -- whether 
they are there, or 
                      there 
? 



P 
 
kosher cosmos 
 
P 
 
Man,  
they really have a hard time being 
alone. 
 
P 
 



12:03AM 12/27/13 
 
the beer stays so still 
 
P 
 
things rise up and 
Things fall down 
But at least you're around 
To entertain.  
 
P 
 



10:57AM 12/28/13 
 
Film & movies : 
Robert Bresson films 
The Blood of a Poet - jean Cocteau  
Text of light Stan brahkage 
Richard Serra experimental films 
Richard linklater 
 



1:29AM 12/29/13 
 
I took  
         
       this one  
photo  
        this one 
 time 
 
P 
 
there is 
    Yes 
       such thing  
    as manual 
      
               writing 
   
        the shade 
    
             automatically 
told yes 
            too old  
     
                     no         
 
P 
 
skulk 
shallow 
             look down  
                 puddle 
life is sad but beautiful 
it's shadow reusable 
the same dread 



same as the self 
and as dumb 
not blind but not 
        deaf 
black and white 
   
     movies 
blues waiting to cross the street 
trash blows screen glows 
         drift 
I take off my coat to think  
that more and more there isn't 
much left by right 
to call my own 
 
P 
 
I remember green freshness hum in next room 
a cage for showing flicks black and white 
movies boy ,  was she sure of herself 
 
P 
 
Mom bakes downstairs 
now and then 
checks herself 
a friend sends a text 
To you , who else would 
they send it to  
 
P 
 
last night and all that tightness 
spoiled sleep staring straight straight ahead 
hips flash yesness 



sun light   drapes    covers    blur    black 
      lab        puppy        young 
                 winter 
 
P 
 
calls on a sickness to perform 
miracles 
water running out 
documents 
dust        sigh           tonight 
 
P 
 
snapchat is new 
slick back hair 
diner cigarette  
hot rod race 
pointed faces 
 
P 
 
mouth gone 
 



2:15AM 12/29/13 
 
They have poetry right where they want it.  
Twenty foot high stone walls barricading the 
airport terminal. 
It's nice to use a pencil, or a fountain pen.  
I'm drinking an ice water 30,000 feet above 
anyplace I'm supposed to be. 
I'm not allowed to take pictures in certain 
places, or make any sudden, loud noises.  
They give me a little napkin with their neat 
brand printed on the corner, to stop the 
condensation from dripping on my lap.  
My friend tells me this would be better served 
as a twitter post. 
I'm way above the first or even second layer of 
clouds.  
Seeing the words backwards make them read 
like Cyrillic.  
Sisyphus rolled the same stone, but Icarus got 
it over in one shot.  
I wonder how the coastline can be considered 
mine or anybody's.  
Most fall asleep from the soothing wombic hum 
of the planes cabin, using neck pillows so they 
don't fall over onto a strangers shoulder.  
Because the light is never still, the gradient is 
never still.  
The layered clouds make me think of the 
ocean.  
Their shapes make me think of mathematical 
functions.  
The functions make me think of holding the 
phenomena still. 



But we just went over that the light is always 
changing.  
They all wake up to their regulated garbage.  
Their connecting flights wait starving in the 
corner covered in soiled, heavy drapes. 
They have poetry.  
So write when you want it. 
 



12:20AM 12/30/13 
 
all so gas we know 
 
P 
 
Polis Kills 
 
P 
 
Don't read your group chats for a week ( let 
them build ) and then read each as a short(ish) 
play. 
 
P 
 
I believe that you can believe  
know where your heart is 
your heart is no where 
 
P 
 
The unnamable things in front of a mirror 
things you do 
 
P 
 
quarterback smoking a cigarette 
 
P 
 



9:24PM 12/30/13 
 
The college boys home for Christmas pass by 
gift wrapped in their polo button downs, the 
color the only real expression on their face.  
 
P 
 
time bullets wings 
 
P 
 
quiet lawns (whole poem) 
 
P 
 
Just getting home. 
 
P 
 
around the world 
the time is zero 
time is the same place 
 
P 
 
driving a friend 
sitting nxt to him  
at the bar 
 



11:52AM 12/31/13 
 
(after FALCONETTI'S La Passion de Jeanne 
d'Arc) 
 
Most people are miserable to be around and 
misery loves company.  
 
When language fades, there is only intention.  
 
When you forget you remember. 
 
Death is a word, a memory.  
 
Intention shifts in the wake of myth.  
 
To recant isn't the worse thing.  
 
They have come to prepare you for death.  
 
This way is not all ways or for always.  
 
Words erode emotion, exacerbate habits. 
 
With a tool in his hand, a man covers the earth. 
 
A hand is a man with one eye. 
 
Everything sounds familiar to someone. 
 



4:09PM 1/1/14 
 
For 89 plus 
We can see that this movement is a 
progression of the lyric into what some might 
call the conceptual lyric, where the “I,” as 
object-self, still serves as the poetic fulcrum, as 
POV, or, more particularly, the point of focus, 
the lens through and with which one views, i.e., 
lyric’s real Copernican compass. As such, its 
pleasures are nestled in the subversive, itself a 
literary and poetic tradition epitomized by the 
confessional poem itself. 
 



5:47PM 1/1/14 
 
she's easy on the thighs 
 
P 
 
poets of today are nerds 
 



6:14PM 1/2/14 
 
Without words, memory ... 
 
P 
 



10:37AM 1/3/14 
 
Down by law soundtrack 
Yes 
 



3:00PM 1/4/14 
 
LONELY MAINE WOODS, DEEP BACKYARD 
REALLY of grandparents house in little Alfred 
town outside of Sanford where the airport was - 
I would want to go off by myself because when 
else would I be able to sort things out in my 
head - great damp felled trees brown and rust 
colored in summer afternoon sun going down 
and farther the Mousam river which seemed so 
grand to me in boyhood days back in 2000 or 
2001. I'd take a little stick and with the insects 
buzzing rapidly about the riverbank I'd imagine 
pretend fishing line and reeling in fish big 
enough to eat for dinner - no cell phone or 
electric whisperer in my pocket, not even a 
dollar to my name or a wallet or nothing - just 
my little corpse trotting along, skipping over 
logs and not scared of animals - big buzzards, 
bears, which now that I think I remember seeing 
across old Mousam or maybe just Story I made 
up to tell mother and brother to entertain French 
pepere because he was chuck full of tales and 
"Indian tricks" as he called them.  
 
P 
 
 



4:28AM 1/7/14 
 
Netflix 
Slacker 
Days of Heaven 
Bottle Rocket 
 
"And remember, the passion for destruction is 
also a creative passion." 
 
We all know the psychic powers of the televised 
image.  
 
"Well, like, to me, my thing is, a video image is 
much more powerful and useful than an actual 
event." 
 
What is this some kind of psychic TV 
parallelism? 
 
Film is the ultimate form of plagiarism. 
 
Withdrawing in disgust is not the same thing as 
apathy. 
 
I've learned that if I time my sleeping patterns 
just so, I will dream of John lurie playing the sax 
at a disassembling carnival at exactly 420 every 
morning 
 



2:12PM 1/7/14 
 
Shyla Stylez and Seth Gamble - Ooh Shyla 
Baby 
big boob fuck 75 
Huge Boobs Blonde Fucking Young by  
The Sexy Hitch-hiker...F70 
Mom Jodi Shows Her Friend How Its Done To 
Fuck  
Canadian MILF Real Estate Agent Randi 
Hot Milfs Creampie Compilation 
Beautiful sex with Marie 
The MILF Chronicles 2 m22 
Hot amateur curvy blonde fucked 
Eva Delage - Hot compilation 
Cruel Mother!! (Part 1) 
Cruel Mother!! (Part 2) 
REALLY TERRY 
Busty amateur wife sucks and fucks with facial 
Two Old Mature Women Fucks Young Boy 
Humiliated Slut V 
46yr old Sumako Arigo Loves Creampies 
(Uncensored) 
Katharin Gangbanged 
BUSTY MILF : EVA NOTTY 
BBW Amateur White Wife Bangs Black Guy in 
Home Bed and Master Bathroom! Watch Read 
Rate Comment! 
Two milf giving a special titsjob 
French Classic 
GEILE BLONDE FOTZE 83 
One guy fucks three horny mature sluts 
CHICHI ZHOU 1 
Redhead milf with big tits gets slammed on the 
couch 



more from the Big Beautiful Women....by 
Ladyfucker666 
Big-booty blonde slut oils up her ass for  
Siri's Massive Tits Swing As She Fucks 
These Tits Give An Awesome Wank 
 



10:49AM 1/8/14 
 
A monster is someone who has very little 
secrets. 
 



3:03PM 1/9/14 
 
roads their risk of interest 
 



3:03PM 1/9/14 
 
He’s a man who hides in the culture of others, 
never having to face the permanent sense of 
indecision that plagues him. 
 



6:14PM 1/12/14 
 
A Freudian, preternaturally observant young 
child jilting favorites in shining rooms of words. 
 



1:15PM 1/13/14 
 
Eventually you gotta host the party. I make 
plenty of decisions before I even get out of bed, 
thanks to corporations like Apple and Natural 
Light beveraging. 
 



1:41PM 1/13/14 
 
Sky Sometimes. 
 



7:40PM 1/17/14 
 
Can't jerk off because roommates all came 
home. But really want to jerk off. Contemplating 
options. Bathroom, kitchen. Scalding coffee 
scalps my palate. Because I am a good 
stutterer; I am a good writer. Everyone in North 
America Ivy League room knows who Magellan 
is. iPad air commercial is poetic and inspiring. 
They quoted Whitman. Beauty and passion, 
tools for toil. I want to read or watch a Kubrick 
film in a bright or dark room by myself. James 
Franco is not comfortable in his poems, but 
driving there. John Lurie followed me on twitter. 
I am a real actor. I think a masterpiece each 
day. I read a story in the faces sitting and 
standing on the bus. I filter. Teen hearts. Dean 
dreams. The difference between poet and actor 
is a jawline. Speech is gestural, a clenched 
hand. Eyebrows. Gluttonous eyes knead story 
together. Words evaporate too. Two mirrors 
facing each other. As long as there is a listener, 
I am me. 
 



3:31AM 1/21/14 
 
Athena                              APEX 
 
 
 
 
 
             
                        TRIBES 
 
                 
 
 
        
                R Y 
      C L E A N I N G 
 
            SUN     OCO 
 
Gatorade  -  GLACIAL CHERRY 
 
 
 
 
 
 Verizon          3:13 AM           12% 
 
 
Notes        Athena . . .         Done 
 



2:06PM 1/21/14 
 
As the body is one, and has many members, all 
the members of that one body, being many, are 
one body. 
 



3:50PM 1/22/14 
 
Without clarity about what we make, and the 
choices that underlie it, the need to make is a 
curse, a misfortune. 
 



11:37AM 1/23/14 
 
The snow skins over the sidewalk, and my feet 
make little cuts.  
The alleyway stares like water. When I get 
home there's whiskey all over the place. 
 



4:42PM 1/27/14 
 
Novel : 
KEYS  
Senior year, when I faked being hypnotized just 
so I could stay on stage. I even performed 
Beyonce's Single Ladies with a blonde wig on 
in front of the entire school.  
My desire had turned my body into a voice.  
Dream of dad and I in boat in city of stone and 
columns; Venice like with no houses or 
buildings or people , just clear water and grey 
stone  
Dream of horizontal moving with weird views of 
Orchestra in fields and black woman and white 
child baptism and nudity, an angry look back at 
my voyeurism 
Made up story about witches livin Behind brick 
house 
 



4:46PM 1/28/14 
 
Wednesday 
12pm Towne 313 
1:30pm GM Lab 
Thursday 
12pm H and M  
Moore 216 
1:30 Kenny 
Friday 
10am 
LRSM aud 
Work: 
1-4pm 
 



9:46PM 1/31/14 
 
Replace the word space with a drink and forget 
it 
 



4:45PM 2/3/14 
 
Desire intro 
A face precipitated in abyss 
 



7:52PM 2/4/14 
 
JW: Mozart is an angel. And one thing that 
makes him angelic is that he knows exactly 
when to stop. He knows when to shut up. And 
in doing that he gives you your own song. I 
think he is the greatest thing who ever . . . He is 
the spring. I think he’s an angel, I think he was 
an angel that came to the earth. And that is one 
thing that makes him angelic—he knows 
exactly when to shut up. And by knowing that, 
you sit there, and you realize that your own 
song is coming awake in music. He can give 
you your own song. Think of that! God I think 
that is miraculous, I think that literally is 
miraculous. 
 



3:00AM 2/5/14 
 
ROGUE FILM SCHOOL 
The Warren Commission Report, Virgil’s 
Georgics, and "The Short and Happy Life of 
Francis Macomber." 
 
PRIMO LEVI 
if this is a man 
 



7:29PM 2/14/14 
 
Film  
 
Paris Texas 
Persona 
Sweet and Lowdown 
The heart is a lonely hunter  
Clerks 
 
Of note: 
 
American Friend 
My Own Private Idaho 
Down By Law 
Mala Noche 
Punch drunk Love 
 
INSPIRATION 
 
O man, take care! 
What does the deep midnight declare? 
"I was asleep— 
From a deep dream I woke and swear:— 
The world is deep, 
Deeper than day had been aware. 
Deep is its woe— 
Joy—deeper yet than agony: 
Woe implores: Go! 
But all joy wants eternity— 
Wants deep, wants deep eternity. 
 



12:29PM 2/15/14 
 
Turning me on with her light saber cock sucking 
blues 
The secret to road tripping is to put the radio on 
scan 
Free flat beer 
Peanut butter and jelly sandwich and chain 
smoking marijuana on the Grand Canyon 
Camp fire hot dogs pulling down side roads 
away from law eyes 
Soto 
Sideline dream 
That mattress is covered in cat piss 
Thanks for the cocaine 
You have no chance 
 



1:27PM 2/18/14 
 
He woke up and slowly there wasn't anything 
around him but words. Then he got out of bed.  
 



4:25PM 2/18/14 
 
Dedicated to Jason Jadick, whoever that is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 







 

 



 

 



 

 

 


